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ABSTRACT
Strain ageing effects in a rc  melted com m ercial niobium have been 
studied using the yield point re tu rn  and internal friction technique, and the resu lts  
have been discussed with reference to curren t theories of stra in  ageing. A 
comparison of both techniques has been carried  out which shows that the internal 
friction technique frequently yields m ore d irect information about the stra in  
ageing process than the yield point re tu rn  method.
It has been shown that com m ercial niobium, when tested  at room 
tem perature, exhibits a yield point phenomenon and that stra in  ageing effects 
become m easureable at ageing tem peratures g rea te r  than 75°C. The 
activation energy of the stra in  ageing process has been found to be 25,800 ^
1 ,0 0 0  cal/m ole which is of the o rder of the activation energy fo r the diffusion of 
oxygen in niobium (26,600 cal/m ole).
The magnitude of the stra in  ageing effects have been shown to be 
dependent on the concentration of oxygen, and this appears to be due to the 
variation in the density of dislocations, as calculated from  the Cottrell-Bilby 
equation, with oxygen content ra th e r than the density of C ottrell atm ospheres.
It is  believed that oxygen is responsible for the locking of free  
dislocations during the early  stages of stra in  ageing. Given sufficient tim e and /o r 
sufficiently high tem perature the oxygen is then replaced by carbon and /o r 
nitrogen atoms at the dislocations and re tu rns into free  solution.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
The in terest in mechanical and physical properties of niobium has 
been steadily growing over the last decade. The main reasom for this in terest 
a re  the high melting point (2, 470°C)/good form ability at room tem perature, good 
high-tem perature strength, high chemical corrosion resistance and com paratively 
low neutron absorption cross-section . Unfortunately it is easily  contaminated 
by atm ospheric gases, particu larly  oxygen, at tem perature above 200°C, and its 
mechanical properties a re  affected considerably by the presence of in terstitia l 
im purities, namely oxygen, nitrogen, carbon and hydrogen, which a re  invariably 
present in com m ercial quality niobium.
Niobium has a BCC lattice struc tu re  and together with tantalum, 
tungsten and molybdenum, which also have BCC stru c tu res, form s a part of the 
group of elements called the Refractory M etals, which all have melting points 
g rea te r  than 2, 000°C. It is therefore of p articu la r in terest to investigate the 
effect of in terstitia ls  and particu larly  to what extent th e ir  behaviour re la tes  to 
that of the other BCC m eta ls .
In alpha-iron, a BCC m etal, it is well established that the presence 
of in terstitia l solutes, carbon o r nitrogen, is responsible for the stra in  ageing 
phenomenon. The main object of the present work is therefore to show to what 
extent niobium, of com m ercial purity, stra in  ages, and to elucidate the behaviour 
of the in terstitia l im purity atom s, p resent in the m ateria l, during the s tra in  
ageing process. It was considered that these objectives would be best 
achieved using tensile  te s ts  to follow the stra in  ageing effects and internal 
friction m easurem ents to estim ate the variations in in te rs titia l content in solid 
solution as a function of stra in  ageing trea tm en ts. In o rder to be able to c a rry  
out both tests  on the sam e specimen, the m ateria l used in this work was in the 
form  of a w ire.
Since the yield point and s tra in  ageing phenomena w ere f irs t 
observed in alpha-iron and mild stee ls , a fa irly  extensive survey was ca rried  out 
of the studies of these two phenomena in alpha-iron. This has been followed by
a critica l discussion of the most im portant theories of the yield point and strain  
ageing phenomena, and finally, an extensive review was ca rried  out of the 
available lite ra tu re  dealing with the two phenomena in niobium.
A brief account is then given of the theory and mechanism of the 
internal friction effects in BCC m etals followed by a review of the lite ra tu re  on 
the internal friction effects in niobium containing in te rs titia l so lu tes .
The experim ental part of the work has been divided into th ree  main 
p arts . The f irs t part deals with the prelim inary  resu lts  of both internal friction 
m easurem ents and mechanical testing. The second part deals with mechanical 
testing resu lts  in detail, showing the effects of s tra in  ageing treatm ents on 
mechanical properties in general and the yield point re tu rn  in particu la r. The 
internal friction resu lts  a re  described in the rem aining th ird  part.
Although a good deal of work has been done in the past on stra in  
ageing and internal friction, these aspects have often been given completely 
separate treatm ents. The resu lts  of each section have therefo re  been 
separately discussed in relation to previous work, where this is appropriate, and 
the m ore significant aspects of the work as a whole a re  then finally d iscussed on 
a much wider basis in the last section.
2- STRAIN AGEING AND YIELD POINT PHENOMENA - 
A Review of Previous Experim ental Work
2 A - THE y i e l d  p o in t  p h e n o m e n o n
It has been known for some tim e that certain  m etals and alloys when 
strained at room tem perature exhibit a distinct yield point. The yield point 
was f irs t observed in mild steel, and, therefore, has always been associated with 
alpha-iron and mild stee l. Subsequently, it has been observed in other m etals
and alloys, not only in body centered cubic (BCC) and in te rs titia l solid
11 2) (3-8)solutions * , but also in face centered cubic (FCC) and close packed
hexagonal (CPH)^ m etals and substitutional solid so lu tio n s^ ’
The so-called "distinct yield point” phenomenon m anifests itse lf as 
a marked discontinuity, in the nominal s tre s s -s tra in  curve fo r sim ple tension, 
in the region in which the deformation changes from  elastic  to plastic  in nature.
At the yield point such m etals cease to behave elastica lly  and begin to flow 
plastically without any fu rther increase in s tre s s  and often with a m easurable 
decrease in s tre s s  as compared with the s tre s s  occuring at the original yield 
point. Fig. 1 shows a diagram atic representation  of a load-elongation curve 
for mild steel tested  at room tem peratu re . From  A to B the deform ation is 
elastic  in nature, but B (referred  to as "the upper yield point” o r "the upper 
yield s tre ss") the load suddenly falls to that represen ted  by point C ("the 
lower yield s tre s s" ) . The m etal then flows plastically  at a constant load 
until it has been strained by an amount corresponding to the point D. The 
extension corresponding to CD is known, variously, as the "yield point 
elongation", the "yield s tra in ” o r "Liiders s tra in " . At the point D the load 
begins to r is e  sharply due to work hardening during fu rther deform ation. From  
this point onwards deformation is  continuous and m acroscopically homogeneous 
until the load reaches that corresponding to the ultim ate tensile  s tre s s  
(point E), a fter which there  is a fall in the nominal load. The fall in the 
load is accompanied by severe localised deform ation and necking leading,
Elongation
FIG. 1. D iagram atic load-elongation curve of mild steel
T3ctiO
Elongation
FIG. 2. D iagram atic load-elongation curve exhibiting 
pre-y ield  plastic  stra in
ultim ately, to ductile frac tu re  at the point F .
It appears that the drop in load at the yield point was f irs t
(17) (9)
described by Bach . Becker and Orowan showed that the upper and
lower yield points in annealed mild steel w ere tru e  features of the m etal and
w ere not due to the testing machine o r testing procedure. Subsequently,
Edwards et a h  ^  proved conclusively that the upper and lower yield points w ere
true features of the m aterial exhibiting the yield point phenomenon.
The load-elongation curve of Fig, 1, as m ost experim ental curves
reported in lite ra tu re , shows no plastic s tra in  p rio r to the upper yield point.
A diagram atic load-elongation curve exhibiting p re-y ield  p lastic s tra in  is shown
/i o)
in Fig. 2. Sylwestrowicz and Hall suggested the possibility of the existence
of pre-yield plastic stra in  but found no experim ental evidence in th e ir  s t r e s s -
(19) (20) (21)strain  cu rv es . C ottrell , F isher , Stroh and others have also suggested
the possibility of the existence of p re-y ield  p lastic s tra in . Experim ental
evidence substantiating this suggestion was given, among o thers, in the work of
(22)Vreeland et a l. in which there  is an indication of m easurable amounts
(3 x 10 of both anelastic and p lastic s tra in  before the upper yield point.
(1 2)More recently, W essel ’ working on iron, molybdenum, niobium
and tantalum showed that in m ost cases of pronounced yielding some degree of
rounding of the upper yield point due to pre-y ield  s tra in  was presen t. The degree
of rounding (or sharpness) of the upper yield point appears to vary  considerably
depending on the particu la r m etal, its  chem ical and m etallurg ical conditions and
the tem perature and s tre s s  levels at which the yielding occurs. Experim ental 
(2)data show that the amount of p lastic p res tra in  preceding the upper yield point
-2 -3in BCC m etals may range from  about 0.1 to 1.0% (10 to 10 ), and that the
degree of rounding (or sharpness) of the upper yield point is  not a unique function 
of the test machine or recording apparatus
Ever since the yield point has been observed it has been noted that 
the deformation during the yield point elongation was heterogeneous. The 
heterogeneity is due to the fact that the deformed a reas  of m etal exist adjacent
to the areas of undeformed m etal, with the process of deformation being
localised at the boundary between the deformed and undeformed m etal. The
areas of the deformed m etal appear with the initial rapid drop in s tre s s  at the
yield point, and grow through the m etal until the entire specimen is deformed
an amount equal to the stra in  in the f irs t  deformed a rea . The heterogeneous
mechanism of deformation gives r ise  to irreg u la ritie s  in the surface of the
m etal which have been variously called flow lines, worm s, stra in  figures,
Hartmann lines o r s tre tch e r s tra in s, though m ore generally Liiders bands, afte r
(23)their d iscoverer, W. Liiders
Liiders bands appear on the surface of tensile  te st specimen in a
form  of a complex pattern. The complex appearance of the bands is strongly
dependent on the rigidity of the te s t piece and the constraints imposed by the
grips. This is due to the fact that the Liiders deformation entails a shear, so
that the deformed and undeformed sections of the te s t piece a re  no longer
(24)
co-planar. Hall ca rried  out a detailed study of the form ation of Liiders 
bands and has confirmed the belief that a single band has a be tte r chance to appear 
and propagate uniformly from  one end of the specimen to the other in thin s trip  
or fine w ire specimens and under light load.
Using thin s tr ip  specimens and a self-aligning testing machine Hall 
was able to show conclusively that the deformed and undeformed a reas  a re  not 
co-planar, the disorientation being of the o rder of 1°. Observing single bands, 
Hall produced evidence to the hypothesis that "since Liiders bands form  with 
the ir fronts around 45° to the tension axis, the m echanism of propagation is a 
uniform shear front moving along the specim en".
The yield point is thus strongly affected by a num ber of fac to rs , of 
which the m ore im portant ones a re :-
(a) ra te  of straining,
(b) grain size,
(c) axial loading,
(d) shape of te st specimen,
(e) type of testing machine.
2 .1 .1 . Effect of Rate of Straining
The effect of the ra te  of loading on the yield point in alpha-iron and
steel has been noted and studied alm ost from  the early  stages of the investigation
(25)of the yield point phenomenon. Elam in his extensive study of the effect 
of strain  ra te  on the yield point of Armco iron and mild stee l concluded that: -
(a) the value of the upper yield point is ra ised  by
increased ra tes  of straining,
(b) the value of the lower yield point is ra ised  by
increased ra te s  of straining,
(c) the yield stra in  is increased by increased ra tes
of straining and may disappear in Armco iron 
and stee ls of low carbon content if the ra te  of 
straining is sufficiently slow.
The last conclusion should have been elaborated by the author to the effect that at
very slow stra in  ra tes  the horizontal portion of the s tre s s -s tra in  curve of Armco
iron may disappear giving way to a se rra ted  s tre s s -s tra in  curve for which the
author had ample evidence in his experim ental curves. It appears, therefore,
/IS')
that Sylwestrowicz and Hall w ere not entirely  co rrec t in stating that tests
.4
carried  out on Armco iron at a s tra in  ra te  of 10 p er min. show no indication
that extrem ely slow loading would cause the yield point to d isappear. The
-5lowest strain  ra te  used by Elam was 3 .4  x 10 per min.
//\
Edwards et al. using both shaped and unshaped specim ens of mild 
steel ca rried  out a much m ore careful study than Elam of the effect of theX
rate  of loading on the yield s tre s s  and showed that the yield s tre s s  drops rapidly 
with increasing ra tes  of loading to a minimum value and then increases slowly. 
The ra te  of loading at the minimum of Edwards curve was shown to be about 
20 lbs per hour (Fig. 3).
2 .1 .2 . Effect of Grain Size
The effect of grain  size on the yield point of alpha-iron and mild
steel was uncertain fo r some tim e as pointed out by Daniloff et al.
(27)
Subsequently, Edwards et a l. showed conclusively that the yield s tre s s  of
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(28)
mild steel increases with decreasing grain  size (Fig. 4). Andrew and Lee 
confirmed Edwards ' findings by reporting that in a 0. 08% carbon stee l the yield 
s tre s s , yield point elongation, elastic  lim it and ultim ate tensile s tre s s  increase
/ I  Q \
with decreasing grain  size . Also, Sylwestrowicz and Hall studying the
effect of grain  size on the yield point in mild steel showed that the upper yield
point, the lower yield point and the difference between the upper and lower yield
points decrease with increasing grain size . It would, therefore, appear that a
m ateria l with excessively large grains should not exhibit a yield point. However,
(12 29-31)it was shown that even single crysta ls  exhibit the yield point phenomenon ’
More recently the dependance of the lower yield s tre ss  on the grain
(32)size in alpha-iron has been successfully expressed in Petch’s equation
(f =&0 . . . . . ..........  a)
where is the lower yield s tre s s , ( f  the yield s tre s s  of a single c rysta l,
y  f  0
k a constant and / /  the grain  d iam eter.
2 .1 .3 . Effect of Axial Loading
Non-axial loading sim ilarly  to sharp fille ts  in te st specim ens causes 
local s tre ss  concentrations at Which Liiders bands will form  at s tre s se s  lower than 
the upper yield s tre s s . A s tre s s -s tra in  curve obtained under strong non-axial 
loading may exhibit no upper yield point at a ll.
2 .1 .4 . Effect of the Shape of T est Specimen
A very  high upper yield point may be obtained by avoiding s tre s s
concentrations at the fillets and grips of te s t specimens which is  where Liiders
( f \ \
bands always s ta r t. Thus, Edwards et a l. using a specimen with fille ts  of a
very large radius of curvature obtained an upper yield point 18% above the ultim ate
(18)tensile s tre s s . Sim ilarly, Sylwestrowicz obtained an upper yield point -
almost 100$  above the lower yield point on a w ire specimen having
electrolytically deposited beads at its ends.
(33)More recently, Hutchison obtained an upper yield point in mild 
steel about 100% g rea te r  than the lower yield point using specimens that had been 
annealed in such a way that the gauge length of the specimen was kept at a 
constant tem perature with a tem perature gradient to each end. Testing was 
carried  out in a conventional m anner without special care  of gripping and 
alignment.
2 .1 .5 . Effect of Testing Machine
It is an experim ental fact that the yield point is affected by the 
characteristics of tensile testing m achines. In general, testing machines a re  
classified as "hard" o r "soft” . A "hard" machine is one in which s tre s s  
relaxation may take place, w hereas in a "soft" machine no s tre s s  relaxation is 
possible. Diagram atic s tre s s -s tra in  curves corresponding to the two types of 
machines a re  shown in Fig. 5. From  the s tre s s -s tra in  curves it is apparent 
that, other factors being constant, the value and even the existence of the upper 
yield point a re  strongly dependent on the "hardness" of the tensile  testing 
machine.
Before the effect of the charac te ris tics  of tensile  testing machines was
fully understood and settled , a number of w orkers in this field believed that the
upper and lower yield points w ere not reflections of the in trinsic  qualities of the
m etal itself. They believed that these points in the s tre s s -s tra in  curve w ere
m erely caused by the inertia  of the testing machine and w ere due to the sudden
stretching of the specimen and the inability of the machine to reac t satisfactorily
(34)to this quick change. To support this idea W elter constructed a device for 
artific ial production of upper and lower yield points. This device was to 
simulate the behaviour of m etals, exhibiting the yield point phenomenon, during 
yielding.
25.
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F IG  . 5. D iagram atic s tre s s -s tra in  curves exhibiting yield point.
Tensile te st ca rried  out in a "Hard" (A) and "Soft" (B) 
testing machine.
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F I G . 6 . Effect of ageing on the s tre s s -s tra in  curve of mild 
steel a fter unloading during yielding at lower yield 
s tre s s .
2.2 . THE STRAIN AGEING PHENOMENON
When a m etal exhibiting the yield point phenomenon is strained to the
lower yield point, unloaded and immediately reloaded, yielding continues at the
lower yield s tre s s . However, if the specimen is rested  for some tim e at room
tem perature, yielding will be initiated by a slightly higher s tre s s  which im mediately
drops to the lower yield s tre ss  ( 0 ^  ). This gives r is e  to a sm all upper yield
point ( t f ^ )  as shown in Fig. 6 . , The growth of the upper yield s tre ss
( f t ,  - f t  (Fig. 6 )) can be accelerated  by ageing at elevated tem peratures 
U L
and it will increase with increasing tim e at any tem perature, as shown by
(181Sylwestrowicz and Hall in alpha-iron.
(351Ludwik and Scheu appear to be the f irs t  w orkers who reported  that, 
if the load was released afte r straining beyond the yield point elongation and the 
specimen was immediately reloaded, it would be found that the s tre s s -s tra in
curve rises  at once to the fo rm er load value before p lastic deformation again
begins (Fig. 7(A)). At that tim e it was already well known that if strained  mild 
steel was rested  for some tim e at room o r slightly elevated tem perature the yield 
point would reappear (Fig. 7(B)). Subsequent work reviewed by Keynon and
/Of.\
Bums showed that -the g rea te r  the amount of cold work the longer the tim e
necessary  for the return  of the yield point.
Such a return  of the yield point on ageing a fte r straining beyond the
yield point elongation is known as "Strain Ageing".
(37)Muir in his extensive study of overstraining of iron and mild steel 
showed that for a given steel the increase in yield s tre s s  due to a given s tra in  
ageing treatm ent is independent of the initial yield s tre s s  before strain ing.
(38\
As early  as 1933 Griffis et a l. suggested that the yield point
elongation, grain size and yield s tre ss  a re  in terre la ted . Thus, fo r a given grain
size and ageing tem perature, if the yield s tre s s  increases with ageing tim e the
(27)yield point elongation would also increase. Edwards et a l, in th e ir  extensive 
study of strain  ageing of mild steel showed that such a dependence of yield s tre ss  
and yield point elongation existed. The approximate relationship was given as
27.
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Yield s tre s s  = 3.5 (% yield point elongation + 1 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (2)
(27)In the sam e paper Edwards et a l. showed that for a given s tra in  
ageing treatm ent,
(a) the yield s tre s s  increased with increasing degree
of p restra in ,
(b) the difference between the straining load and the
yield s tre s s  a fter s tra in  ageing decreased with 
increasing degree of p restra in ,
(c) the ultim ate tensile  s tre s s  increased with increasing
degree of p restra in ,
(d) elongation decreased with increasing degree of
p restra in ,
(e) the ra tio  of yield s tre s s  a fte r s tra in  ageing (Y^) to
the yield s tre s s  before straining (Y^) was 
constant (Y /Y  = 1.4) fo r one hour ageing at 
250°C. A B
The dependence of mechanical p roperties of mild stee l on the degree of p restra in
before ageing is shown in Fig. 8 .
The effect of tim e and tem perature of the s tra in  ageing treatm ent is
strongly in terre la ted . In o rder to obtain the sam e effect by a s tra in  ageing
treatm ent at two different tem peratu res the logarithm  of ageing tim es will be
(39)proportional to the recip rocal of absolute tem peratures . The effect of
ageing tem perature on the m echanical p roperties of mild stee l a re  shown in
Fig. 9. The duration of the ageing treatm ent is one hour and the resu lts  a re
(27)after Edwards et a l.
At this point it may be appropriate to com pare the stra in  ageing 
effects with quench ageing effects in mild stee l. The quench ageing treatm ent 
is one during which the stee l is aged at an elevated tem perature afte r it has been 
quenched from  a tem perature at which the solubility of in te rs titia l solutes is 
g rea te r  than at the ageing tem p era tu re .
There a re  th ree  main differences between the two ageing treatm ents: -
(a) in s tra in  ageing the maximum effect increases
with ageing tem peratures w hereas in quench ageing 
______________________  the maximum effect is a lm ostxonstant at_a!3------------------
0 4 8 12 -16 .
P restra in , %
FIG. 8 . Effect of degree of p res tra in  on the stra in  ageing of mild 
stee l aged at 280 C for one hour.
A Yield s tre ss  
B - Ultimate tensile  s tre ss
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(a) (Contd.)
ageing tem peratures o r decreases with increasing 
tem peratures,
(b) for the sam e m etal the ra te  of overageing in the
strain-aged m etal is much slower than the ra te  
of overageing in the quench-aged m etal, when the 
two ageing treatm ents a re  carried  out independently 
at any one tem perature,
(c) the ra te  of hardening is much g rea te r  during strain
ageing than during quench ageing.
(40)The second difference is illustrated  by Davenport and Bain in 
th e ir  work on age-hardening of s teeh  From  th e ir resu lts  it is c lea r that the 
sam e steel begins to overage afte r one hour at 100° C w hereas it shows no 
tendency to o v er-s tra in  age afte r 170 hours at 200°C, and only just begins to 
o v er-s tra in  age after one hour at 250°C.
(41)More recent work, among others that of Hundy and Wilson and
(42)Russell , confirm  the above effects of the degree of p restra in , ageing 
tem perature and tim e of the ageing treatm ent on the stra in  ageing of mild steel.
2 .3 . ELEMENTS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE YIELD POINT AND STRAIN 
AGEING PHENOMENA IN ALPHA-IRON
At f irs t  it was thought that the yield point and stra in  ageing of mild
steel could be attributed to the BCC struc tu re  of alpha-iron. But, since the
(3 4) (6 )sam e effects w ere observed in copper * , s ilver and nickel alloys , the
solvent m etals of which possess the FCC lattice structu re  it was thought that the
phenomena m ust be associated with the presence of a specific alloying element or
in te rs titia l im purities in the alpha-iron. The elements that w ere considered
w ere mainly those that form  in te rs titia l solid solution with alpha-iron, namely
oxygen, carbon and nitrogen. The other im purity elem ents p resent in mild
steel, namely phosphorus, sulphur, silicon and manganese, have been mentioned
(40)as probable suspects but rejected without much experim ental proof
The responsibility  for the yield point and stra in  ageing phenomena in
32.
mild steel has been ascribed, by various w orkers, to each of the three
(43)in terstitia l elem ents to varying extents = Pfeil suggested that carbon and
oxygen could cause these effects, but nitrogen was not considered. Davenport
(40)and Bain argued that oxygen was responsible, and the ir view was supported
(26) (44)by Daniloff et al. and W ilder . At about the same tim e Eilender
(45)et ah  suggested that nitrogen was the element responsible for the yield point
and stra in  ageing phenomena, carbon slightly so and that oxygen had no effect at 
(46)all. F ritsche studying load-extension curves of annealed steels varying in
carbon content from  0„ 11 to h  45% showed that the yield point was exhibited by
(27)steels containing up to 0.7% carbon. Edwards et ah  believed that carbon 
was mainly responsible for the yield point and s tra in  ageing in mild steel, but 
they did not exclude the possibility that nitrogen was playing an im portant part. 
However, as fa r  as oxygen was concerned they were inclined to think that oxygen 
was not so im portant.
(48)Subsequently, Low and Gensam er in th e ir  detailed work on stra in  
ageing and the yield point phenomenon in mild stee l showed beyond any doubt that 
both carbon and nitrogen w ere responsible for the two phenomena in alpha-iron 
and mild s teeh  The reliab ility  of th e ir  findings is due to the fact that they f irs t 
eliminated the yield point and stra in  ageing from  th e ir stee l by a low tem perature 
wet hydrogen treatm ent and then carefully re -carb u rised , nitrided o r oxidised. 
The oxidised specimens showed no yield point and very  little  stra in  ageing, while 
the carburised  and nitrided specimens showed a complete re tu rn  of the yield 
point phenomenon.
(49)A ltenburger believed that nitrogen was m ore im portant than 
carbon in stra in  ageing in mild stee l. His belief was supported by Leslie and 
R ic h e tt^ ^  who stated that s tra in  ageing of com m ercial steels was p rim arily  due 
to nitrogen in solution in the fe rr ite  and carbon was a secondary cause of stra in  
ageing. T heir reason for considering nitrogen to be the m ore im portant 
element was that its  solubility in alpha-iron at low tem peratures is g rea te r  than 
that of carbon. But, they did point out that at higher ageing tem peratures
when solubility of carbon in alpha “iron is increased carbon becomes m ore
i m p o r t a n t T h o m a s  and L e a k ^ ^  using both yield point and internal friction
m easurem ents confirmed the previous findings that both nitrogen and carbon
(48)w ere responsible for strain  ageing,, But, sim ilarly  to Low and Gensam er 
they carried  out th e ir  te s ts  on nitrided o r carburised  steel that was previously 
hydrogen purified, and made no com parison between the two elem ents with 
respect to th e ir  relative im portance in stra in  ageing, particu larly  in com m ercial 
s tee ls, in which both elem ents a re  p resen t„
A sum m ary of the above discussion is given in Table 1„
I TABLE 1
In te rstitia l elem ents responsible for the yield point 
and stra in  ageing in alpha -iron
References
In terstitia l Element 
Responsible for Strain Ageing
Carbon Nitrogen Oxygen
Pfeil(43) Yes - Yes
Davenport and Bain^4^ No No Yes
Wilder*44* No No Yes
Daniloff et al. No No Yes
i (45) Eilender et al. Yes Yes No
Fritsche*46* Yes =
(47)Edwards et al. Yes Possible No
Low and Gensamer*43* Yes Yes No
(49)Altenburger Yes Yes -
Leslie  and Richett*3 *^ Yes Yes -
Thomas and Leak*3 *^ Yes- Yes -
Conclusions Yes Yes Not fully Investigated
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(48)In conclusion it may be said that until the work of Low and Gensam er
the element o r elem ents responsible for the yield point and stra in  ageing
phenomena in alpha -iron w ere not conclusively established. The main reason
being that the methods used previously w ere such that the element responsible for
these effects was not completely removed and then carefully reintroduced into
the steel. The conclusions w ere, thus, drawn from  variations of stra in  ageing
effects instead of from  the reintroduction of these effects to a m ateria l which had
been freed of them , Since then it has been accepted that both nitrogen and
carbon a re  responsible for the two phenomena in alpha “iron when present
singly. In com m ercial stee ls , however, in which both elements a re  present,
nitrogen is considered to be m ore im portant than carbon because of its  g rea te r
(49 50)solubility in alpha-iron at low tem peratures 9
The possibility that hydrogen may be responsible for the yield point
and stra in  ageing phenomena appears to have been neglected. Recently, however, 
(52 53)Rogers 3 showed that the yield point due to hydrogen can be induced in steel 
but only at testing tem peratures lower than -100°C,
2,4 THE ELIMINATION OF YIELD POINT AND STRAIN AGEING 
PHENOMENA IN ALPHA-IRON
Iron and mild steel free  from  stra in  ageing has been produced for many
y ears, both on laboratory and industrial scales, by a number of different methods.
In the laboratory the main treatm ent has been the low tem perature wet hydrogen 
(43 48 51 54)anneal 9 9 9 , Carbon, oxygen and nitrogen can be removed
practically  completely by this method if it is ca rried  out properly.
Com m ercially, m ateria ls  alm ost free  from  strain  ageing have been 
produced by thorough de-oxidation with aliminium, silicon and /or manganese 
(26,40,55)^ Aluminium has been considered as the most efficient elim inator of 
s tra in  ageing of the th ree  de-oxidants, but it did not suppress s tra in  ageing 
completely a fte r ageing at higher tem p e ra tu re s , However, stra in  ageing in an 
aluminium de-oxidised steel can be minimised by proper heat-treatm ent
The reduction of stra in  ageing in stee ls by adding de-oxidising
agents seem s unusual, since it has been shown in the previous section that oxygen
is not responsible for this phenomenon. But, aluminium is known to be a
fairly  strong n itride fo rm er, and therefore reduces the tendency of a stee l to
stra in  age not by v irtue of its de-oxidation properties but because of its  affinity
towards nitrogen,
A m ore efficient com m ercial method is the addition of elem ents such
as titanium , vanadium, chromium, molybdenum, niobium o r zirconium ^ 3 ^
5 0 56)
3 , which a re  both strong n itride and carbide fo rm ers. Their effect can
be improved by heat-treatm ent involving either very  slow cooling or
(44)quenching followed by tem pering at a high tem perature
3. THEORIES OF STRAIN AGEING AND YIELD POINT PHENOMENA
• 3.1 . THEORIES OF THE YIELD POINT PHENOMENON
Most im portant theories of the yield point phenomenon can be 
considered under the following headings: y
(a) Grain boundary film  theories,
(b) Precipitation hardening theories,
(c) E lastic stra in  energy theories,
(d) C ottrell atm osphere theories.
3 .1 .1 . Grain Boundary Film  Theories
H istorically  the grain  boundary film  theory, put forward in 1913, 
m arks the beginning of attem pts to explain the occurrence of the yield point in 
alphariron and mild s tee ls . According to the theory iron carbide o r some 
other compound segregates to the grain  boundaries forming a continuous 
"honeycomb" s truc tu re  enveloping the fe rr ite  g ra in s . When such a duplex 
m ateria l is loaded the load is ca rried  by the "honeycomb" structu re  until it 
rup tures. At this point the  load is  g rea te r  than the flow s tre s s  of fe rr ite  and
i ‘ •
the fe rr ite , therefore, deform s at a constant o r slightly lower load resulting in 
a discontinuity (yield point) in tlie load extension curve.
(57)Such a theory was f ir s t  suggested by Dalby and was subsequently
elaborated by many w o r k e r s ^  The m ost recent modification is due to
(24)Hall who has suggested that instead of postulating a continuous grain  boundary 
compound, solute atoms a re  said to concentrate in a com paratively narrow  band 
of the fe rr ite  g ra ins next to the grain  boundaries. The solute enriched fe rr ite  
in the grain  boundary region would then be of higher strength than the rem ainder 
of the grain and would c a rry  the initial load during s tressing  in a s im ila r  way to 
the initially suggested "honeycomb" s truc tu re .
3o'1.2. Precipitation Hardening Theories
C ertain precipitation hardening alloys when tested at elevated 
tem peratures exhibit irreg u la ritie s  in the s tre s s -s tra in  curve somewhat s im ilar 
to those encountered at the yield point in alpha-iron. It was therefore 
suggested that the yield point might in some way be connected with a precipitation
/ O C  / /  \
process occurring in the fe rr ite  s . Edwards et ah  produced yield
points in nickel, s ilver and copper age hardening alloys by combinations of quenching,! 
straining and ageing and concluded that these resu lts , together with the fact that 
iron purified in m oist hydrogen exhibits little  o r no yield point, indicate that the 
yield point a r ise s  from  the precipitation of a solute element on "active1' slip 
planes within the c ry s ta ls . Thus the "active” slip planes a re  locked, but once I
yielding on these occurred other slip planes which a re  not locked become operative j
1I
so that flow continues at a lower s t r e s s . The yield point was thus considered :
to be due to a p referen tia l locking of the "active” slip planes by precipitation of 
solute atom s.
3.1-. 3. E lastic Strain Energy Theories
(63) (64) !Takaba and Okuda and Fell associated the yield point to the j
high "plasticity" of iron crysta ls  arising  from  the m ultiplicity of possible slip
( f \
system s and anisotropic nature of the elastic  modulus in alpha iron. It was 
suggested that certain  of the cry sta ls  in a randomly oriented aggregate may be 
subject to extrem ely high constraints resulting from  the mutual interaction of the 
differing amounts of deform ation occurring in neighbouring g ra in s . It is then 
considered that the elastic  s tra in  energy stored within the m ost highly constrained 
grains may be sufficient to initiate general p lastic flow without any immediate 
increase in the external load.
;  j
3.1 . 4. C ottrell Atm osphere Theories
/ / /  \
This theory wae put forward by Cottrell , elaborated by j
N a b a rro ^ ^  and developed by C ottrell and B ilb y ^ ^ . It has been shown by j
C ottrell that in ters titia l atoms in solid solution can relieve the s tre ss  round 
dislocations to form  an equilibrium "atm osphere” „ Accordingly,,. when an 
external force is applied each dislocation tends to move and leave its "atm osphere" 
behind, However* the force necessary  to move each dislocation depends not 
only on the force needed to propagate each dislocation through the lattice, but also 
on the anchoring force of the "atm osphere” . When the external force is large 
enough to overcome the anchoring force, each dislocation will move through the 
lattice at high speed, , M oreover, since the force necessary  to overcome the 
anchoring force is g rea te r  than that needed to keep them m oving^ the freed 
dislocations accelera te . This resu lts  in a rapid deformation at a s tre ss  sm aller 
than the initial s tre s s . In other words, this constitutes a sharp upper yield 
point followed by yielding under relatively  constant load at the lower yield point,
■ C ottrell and B ilb y ^ ^  considered that in the case of a positive edge 
dislocation in alpha-iron, a carbon o r nitrogen atom would relieve hydrostatic 
s tre sse s  by entering the expanded region below the dislocation centre (Fig, 10),
For a serew  dislocation they adopted the conclusion by F r a n k ^ ^  that the in te r- 
action must be due to the re lie f of shear s tre sse s  because hydrostatic s tre sse s  
do not exist around a pure serew  dislocation. In this case, therefore, 
atm osphere form ation can only occur by in terstitia l solutes, namely carbon, 
nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen, which produce a .non-sym m etrical distortion.
For a low in te rs titia l solute content the concentration, c, of the atm osphere was 
given by the equation
c = c0 e -v /k T (3)
where cQ is the mean concentration of the solute in the bulk of the m ateria l,
V the interaction energy between an atom and a positive edge dislocation, about 
0,8 eV fo r i 
tem perature
(71)nitrogen in alpha-iron , k is Boltzmann's constant and T absolute
The interaction energy between an atom and a positive edge 
dislocation was given as
V = A sin (ji I r  (4)
FIG. 10. D iagram atic representation of the position of an in te r­
s titia l atom at an edge dislocation.
FIG. 11. Dislocation line locked by a row of in te rs titia l a tom s.
where A is a constant depending on the s tra in  introduced into the lattice by the 
solute atom, and <£ and r  the polar co-ordinates of the position of the atom 
with the dislocation at the origin.
At low tem peratures the shear s tre s s , ( f  , as calculated by 
C o t t r e l l ^ r e q u i r e d  to pull a dislocation line away from  a row of solute atoms 
(Fig. 11) is
&  = V / 3 rab  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (5)
where r  ( ~  b) is the distance moved by the dislocation to the unpinning position,
b the Burgers vector of the dislocation and a the spacing of pinning points along
(72)the dislocation line . \
5 .2 . THEORIES OF STRAIN AGEING
Since s tra in  ageing is associated with the re tu rn  of the yield point 
a fte r it has been elim inated by straining, the theories of s tra in  ageing a re  based 
on the yield point theo ries. Of these the grain  boundary film , precipitation 
hardening, and C ottrell atm osphere theories have been extended to account for 
stra in  ageing.
According to the g rain  boundary film  theory, as discussed by 
K u ro d a ^ ^  the broken ’’honeycomb" stru c tu re  re -fo rm s round the s tra in - 
hardened grains of fe rr ite , during ageing a fte r strain ing, by the diffusion of 
carbon an d /o r nitrogen atom s to the grain  boundaries. On subsequent loading 
this resu lts  in the reappearance of a yield point at a higher yield s tre s s .
Strain ageing in mild stee ls  is explained by the precipitation 
hardening theory in the following w a y ^ ^ . The carbon dissolved in fe rr ite  is 
thrown out of solution in a m anner which gives an end product mid-way between 
a norm al randomly distributed solid solution and the separation of carbide as 
a distinct phase. The in ternal s tre s se s  set up in this way d isto rt the c ry sta l 
lattice and thus cause the m ateria l to be h ard er than it was before ageing.
Finally, the C ottrell atm osphere theory states that on s tra in  ageing 
the free  dislocations produced by straining become locked by new atm ospheres
41.
of in terstitia l atoms which diffuse to them during ageing. ■ As a resu lt of the 
re  “formation of the atm ospheres the yield point reappears on subsequent loading.
3 .3 . DISCUSSION OF THEORETICAL WORK
3,3,1,  Qualitative Aspects of the Theories
Any theory that can be used to adequately explain the yield point 
phenomenon in alpha “iron and mild stee ls m ust be applicable to the other BCC 
m etals. F urtherm ore, it should be able to account for stra in  ageing and any 
changes of m echanical p roperties associated with it. In spite of the voluminous 
work that has been done so fa r, none of the theories proposed can account for all 
the changes in mechanical p roperties brought about by strain  ageing.
The elastic  stra in  energy theory can be dism issed as it cannot easily 
be applied to the experim ental facts of both the yield point and stra in  ageing 
phenomena. The main objections a re  that, firs tly , it cannot account fo r the . 
yield point in single crysta ls  as its  main requirem ent is the interaction between ' 
neighbouring grains which have been deformed to differing am ounts. Secondly, 
it does not explain the elimination of the yield point in mild steels by the wet 
hydrogen treatm ent. Lastly , it is difficult to see how it can account for the 
return  of the yield point and for the com paratively high increase in the yield . 
s tre ss  on s tra in  ageing at tem peratures much too low fo r any recovery to take 
place.
The precipitation hardening theory, as originally conceived, cannot 
be accepted as there  is no reason why precipitation should take place on "active” 
slip planes only. Unless these a re  distinguished crystallographically o r in 
some other way, there  is no way of determ ining which planes a re  to be "active" 
until the s tre s s  is applied to the specimen. However, certain  aspects of the 
theory may be applicable to explain the changes in mechanical p roperties on 
prolonged stra in  ageing. In which case, instead of actual precipitation as 
originally postulated, clustering leading to some form  of sub “precipitation of the
in te rs titia l atoms is taking place on active slip planes obstructing the
(41 42) dislocation movement s
The ''honeycomb" structu re  of carbide o r any other compound,
though it may exist in mild stee ls , as suggested by the advocates of the grain
boundary film  theory, will have fa r  too sm all cross  sectional area  to c a rry  the
(73)high loads which a re  p resent im m ediately p rio r to the upper yield s tre s s  ,
Furtherm ore, although it might be possible for the "honeycomb" structu re  to
re -fo rm  during stra in  ageing, it is nevertheless difficult to explain the observed
high increase in the yield s tre ss  on stra in  ageing.
Both the yield point phenomenon and its re tu rn  on strain  ageing, in
BCC m etals and alloys?can be satisfactorily  explained in te rm s of the Cottrell
atm osphere theory . But, the appreciable increase in the yield s tre s s  observed
during extended stra in  ageing (Fig, 12 (A)) cannot be accounted for by the theory
in its  original form  since one would not expect any increase in the lower yield
s tre ss  on fu rther ageing afte r the dislocations had become satturated  with
in te rs titia l atoms (Fig„ 12 (B)), Any additional increase would have to be due
to some other change in the lattice of the m etal during ageing. Since the lower
yield s tre ss  is considered to be the force required to keep the free  dislocations
moving, the other change taking place during stra in  ageing m ust be such as to
hinder the movement of free  dislocations. The m ost probable change would
be some so rt of segregation o r sub-precipitation of the solute atom s. In effect
this im plies a combination of the C ottrell atm osphere theory with the precipitation
(41)
hardening theory, which has already been suggested by Hundy
(74)Increased s tre s s  is required, as shown by Mott and Nabarro , to 
move dislocations through the lattice in m etal c ry sta ls  in which segregation or 
sub-precipitation of solute atoms has taken place. The possibility of
precipitation and stra in -age hardening during stra in  ageing of mild stee ls has been
(6 ,24 ,54 ,50 ,41 ,42) __ _ (41) , ■suggested by several w orkers , Hundy produced
experim ental resu lts  to support s tra in -age hardening during stra in  ageing. His
work both confirm s the validity of C o ttre ll's  atm osphere theory and also explains
43.
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FIG. 12. Strain ageing curves,
A . Experim entally observed curve,
B. Curve expected from  C ottrell’s Theory. 
(Based on Wilson and R ussell's r e s u l t s ^ ) ) .
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the change in mechanical p roperties on stra in  ageing, and it will therefore be 
discussed in g rea te r  detail.
According to Hundy the yield point in mild stee ls should begin to r ise  
immediately afte r straining, as some in terstitia l atoms would diffuse to 
dislocations in the ea rliest stages of stra in  ageing, but there should be no change 
in the ductility and ultim ate tensile  s tre s s . On further ageing m ore in te rstitia l 
atoms would diffuse to the dislocations until sub-precipitates would begin to form  
at which stage the ductility and ultim ate tensile  s tre ss  should begin to change. 
Dislocations, if free  to move, a fter they have been freed from  the ir "atm ospheres",
should not affect ductility and ultim ate tensile  s tre s s . Any precipitates o r sub-
C~'5)precipitates would, however, have an effect on the mechanical properties ‘ .
(42)
Hundy’s resu lts  and conclusions have been confirmed by Wilson and Russell 
using s im ila r experim ental technique.
atm osphere form ation and precipitation hardening on the increase of yield s tre ss  
observed during stra in  ageing. T heir interpretation is based on the relationship
which describes the dependence of the lower yield s tre s s , , on the grain
(76 32 ^77)diam eter 2d, and was proposed and developed by Petch s ’ to provide a 
method which separates the factors contributing to the lower yield strength of 
annealed polycrystalline iron.
3 .3 .2 . Quantitative Aspects of the Theories
The propagation of yield is believed to occur when a dislocation 
source is unpinned and re leases  an avalanche of dislocations into its  slip plane 
and these pile up at the grain  boundary. The s tre ss  concentration of such a 
pile-up, which is lim ited by the grain  size, acts with the applied s tre s s  on the
(42)Wilson and Russell in th e ir  study of stra in  ageing of low carbon
(41) 1steels went a step fu rther than Hundy and tried  to separate the effects of
O'. + k d " 2 (6 )i y
dislocations of the next grain and unpins the nearest of these, so that the process 
is repeated in this next grain . Movement of .free dislocations is opposed by 
internal s tre s se s , the effects of which a re  represented by the "friction" s tre ss
term , . The applied shear s tre s s , , at which the yield propagates
1 (69) ^is represented in C ottre ll’s equation
® V +  °"d( i / d ) 2
° V  =   - - - - - - - .  ' 1  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ( 7 )
1 + ( i  /d ) 2
w here t is the distance from  the pile-ups to the nearest sources and <^d the 
unpinning s tre s s . F or the yield to propagate in the m anner described, it is 
necessary  that 0  ^ (p „
When d ^ >  £  , which is the case for m ost grain sizes, equation (7)
sim plifies to (6 ). Thus k = L  * is a m easure of the pinning of the
(42)dislocations. Wilson and Russell showed that on stra in  ageing of mild steel, 
k is increased only in the early  stages of ageing, and that at la te r  stages k 
rem ains constant while increases (Fig. 13).
C ottrell , when explaining the phenomenon of stra in  ageing, 
proposed that in te rs titia l atoms in deformed BCC m etals diffuse to dislocations in
crysta ls  resulting in s tre s s -a ss is te d  precipitation on dislocations. C ottrell and 
B ilb y ^ ^  gave an approximate calcu] 
resulting in the following equation: -
lation of such s tre ss -a ss is te d  precipitation
N = £  N L ( _DAt )2 / 3  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (8)
kT
where FT is the num ber of solute atoms p er unit volume of m ateria l that have 
m igrated into dislocations at a tem perature T(°K) in tim e t,
N the solute concentration at t = 0, o
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FIG. 13. Variation of the lower yield s tre ss  with d 2 where 2d is 
grain  d iam eter. A -■ annealed specim ens. B to D - 
specimens p restrained  4% and B unaged, C aged 
D fully aged. (After Wilson and R u s s e l l ^ ' ) .
L the total length of edge dislocations,
(fi = 3 (i *JT a constant,
A a constant depending on the stra in  introduced into the lattice 
by a solute atom, and 
k the Boltzman’s constant.
Their analysis, however, does not allow fo r either the diffusion curren t due to
concentration gradient, o r depletion in the bulk crysta l, because of the enhanced
concentration at the d islocations. As they did em phasise, th e ir  calculation is
therefore not accurate except during the very  early  stages of precipitation.
(54)H arper proposed a generalisation of C ottrell and Bilby’s resu lts  
which attem pts to take account of the competition between adjacent dislocations.
He assum ed that the ra te  of diffusion of in te rstitia l atoms would be proportional 
to the fraction already diffused to dislocations giving
q =. X - exp (» <£ L ( DAt )2 / 3 ) . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (9)
kT
where q = N /N  is the fraction of in te rs titia l atoms which have m igrated to 
dislocations. H arper's  proposal does not compensate for the neglect of the 
diffusion cu rren t due to concentration g rad ien ts . N evertheless, his formula 
ha?,been used very  successfully to describe experim ental data on the precipitation
(up to 90% of to tal precipitation) of carbon and nitrogen in cold -worked alpha-
. (54,78)iron
Subsequently, H a m ^ ^  and Bullough and N ew m an^^ have attempted 
to include the effects of concentration gradients due to enhanced concentration at 
dislocations and the depletion of in te rs titia l atoms in the bulk cry sta l. But the 
treatm ents a re  highly theoretical and many physical constants a re  used, the 
determ ination of which is difficult o r even im possible. The significant 
difference between the two theories, without going into the details, appears to be 
that the concentration gradient of solute atoms re ta rd s  the stra in  ageing process 
in Bullough and Newman's theory, w hereas it a s s is ts  the process in Ham 's theory.
/on
More recently, Mura et ah  proposed a sim pler treatm ent which 
appears to give better agreem ents with experim ental resu lts  = In th e ir  paper 
an attem pt has also been made to compare curren t theories by plotting differential 
form s of the stra in  ageing equations versus experim ental resu lts  of Mura et a h , 
which is reproduced in Fig, 14. All the resu lts  a re  given as in Mura et ah  paper 
except the resu lts  of H arper's  theory in which case the differential is  multiplied 
by 100 and A  by 4. Details of the differential form s and A of each theory 
a re  given in Table 2.
The full lines in Fig. 14 rep resen t experim ental resu lts  of Mura et ah  
as substituted into each of the theories compared, and the extension (dotted lines) 
of the linear parts  of the curves gives saturated values of A as predicted by 
each of the theories. It is c lear that Ham 's theory does not agree with the 
charac teris tic  of the other th ree theories, which show a linear relationship. 
Experim ental re su lts , however, deviate from  the straight line as the saturation 
value of s tra in  ageing is approached. The theories, therefore, do not describe 
the stress-induced  precipitation on dislocations during stra in  ageing up to the 
completion of the p rocess . The best agreem ent with experim ental resu lts  is 
shown by the H arp er's  theory, since the experim ental resu lts  deviate from  the 
straight line at lowest differential values. The approximate percentages of total 
precipitation at which the experim ental deviates from  theory for each of the 
theories compared a re  given in Table 2.
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FIG. 14. Comparison of cu rren t theories describing the s tre s s -  
induced precipitation of in terstitia l atoms on d is ­
locations during stra in  ageing.
A. H arper’s theory,
B. Ham’s theory,
C. Bullough and Newman’s theory, . .
D. Mura et a l . ’s theory (after Mura et a l. ).
TABLE 2
Comparison between the ra tes  of stra in  ageing obtained 
experim entally and as determ ined from  curren t theories ,
Theory D ifferential A
Approx. % at 
which theory 
deviates from  
experiment
H a rp e r^ ^ d ( A  S /  <Tl
d(Dt /  T)2^3
A S 86
xr (79) Ham \  d A  
d(Dt A 2 )2/3O
ACT = N
^ ^M ax  Max
-
Builough & Newman d A
d(Dt /  r 2 )2 /3
A S  = N
A S NMax Max
40
/oi \
Mura et al. (1/K) d 
d(Dt /  T)2/3
A&  = N
^ ^ M a x  ^Max
. 75
a s  is the increase in yield s tre s s  on stra in  ageing;
(J  the flow s tre s s  at a designated strain ;
^^*Max ’t*ie “ LCrease in y*eld s tre s s  on strain  ageing at its  saturated value;
D diffusion coefficient;
t ageing t im e ;
T ageing tem perature;
2 2
j )  = (2 /r  ) /( ln  (r /R ) - 5 . )  where r  is the radius of a cylinder,
^ o s s 5 s
round a dislocation, on which a constant concentration gradient is
maintained and R the "effective capture radius";
r  the radius of the dislocation core;
° 3 2/3K = (2A /  7T ky1 ) where A is a constant, k Boltzman's constant
and y^ the diam eter of the saturated  effective atm osphere;
N the amount of in te rs titia l solute atoms that diffuse to dislocations
during stra in  ageing; and
N. _ the maximum amount of in te rstitia l solute that can diffuse to Max .dislocations durmg stram  ageing.
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At present, the process of stra in  -assisted  precipitation of in te r­
s titia l atoms on dislocations in alpha -iron during stra in  ageing cannot be fully 
described by any of the five theories so fa r suggested. H arper's  
generalisation of C ottrell and Bilby's theory has been the g rea test step forward 
by increasing the applicability of theory to experim ental resu lts  from  about 25%
(54)
to about 90% of total precipitation of carbon o r nitrogen in cold-worked 
alpha-iron. H am 's, Bullough and Newman's and M ura's et al. theories do 
not appear to have further improved the applicability of theory to experiment 
despite the m ore involved m athem atics which has been used,
3,4,  RECENT CONCEPT OF THE YIELD POINT PHENOMENON
When the Cottrell atm osphere theory of the yield point phenomenon
/ /  /  V
was proposed in 1948 , it was the f irs t to incorporate the concepts of m odem
dislocation theory. At that tim e the theory was revolutionary since it 
emphasized the im portant ro le  of dislocations and th e ir  interaction with im purity 
atoms on the yielding behaviour of m etals. Since then, experim ental 
techniques have been developed, which perm it the isolation and study of 
individual dislocations, A d irect observation of the behaviour of dislocations 
allows a c ritica l evaluation of the theory and makes possible a fresh  approach 
to the problem s of c rysta l p lasticity . As a resu lt of this approach a new
(S2)concept of the yield point phenomenon has recently  been developed by Gilman
The theory has the ch arac te ris tics  of the C ottrell theory with the exception that 
(19)the pile-up model is not required . The main aspect of the theory is based
on the operation of a dislocation m ultiplication mechanism. The overall strain
ra te , £  , is related  to the behaviour of g liss ile  dislocations by the equation
*
£ = n b v (10)
where n is the num ber of mobile dislocations per unit a rea , b the Burgers 
vector and v the dislocation velocity, which is a function of s tre s s , (? , and
is tem perature, T, dependent in the following m anner:-
V =  f  ( i f  ) e"Q//kT . . . . . . . . . . . . .  (11)
where Q is the activation energy of the deformation process,,
The s tre ss  dependence of the velocity of dislocations;, v, for screw
/OO)
dislocations in lithium fluoride was shown to obey the relationship
v =  v e (12)o
where v is the elastic  shear wave velocity, shear s tre ss  and A a constant,
^ (S3)F or edge dislocations in silicon iron the relationship was found to be
v = ( T  /  T 0)n , , , , , , , , , , ,  (13)
where f  is the shear s tre s s , the shear for v = 1 cm /sec . and the
exponent n was found to have values between 35 and 44,
In te rm s of the above concepts the yield point phenomenon can be 
visualised as follows. If a s tre ss  is applied to a m etal in which the number of 
initially mobile dislocations, n, is  sm all, some dislocations will be activated at 
relatively low s tre s se s  as a resu lt of internal s tre s s  concentrations. This 
resu lts  in the pre-y ield  stra in , and it is probable that a sm all amount of 
dislocation multiplication may occur as well. The initially sm all concentration 
of the mobile dislocations may be due to low dislocation density o r as a result 
of C ottrell locking. Because of the sm all num ber of dislocations participating
o
in the initial deform ation, plastic flow is lim ited and since the stra in  ra te , £ ,
is constant, the dislocation velocity, v, and s tre s s , f f  > become high. Under 
such conditions sudden avalanche of free  dislocations will be created  by some 
multiplication process, increasing n of equation 10, In o rder to maintain a 
constant ra te , the dislocation velocity, v, decreases according to equation 1 1 , 
resulting in a decrease  in s tre s s , which levels out at the lower yield point.
Since the requisite  of the theory is the generation of dislocations, a 
multiplication process m ust be known fo r each m ateria l exhibiting the yield point. 
As yet, this has not been experim entally ascertained . The various possibilities 
that have been considered a re :-
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(84)(a) the double-cross =slip mechanism of Koehler
and O ro w an ^^ ,
(b) surface and /o r grain boundary dislocation source
operation,
(c) Frank-Read source o p e ra t io n ^ ^
Johnston and Gilman , and Conrad in terpreted the yield point in lithium 
fluoride and BCC m etals, respectively, in te rm s of the double-cross-slip  
m echanism .
No fu rther discussion of the above model of the yield point is 
offered, since it incorporates the already discussed, Cottrell locking of 
dislocations in accounting for the stra in  ageing phenomenon^
3,5 . SUMMARY
(a) The yield point phenomenon in mild stee ls is best explained 
by C ottrell atm osphere theory.
(b) The re tu rn  of the yield point on stra in  ageing of mild steels 
is again best explained by the C ottrell atm osphere theory.
(c) The changes of mechanical properties occurring during stra in  
ageing of mild steels a re  believed to be brought about by 
C ottrell locking of dislocations by in te rs titia l atoms during 
the early  stages of stra in  ageing, and due to sub- 
precipitation of in te rs titia l atoms during the la te r  s tages»
The nucleation of sub-precipitates probably takes place at 
the dislocations.
(d) The fraction of in te rs titia l atoms that diffuse to the
dislocations at tem perature T afte r a tim e t is
satisfactorily  expressed by the H arper's  generalisation of
C ottrell and Bilby's equation
, _ _ . ADt .2/3.q = 1 - exp ( - cf L( ) )
The recent concepts of the yield point phenomenon, 
incorporating the velocities of dislocations during 
yielding, appear to be an im portant contribution to the 
understanding of the phenomenon.
4. STRAIN AGEING IN NIOBIUM - A Review of Previous Work
4 .1 . THE YIELD POINT PHENOMENON
When in terest in the m echanical properties of niobium was aroused
in the middle of the last decade, the existence of a yield point in the s t r e s s -
stra in  curve of com m ercially pure niobium was anticipated, because of the
sim ila r behaviour of the BCC m etals in many re sp ec ts .
From  the lite ra tu re  survey it appears that the f irs t experim ental
evidence that com m ercially pure niobium exhibits the yield point phenomenon
(89 90)is due to Maddin et a l. . Subsequently, other w orkers, with one
exception, confirmed its existence not only in com m ercial but in electron-beam  
melted niobium at various testing te rm p e ra tu re s . These findings a re  
sum m arised in Tables 3 and 4 together with the details of the m ateria ls  and 
experim ental conditions.
From  the experim ental work so fa r available it is  obvious that 
com m ercially pure niobium exhibits a yield point phenomenon s im ila r to that 
occurring in other BCC m etals. There is , however, one exception in the work
(95)
of Johnson who did not observe the yield point in the s tre s s  “Strain curves of
his niobium. The only reason fo r Johnson's resu lts  can be that his testing
machine was too soft, as the im purity content, g rain  size of his niobium, and the
stra in  ra te  he used w ere of the sam e o rder as those of other w orkers (Table 4).
T here is fu rther indication in the lite ra tu re  that yielding is m ore
pronounced below a certain  tem perature which ranges from  just below 0° to
about 300°C depending on the amount of in te rs titia l im purity p resent and the grain
size . F or a given grain  size that certain  tem perature is low for low in ter -
stitia l im purity content and high fo r high im purity c o n t e n t O n  the other hand,
for a given in te rs titia l im purity content the certain  tem perature will be at the
(94)
lower end of its  range fo r coarse  g rains and the higher end for fine grains 
The base m etal im purities a re  not considered here  as th e ir effect on the mechanical 
properties of niobium is considered to be less  m arked than that of the in te rstitia l 
im purities. Also the hardness of the tensile  testing machine is assum ed to be 
high and constant. ______________ ________ ___ _____________________________
/ I
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TABLE 3 
The yield point in niobium
Condition of 
Niobium
Testing
Tem perature
Yield
Point Reference
Annealed 20°C Yes
(89, 90) 
Maddin et aL
Annealed 2 5 ° , “ 50°C Yes, but not 
so pronounced W e s s e l^
Annealed 20° to 400°C Yes Vaughan and
D (91)Rose
High purity. 
Annealed -196° to 240°C Yes
(92)Dyson et aL
Annealed 
800°C to 1200°C 20°C Yes
Anders and 
Pollock(93)
Electron-beam  
melted 20°C Yes
(94)Adams et aL
Com m ercial
purity
“196°, - 78°, 
20°C No Jolinsoi/95^
A rc melted -50°C Yes Wilcox and
„  . (96) Huggins
Electron “beam 
melted 20°C Yes
Leadbetter
a n d (97)Argent .
Electron “beam 
melted
A rc melted
-196° to 20°C 
“196° to 300°C
Yes
Yes
Mincher 
and" 
Sheely 9^8)
TABLE 4
Grain size and im purity contents, and stra in  ra tes  used 
in the yield point studies of niobium
Impurity Content p. p .m . Grain
Size
cm.
Strain 
1 Rate 
I sec.
:
Ref. .
i °2 N 2
C
H 2
Si Fe Ta
: 200 120 120 - 200 100 5,000 - 10 x 1 0 ”3 : 2
; 280 90 - 10 - - i
:  j
i 91 |
250 - 100 - - 800 - 0.0014 j6.7 x 10“5 i 92 ;|
: 6 00 100 58 - 50 i 1 ,2 0 0 30,000 7 .4  x 10“4 * 93 ;
! 100 500 700 200 1,500 ; 3,000 3,000 0.00480.1414 2 .0 2  x 1 0 ”4 ! 94 |
| 340 140 100 14 100  | 300 3,000 0.0080 0 .8 8  x 1 0 "4 95
80
970
20
50
60
3
4
|
i
700 3,000 0.013 4.5 x 10~5 | 97
230 215 104 7 - . ; “ - 0.043 0 .8  x 1 0 " 4 96
100
400
90
2 0 0
210
300
8
10
- - -
0.0044
0 .0 0 2 2
0 .8  x 1 0 " 4 98
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The effects of testing tem perature, in te rs titia l im purity content, 
s tra in  ra te , cold work and grain size on the yield point of com m ercially pure 
niobium have been investigated to varying extents, The amount of data available, 
however, is lim ited .. The effect of testing tem perature over the tem perature
range from  =196° to 800°C, im purity content and cold work a re  shown in Fig, 15.
o o'The resu lts  show that, in the tem perature range from  about 20 to.about 400 C, 
the yield s tre s s  is only slightly tem perature sensitive but it is sensitive to 
in terstitia l im purity content (curves A & B) and cold work (curve C)„ The total
i ;
in te rs titia l im purity content is  410 p ,p„m , (curve A) and 900 p„p„m„ (curve B), 
o oBelow 20 and above 400 C the th ree  curves show decreasing dependence on im purity
content and cold work. Another im portant feature of the curves of Fig, 15 is the
strong tem perature dependence of the yield s tre s s  over the tem perature range from
about 20° to -196°C, which is common to other BCC m e ta l s ^ ,
(97)Leadbetter and Argent studied the effect of oxygen on the 
mechanical p roperties of zone-refined niobium and found that the yield s tre ss  at 
20°C increases with increasing oxygen content with no obvious dependence on grain 
size (Fig, 16), At =196°C the yield point f irs t increases and then rem ains at an 
approximately constant value (Fig, 17),
The effect of the s tra in  ra te  on the yield s tre ss  at 20°C of 
com m ercially pure niobium has been studied fa irly  extensively. The main findings
! i
a re  that (a) com paratively pure m ateria l shows practically  no strain  ra te
. . .  (98) ^  \  V  . . . .  (89, 98, 99) . .sensitivity (b) less  pure m ateria l shows slight strain, sensitivity with
no obvious dependence on grain s i z e ^ \  and (c) the stra in  ra te  sensitivity decreases
with increasing testing tem perature from  a maximum at a tem perature of about
-50°C(90>98).
The yield s tre s s  of niobium has been found to be grain size dependent 
(94, 96,100) ^  s imiia r  fashion to that of alpha iron, and can be expressed by
cr = cr. + k /  2 (equation 6 p, 44) which is due to Petch^7^ ,  The value j
^ „I
of k which is the slope of a plot of O' versus d 2 (Fig, 13 p, 46) is a
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FIG. 17. Effect of oxygen content on the lower yield s tre s s  of niobium 
at -196°C (After Leadbetter & A rgent^?)).
m easure of the degree of grain size dependence of the yield s tre ss  ( Thus
for ky = 0 the yield s tre ss  is independent of grain size.,
Analysis of the lim ited data on niobium (Table 5) shows that ky is
proportional to log%(02 + + C) (Fig. 18), inversely proportional to testing
tem perature (Fig. 19), and practically  stra in  ra te  independent as the stra in  ra te  had
to be increased about 300 tim es in o rder to increase the k value by about 2 .5  tim es
(94) yFurtherm ore, k is sm all, about an o rder of magnitude less than that for
(101) y (102)EN2 steel and m ore than twenty tim es less  than that for molybdenum V
(95)Johnson on the other hand, reported k^ = 0 at testing tem peratures
of -196°, -78° , and 20°G. He considers that the discrepancy between his resu lts
(94)and those of Adams et a l. is due to the g rea te r  purity of his niobium. But 
/82 V
Wilcox and Huggins using niobium of s im ila r im purity content to Johnson's
6niobium reported k^ = 1.72 x 10 e .g . s . units. Only by reducing the im purity 
content to one th ird  of the value of Johnson's m ateria l could Leadbetter and 
A r g e n t o b t a i n  k^ = 2.72 x 10^ e .g .s .  units (Table 5). It is therefore 
difficult to explain why Johnson obtained zero value for k^ in the niobium he tested .
In the study of m echanical properties of com m ercially pure niobium 
com pression te s ts  have also been u s e d ^ ^ .  The com pression yield s tre ss  
appears to be in fa irly  good agreem ent with the tensile  yield s tre s s , with the la tte r 
being somewhat lower.
TABLE 5
Summary of values fo r niobium
i . ■
o  +N +C H? Test Strain kZ z 
p .p .m .
z
p .p .m .
Temp.
°c
Rate
sec.
ye .g .s .  
units
Ref,
700 - 20  to 
-180 4 .2  x 1 0 "4 3 - 5 x 10 100
1,300 200 20
-78
2 .0 2  x 1 0 '4
t t  f t
2.76 x 10 
3.80 x 10
-196 t t  f t 5.18 x  106 94
-196 6.18 x 1 0 " 2 7.25 x 10
580 14 20 0 .8 8  x 10 0 .0
-78 I t  t t o-.o 95
-196 t t  f t 0 .0
340 7 -50 0 . 8 x 10 1.72 x 10
15 -50 t t  t t 3.20 x 106 96
61 -50 f t  I f 7.14 x 106
170 3 20 4.5  x 10~5 2.725 x lO 2 97
200 5 20 -41 x 10 2.25 x 104
-50 i t  n 2.67 x 104 89
-185 I t  t t 3.66 x 104
63.
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4 .2 . THE STRAIN AGEING PHENOMENON
From  a lite ra tu re  survey it appears that the f irs t  experim ental
evidence of the susceptibility of com m ercially pure niobium to s tra in  ageing a re
(91) (92)
the works of Vaughan and Rose and Dyson et a l. . The main findings,
though very lim ited, w ere that the yield point reappeared on ageing at about
o (92)160 C fo r 2 to 3 hours a fter previous straining beyond the yield point elongation ,
(91 9 2 )
and that the yield s tre s s  continuously increased on repeated stra in  ageing ’ .
In this respect niobium behaves in the sam e way as alpha iron. The effect of 
s train  ageing on the mechanical properties of niobium at tem peraturejabove room 
tem perature have also been investigated to some extent. In this case both the 
ultim ate tensile  s tre s s  and yield s tre s s  w ere studied. Due to stra in  ageing 
effects, during testing the yield s tre ss  rem ains practically  constant from  room 
tem perature to above 400°C (Fig. 15). The ultim ate tensile  s tre s s , on the other 
hand, shows a sm all minimum at about 200°C and a maximum at about 500°C, 
which can be of the o rder of magnitude of that of the room tem perature value o r 
slightly g r e a t e r ^ ’
4 .3 . THE ACTIVATION ENERGY OF STRAIN AGEING
Attempts have also been made to calculate the activation energy of 
the stra in  ageing process in niobium The resu lts  together with the
chemical analysis of the niobium used and experim ental details a re  given in 
Table 6 .
TABLE 6
Activation energies of stra in  ageing in niobium
In terstitia l 
Content 
p .p .m .
Grain
Size
cm .
Strain 
Rate j 
sec.
Test
T em per­edature C
Activation 
Energy 7 
cal/m ole
Reference
0 2 30-40 
N2 20-80 
C 240-680
0.0063 1 x lo"3 -50 27,. 100 - 5,000 Begley <105>
° 2  117 
N2 49 
C 50
H 2 10
0.0037 0 .8  x 1 0 '4 -50 10,500
Wilcox
h “ L < 96>
In both cases the retu rn  of the yield point was taken as the criterion  
of stra in  ageing. The re tu rn  of the yield point was defined, by B e g le y ^ ^  as the 
firs t break in the s tre s s -s tra in  curve, and by Wilcox and H u g g in s^^ , as a drop 
in load of about 20 pounds (about 550 p . s . i . ) .  The ageing tim es at a given 
tem perature necessary  to give these re tu rns of the yield point w ere used fo r the 
calculation of activation energy.
The activation energies obtained by these w orkers a re  m arkedly
(96)different. One is of the o rder of the activation energy of diffusion of hydrogen 
and the other of the o rder of diffusion of o x y g e n ^ ^  in niobium. Wilcox and 
Huggins, when discussing th e ir resu lts , point out the differing amounts of in te r ­
stitia ls , g rain  size and s tra in  ra te  of th e ir  work as compared with Begley's. But, 
they cannot visualize how any of these differences could affect the activation energy 
for stra in  ageing process to such an extent. The reason for the difference,
therefore, probably lies in the experim ental technique of Wilcok and Huggins.
The critica l tim es of the return  of the yield point used to calculate th e ir activation 
energy could be at serious e r ro r .  This could be due to difficulty of observing the 
"just return" of the yield point as defined by them .
There is  another aspect of Wilcox and Huggins' work which throws 
doubt on th e ir  value of the activation energy of stra in  ageing of niobium. In the 
same paper they have reported stra in  ageing resu lts  obtained by the recovery 
of the dynamic modulus method in addition to the yield point return  m easurem ents. 
From  this data an activation energy of 8 , 050 cal/m ole was obtained which is 23% 
lower than that calculated from  the yield point re tu rn  re su lts . It should be 
added that W ilc o x ^ ^ ,  using 1020  stee l, obtained only 6% difference between the 
activation energies of stra in  ageing of the steel as obtained by the yield point 
return  and recovery of the dynamic modulus method. But in this case, the stra in  
ageing, in both methods, was carried  out over the same tem perature range, 
namely 25° to 100°C. The 6 % difference can therefore be considered to be due
Q
to experim ental e r ro rs  . A further point is that at 94 C only 2 minutes were 
required to give maximum recovery of the dynamic modulus, while at 121°C 
145 minutes w ere required to give "just re tu rn ” of the yield point (Table 7), which 
indicates that they w ere probably dealing with two different stra in  ageing 
m echanism s. One, over the tem perature range 24° to 94°C, which could be due 
to the dislocation locking by hydrogen atoms as postulated by them; the other over 
the tem perature range 120° to 260°C, which could be due to the dislocation locking 
by oxygen o r nitrogen and carbon, since these w ere present in the ir niobium 
(Table 6 ).
TABLE 7
Comparison of Wilcox and H ugg ins^^  
s tra in  ageing resu lts
Method
Ageing 
Tem perature 
Range, C
Ageing Times 
in minutes 
to give:
Activation
Energy,
cal/m ole
Yield
Point
Return
120  - 260
"just re tu rn ” of 
yield point at 121 C 
145
10,500
Recovery 
of Dynamic 
Modulus
24 - 94 . maximum recovery of modulus at 94 C 
2
8,050
4.4.. ELEMENTS RESPONSIBLE FOR THE YIELD POINT AND 
STRAIN AGEING PHENOMENA
Since nitrogen and carbon were found to be responsible for the yield
point and s tra in  ageing phenomena in alpha iron, it was natural to consider these
elements as the main suspects to be responsible fo r the sam e phenomena in
(92)
com m ercially pure niobium. However, the works of Dyson et a l. ,
Enrietto et a l. and M incher a.nd S h e e ly ^ ^  indicate that oxygen also plays an 
important p art in stra in  ageing in niobium. M incher and Sheely believe that at 
lower tem peratures the observed stra in  ageing is due to oxygen and the ro le of 
carboii and nitrogen becomes m ore im portant at higher tem peratures.
Wilcox and H u g g i n s h a v e  calculated the activation energy of 
strain  ageing of a rc  m elted niobium, and obtained a value 10,050 cal/m ole which 
is of the same o rd er as the activation energy fo r the diffusion of hydrogen in 
niobium (9, 370 cal/m ole). They have, therefore, concluded that hydrogen must 
be responsible fo r s tra in  ageing in this m etal. Their conclusion is  obviously
68,
oversim plified particu larly  since the ir m ateria l contained 340 p , p , m.  of 
combined oxygen, nitrogen and carbon, and only 7 p. p . m.  of hydrogen. 
Furtherm ore, th e ir  ageing tem peratures w ere certainly high enough fo r the 
diffusion of oxygen, carbon and nitrogen to occur in niobium and cause stra in  
ageing.
i
!
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5 ° INTERNAL FRICTION IN METALS
5.1 . INTRODUCTION
Internal friction in a body is the loss of energy encountered when a 
body is strained non-plastically and may be exhibited as the damping of amplitude
of vibration of a vibrating body. The non-plastic stra ins norm ally applied range
- 7 - 4  from 10 to 10 .
According to Hook's Law stra in  is proportional to s tre ss , and this is the 
case with quasi-sta tic  s tre sse s , i . e .  s tre sse s  applied very slowly. Under such 
conditions the m ateria l is perfectly e lastic  and no mechanical energy loss is 
possible. This is not observed in practice, as rea l solids show elastic  a f te r ­
effects which depend on internal changes, m icroscopic o r atomic, that a re  tim e 
dependent. Because of these after-effects , the mechanical behaviour of rea l 
solids deviates from  the Hook's Law and strain  lags behind s tre s s . The mechanical
behaviour of a solid in which stra in  lags behind s tre s s  in the p re-p lastic  range is
„  j  ..a ' i • t, • ,,(107,108)called Anelastic Behaviour
5 . 2 . THEORY OF NON-ELASTIC BEHAVIOUR
The best analysis of the anelastic behaviour of m etals is given by 
Zener’s model, which is frequently re fe rred  to as a "Standard L inear S o l id " ^ ^ .  
The model can be represented  diagram atically as in Fig. 20. On instantaneous 
loading such a model will deform in a m anner determ ined purely by the stiffnesses 
of springs and The load acro ss  the dashpot will reduce with tim e so that
gradual relaxation of overall s tre ss  will resu lt at constant stra in . These 
m ateria ls a re  said to show a "Single Tim e of Relaxation". The basis for this 
behaviour is the existence of an internal param eter p which takes a different 
equilibrium value p at each s tre ss  level and whose variation is accompanied by a 
non-elastic s tra in  £
The following conditions a re  assumed: -
(a) The non-elastic s tra in  6  is proportional to a param eter p
70.
Dashpot
-AA/V
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A /V W
FIG. 20. Z ener's  model of "Standard.Linear Solid” .
£
ii
FIG. 21. Phase relationship between s tre s s , (f , and 
elastic , £^, and anelastic , s tra in s .
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£ 2 = bp . . . . . . . . . .  (14)
where b is a constant.
(b) p (the equilibrium value of p) is proportional to the s tre ss
(c) The param eter p approaches its equilibrium value p , 
under constant s tre s s , according to the relaxation equation
p = - <P-P> . . . . . . . . . .  (15)
T
so that p-p approaches zero exponentially with relaxation tim e .
From  conditions (a) and (b) the equilibrium non-elastic stra in  is 
proportional to s tre s s  and, therefore, to the elastic  strain
q = a e, =4 ^  .......... (i6)
where A is a constant called "Relaxation Strength" and M the elastic modulus.
In a vibrating m etal in which the stra in  lags behind the s tre ss , 
variation of s tre s s  with t is expressed as
i f  = e ' l u 3 ^  . . . . . . . . . .  (i7)
where is  the s tre s s  amplitude and Ct* ( = 2 'TT <j~ ) the angular frequency of
vibration.
Sim ilarly, the strain  is
I i j o i
(18)
where is the amplitude of stra in  in phase with s tre ss  and the amplitude
of strain  90° behind the s tre s s  (Fig, 21),
Applying the same method to the elastic  and non-elastic strain  
I fs l c o6, = 6
and
i u o f t
. . . . . . . . . .  (20)
where ' £* and a re  appropriate amplitudes of strain  (Fig, 21),
1 z z
Combining equations (14), (15) and (16) and substituting a harmonic 
solution, we get
6q. = A
. 6 ,  / 1- i  cv T  . . . . . . . . . . . .  ( 21 ) .
Now, when equations (19) and (20) a re  substituted for £  and
£ _ and the 2
get
£ 2 rea l and im aginary parts  of equation (2 1 ) a re  separately equated, we
6 # I +(coT)  . . . . . . . . . .  (22)
where is the angle of lag of s tra in  behind s tre s s . Since internal friction 
effects can'only take place when the s tra in  lags behind the s tre ss  tan ^  is a 
convenient m easure of internal friction.
When tan is plotted against log (CO *T ) (Fig. 22) a sym m etrical 
curve is obtained with a maximum at oo <T = 1. Therefore^ at the maximum,
2 1 T T  . . . . . . . . . .  (23)
where f is the frequency of oscillation.
Ta
n
x
0 +
Log (CO T )
FIGo 22 a Frequency dependence of internal fric tion .
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Thus the maximum internal friction occurs when the tim e of 
oscillation is approximately equal to the mean tim e of relaxation. The height 
of the peak will be proportional to the magnitude of the reaction being studied, 
while the frequency as a m easure of the relaxation tim e will afford some indication 
of the responsible reaction. The sym m etry of the peak will only be preserved  if 
the relaxation process has a single relaxation tim e. On the other hand, if two or 
m ore relaxation tim es a re  involved the peak will be distorted.
The occurrence of the internal friction peak can be qualitatively 
explained as follows:- during torsional vibrations the internal param eter p will 
constantly strive  to attain the appropriate equilibrium value p at every value of 
s tre s s . When the period of oscillation is very short compared to relaxation 
tim e, o r c o T ^ >  I , practically  no relaxation is possible during a cycle 
because the s tre s s  is changing rapidly compared to the tim e for achievement of 
equilibrium . Under these conditions the non-elastic s tra in  £  is zero .
The other extrem e, i . e .  CO *T^ / , corresponds to a period of oscillation so
much longer than *7" that there is sufficient tim e for achievement of very 
nearly  equilibrium values of the param eter p at every value of s tre s s , resulting 
in a s tra in  value 6  ^ + £  which is a unique function of s tre ss ; and
internal friction is therefore zero .
Between these two extrem es, s tre ss  and stra in  will not be unique 
functions of one another since relaxation cannot keep up with alterations of s tre ss ; 
internal friction values a re  high and variable, giving r ise  to a peak.
When internal friction is m easured over a range of frequencies and
the resu lts  a re  plotted against the frequency, the curve obtained exhibits a series
of peaks, each of which can be uniquely related  to a particu lar mechanism causing
s tress  relaxation. Such a curve is re fe rred  to as "Relaxation Spectrum". In
order to cover the bulk of phenomena investigated in m etallurgical re search  work
-14 6the frequency would have to range from  10 to 10 cycles per second.
The observation of one relaxation process over its complete range of 
frequencies would involve frequency changes of about four o rders of magnitude 
which would be very  difficult to achieve experim entally in the torsion pendulum
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apparatus. However, it has been shown that* in general, the relaxation tim e
has an exponential relationship with tem perature
T  = % e Q/RT
. . . . . . . . . .  (24)
where %  is the relaxation tim e at infinite tem perature, Q the activation 
energy of the relaxation process, R the gas constant and T absolute tem perature.,
From  equations (22) and (24) it can be seen that the experiment can 
be perform ed at a constant frequency, but at a varying tem perature giving the 
same information about CO 'T  as m easurem ents at constant tem perature and 
varying frequency.
The explanation, given previously, for the occurrence of internal 
friction peak at constant te st tem perature and variable frequency, applies 
sim ilarly  for a variable te st tem perature at constant frequency. At low 
tem peratures the reaction responsible for the relaxation process cannot take place 
because its  ra te  is too slow compared to the period of oscillation. At high 
tem peratures the ra te  of the reaction is high enough for the reaction to go to 
completiono In both cases the s tra in  will be proportional to s tre s s  and there 
will be practically  no energy lo ss . At the interm ediate range of tem peratures, on 
the other hand, the ra tes  of the reaction a re  such that an energy loss is possible 
and the in ternal friction values go through a peak. The tem perature at which the 
peak occurs is naturally  frequency dependent.
5 °3‘ MEASURE OF INTERNAL FRICTION
As it has been mentioned in the last section, the lag angle 
between s tre s s  and stra in  is a convenient m easure of internal friction. But it 
must be m easured directly , and its values would only be accurate if the internal 
friction values a re  about, o r g re a te r  than, unity. Since, in general, internal 
friction values m easured a re  very  sm all compared to unity indirect methods a re  
used.
A fairly  popular methods particu larly  amongst physicists, is the 
"Forced Vibration Method" in which the amplitude of vibration is observed under 
conditions of forced oscillation. ■ The frequency of the im pressed force is slowly 
varied while its magnitude rem ains constant. The amplitude of vibration is 
maximum when the im pressed frequency is equal to the resonant frequency f of 
the specimens and decreases essentially  to zero as the im pressed frequency either 
increases to or decreases from  the resonant frequency. If A f is the change 
in the im pressed frequency necessary  to change the amplitude from  the half- 
maximum value on one side of the maximum to half-maximum value on the other 
side, the internal friction is given by
tan m, ~ - (25)
Internal friction is som etim es related  by analogy to the electrica l damping i  
th u s .
-1
. . . . . . . . . .  (26)
The oldest and probably m ost popular method is the "Amplitude 
Decay Method". With, this method the damping of free  vibrations is determ ined 
after vibrations, once excited, have been allowed to continue without any external 
forces being applied to the system . Internal friction is then m easured by
cf =
A
i nIn
An+  1 . . . . . . . . . .  (27)
£  iwhere b  is called the "Logarithm ic D ecrem ent" and A^ is the amplitude of 
the nth cycle. The logarithm ic decrem ent &  is related to tan (j> thus
£  = IT  tan <£ . . . . . . . . . .  (28)
At high frequencies a m ore accurate method for the determ ination of
the logarithm ic decrem ent is to m easure the energy, W, per cycle required to 
maintain the specimen vibrating at some a rb itra ry  amplitude, and 4  W the 
energy lost per cycle. Then
<( = _ A J L _
2 W ,0 0 0 , 0 0 0 , ,  (29)
All internal friction m easures a re  interchangeable provided the values 
a re  s m a l l ^ ^ ,  thus
tan ( ji  = Q ^
5,4,  INTERNAL FRICTION IN ALPHA-IRON
5, 4,1,  Mechanism of Internal Friction Effects
(109)In 1939 Snoek showed that internal friction peaks in iron w ere 
due to in te rs titia l solid solutions of carbon and nitrogen. By removing all traces 
of the two elem ents the peaks w ere elim inated. In 1 9 4 1 ^ ^  he proposed that the 
internal friction peaks w ere due to s tre ss  induced ordering of in te rs titia l carbon 
and nitrogen a tom s,
According to Snoek’s m o d e l ^ ^  the carbon and nitrogen atoms 
occupy the octahedral in ters tices  at the centre of an edge o r the centre of a face 
of a unit cell of a BCC lattice which a re  crystallographically  equivalent positions, 
viz, ( i, •§, 0) (Fig, 23), These in terstices  have tetragonal sym m etry since one 
pair of the six m etal atoms surrounding the site  is  c loser together than either of 
the other two pa irs  (Fig, 24), Hence* there  a re  th ree sets of octahedral sites 
depending on whether the tetragonal axis of the in terstice  is lying along the x, y, 
o r z axis of the unit cell. Whilst the specimen is in an unstrained condition, the 
solute atoms will arrange them selves randomly amongst the th ree sets of 
octahedral s ites , i , e ,  there  will be an equal num ber of solute atoms in each of the 
three sets of s ite . If a s tre s s  is now applied along, say, the z axis of the 
crystal, the z set of in terstices  have th e ir  tetragonal axis elongated and a re  thus
A W
IT  2 TT W , , , , , , , , , ,  (30)
yFIG. 23. Schematic diagram  of a BCC unit cell showing a 
z octahedral in ters tice  (0 , 0 , \  ) and a 
y octahedral in ters tice  (^, 0 , \  ).
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24, Diagram showing th e  tetragonal axis of an 
in terstice  of a BCC lattice perpendicular to 
containing the four 2nd nearest neighbours,
able to accommodate solute atoms m ore easily . The z in terstices  become, 
therefore, "p referred" and since the thermodynamic balance between x ,y  and z sites 
is disturbed, some of the atoms in x and y sites diffuse into z s ite s . The 
energy absorbed by these atoms is manifested as internal friction, and as an 
increase in stra in  due to the anelastic s tra in  £  (Fig, 25), On releasing 
the s tre s s  the original thermodynamic equilibrium  is resto red  by the excess atoms 
in the z sites returning to x and y s ite s ,
From  Snoek's theory it is to be expected that the anelastic behaviour
of-BCC m etals containing in te rs titia l solute atoms will be anisotropic, i . e .  the
internal friction will vary  according to the direction in which s tre s s  is applied.
The planes in which the solute atoms lie a re  the (100) planes. Thus, if a
specimen is extended in a (j-OOj direction the solute atoms become preferentially
distributed in the (100) planes which a re  extended in that direction. However,
if the specimen is strained in the { il l]  direction then all the [lOO] directions will
be extended equally and there  will be no anelastic behaviour as there  will be no
opportunity for a preferen tial distribution of solute atom s. This was verified
(111)experim entally by D ijkstra using single crysta ls  of iron.
5. 4 .2.  The Relationship between Internal Friction and In terstitia l Solute Content
S n o e k ^ ^  also showed that the height of the relaxation peak in 
alpha-iron containing either carbon o r nitrogen in terstitia lly  is proportional to the 
concentration of the solute atom presen t. L a ter D ijkstra confirmed this 
and suggested that the internal friction peaks could be used as a means of analysis 
at low concentrations, though making the reservation  that the effect of texture 
prevents such determ inations from  being absolute.
In a polycrystalline specimen the internal friction effect is assum ed 
to be due to the average anelastic behaviour of each individual crysta l o r g rain .
The contribution of each grain depends on its orientation with respect to the 
principal s tre s s  directions which in the torsion pendulum apparatus form  an angle 
of 45° with the axis of the specim en. The relationship between peak values of
St
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FIG. 25. Mechanical behaviour of "Standard Linear Solid” .
internal friction and percentage content of in terstitia l solute can therefore only 
be obtained experim entally by correlating peak values with chem ical analysis. 
F ast and V e r i i j p ^ ^  m easured experim entally and accurately the dependence 
of the maximum internal friction value on the concentration of solute nitrogen 
atoms in polycrystalline alpha-iron without tex ture for torsional vibrations, and 
found that at 22°C
Ctvj = 1,26 tan © /Qi,/  max, (31)
where is  weight percent nitrogen content. The resu lt for nitrogen in a 
single alpha-iron 
Snoek’s theory is
c ry sta l at 22°C obtained from  Polder’s ^ ^  elaboration of
Cjsj = 1,34 tan j m ax, . . . . . . . . . . .  (32)
This shows that theory and experim ent a re  in a fa irly  satisfactory  agreem ent,
5 , 4 , 3 ,  Activation Energy and Diffusion Constant of the Reaction Responsible 
F o r Relaxation P rocesses
(113)Polder showed that the relaxation tim e <T  is re la ted  to the tim e
taken fo r an in te rs titia l solute atom to jump to a neighbouring site  and hence is
related  to the diffusion coefficient D, He assum ed that a solute atom can m igrate
d irectly  from  one s ite  to only one of the four n ea rest neighbours of the available
in te rs tices . Considering an atom on an x site , it can, therefore, diffuse to
either of two y s ites  o r two z s ite s , and this gives a probability of transition
to one of these four places of i p ’ p er second, where p* is a param eter equal
6
to i  , Since the diffusion tenso r in cubic c ry sta ls  is independent of direction, 
transitions in the z direction only need be considered. Also since the x sites 
a re  situated in places perpendicular to the z axis at a distance of from  each 
other, where a is the lattice param eter, then
a 2 a 2
From  equations (22)P (23) and (33) it can be seen that by m easuring 
tan <j) at various frequencies f, <7  ^ at various tem peratures will be obtained 
and hence the diffusion coefficient D at these tem p era tu res . A plot of In D 
versus 1/T  gives a straight line relationship from  which Dq and the activation 
energy Q of the reaction responsible for the relaxation process can be obtained 
according to the equation
D = D e ”^ RT . . . . . . . . . .  (34)o
It follows from  equations (23) and (24) that the activation energy for 
the process can also be calculated from  the determ inations of peak tem peratures 
and at two frequencies f 1 and f0 respectively, and substituting them into the 
following relationship
In
Yet another method fo r the calculation of the activation energy 
follows from  equations (22) and (24) in which the half-width^ Wi^of a plot of internal 
friction versus the reciprocal of absolute tem perature is given by
W i = 5.28/Q  . . . . . . . . . .  (36)
The half-width (the width of the curve at half the peak height) is m easured in 
reciprocal degrees and the activation energy in caL per moL .
The activation energy obtained using (36) is sm aller than the "true 
value", since mechanical relaxations ra re ly  have a unique relaxation tim e. It. 
is an experim ental fact that at least a slight dispersion of relaxation tim e is always 
observed. The method, therefore , establishes a lower lim it to the "true" 
activation energy. The other, m ore d irect, methods for the calculation of the 
activation energy, on the other hand, yield an upper lim it to the activation energy. 
The difference between these lim its is considered to be a m easure of the dispersion
f ij-  = 2 ( 1 -  I  >
R T 2 T 1 . . . . . . . . . .  (35)
of relaxation tim es
5 .4 .4 . Conclusions •. .
From  the review of both the theoretical analysis and experim ental 
observations of the anelastic effects, it is  apparent that the relaxation peaks due ■ 
to the s tre s s  induced diffusion of in te rs titia l solute atoms in alpha-iron can be
(a) estim ate very  sm all solute contents,
(b) estim ate lim its of solid solution at various tem peratures,
(c) study the behaviour of the solutes during quench and stra in  
ageing p rocesses,
(d) determ ine diffusion coefficients of solutes at low tem peratu res,
(e) determ ine the activation energy of the diffusion processes 
of the so lu tes .
5o5° in t e r n a l  FRICTION RELAXATION PEAKS IN OTHER BCC METALS
Since the existence of relaxation peaks in alpha-iron, a BCC m etal,
has been shown to be due to s tre s s  induced ordering of in te rs titia l nitrogen,
oxygen and carbon, it was thought that other BCC m etals containing these elements
should show the sam e effects. Investigations by various w orkers w ere carried
(115out and the existence of such relaxation peaks has been confirmed in tantalum 5
n io b iu m ^ ^  and v a n a d iu m ^ ^ .  However, the experim ental peaks in
these m etals did not show the sam e, alm ost perfect, sym m etry as those observed
in alpha-iron . Such an anomalous behaviour of these m etals naturally  ra ised
questions about the lim its of the applicability of the Snoek's model to these m etals. 
(115)Ke was the f irs t  investigator who observed half-widths of peaks 
in tantalum containing oxygen o r nitrogen which w ere 50 to 75% g rea te r  than those 
expected where only single relaxation processes operate. D isregarding the 
possibility of interactions between the in te rs titia l atoms them selves, Ke proposed 
that in tantalum-oxygen and tantalum -nitrogen sbliel solutions te trahed ra l sites
u tilised  to
and
(i> 4 » 0) w ere occupied in addition to the octahedral sites (^, 0). Since the jump |
ra te  o f solute atom s from  such s ites  would differ from  that fo r the octahedral ones,
he thus accounted for the m ultiplicity of relaxation tim es observed.' Powers and |
(114) -.1Doyle in th e ir  extensive study of the anomalous relaxation behaviour of j
tantalum , niobium and vanadium concluded that the various anomalies observed ;
can be understood within the fram ew ork of Snoek's model. This is particu larly  j
so, if it is taken into account that the solubility of oxygen and nitrogen in these •}
m etals is g re a te r  than that of carbon o r nitrogen in alpha-iron . Under such j
conditions, interaction between the in te rs titia l atoms can be considered possible.
Furtherm ore there  is some experim ental evidence indicating the existence of such
an. interaction^*^'. •
(115) I
K§’s hypothesis that in tantalum , and for that m atter, niobium |
and vanadium j the te trahed ra l sites in addition to octahedral s ite s , a re  occupied I
by oxygen and nitrogen atom s, does not appear to be applicable. This is so, j
firs tly , because D ijkstra  ^ showed that the asym m etry associated with |
te trahed ra l s ites , and consequently the^relaxation strength, swould be very  much |
less  than that fo r octahedral s ite s . In iron, he estim ated that the relaxation
strength should be 1 ,0 0 0  tim es sm aller fo r te trahed ra l s ites  than for octahedral
ones* Secondly, it might be assum ed that, as in iron , only the octahedral sites
a re  occupied, because the relaxation strength p e r atom percent in te rs titia l solute i
for these alloys indicate a spread round that fo r carbon o r nitrogen in alpha -iroli ^ . !
5>6* in t e r n a l  FRICTION EFFECTS IN NIOBIUM '•!
From  a stuby of the available lite ra tu re  on internal friction in niobium . |
it appears that relaxation peaks due to s tre s s  induced ordering of in te rs titia l 
nitrogen, oxygen and carbon have been observed and identified.
Investigations have been ca rried  out both at low and high frequencies, |
i .e .  of the o rd e r of 1 cycle and kilocycles per second respectively. j
The m ost extensively investigated peak appears to be that due to j
nitrogen. In th is case  in ternal friction m easurem ents have been used to study [
the lim its of solid solubility of nitrogen in niobium at various tem peratures
5 .6 .1 . Niobium-Nitrogen Solid Solution
As fa r  as it is known the f irs t  internal friction m easurem ents in 
niobium showing the nitrogen relaxation peak w ere published in 1 9 5 3 ^ ^ ’
It was shown that the peak occurs at 300°C at a frequency of 1 cycle p er second.
At the same tim e it was also shown that the peak tem perature changes with 
frequency, i .e .  peak tem perature increases with the increase of frequency.
More recently  it was r e p o r t e d ^ ^  that the nitrogen peak occurs at 
about 285°C at a frequency of 1 cycle p er second. The la tte r  tem perature is 
less  than the fo rm er by about 15°C. At the moment, assum ing accurate 
tem perature m easurem ents, it is difficult to explain this difference in the peak 
tem perature.
Besides the low frequency in ternal friction m easurem ents high 
frequency o n e s ^ * ^  w ere also carried  out showing a relaxation peak at a 
tem perature of about 570°C at a frequency of 37.1 kilocycles p er second.
* Ang and W e r t ^ ^  ca rried  out some ageing experim ents with niobium 
w ires containing 0.04% nitrogen and 0.02% oxygen. Before ageing, the specimens 
w ere heated at 2, 000°C fo r several minutes in a vacuum of about 10 ^ mm. Hg and
rapidly cooled. Ageing was ca rried  out in the tem perature range of 300°C to
o -4500 C again in a vacuum of about 10 m m . Hg for tim es varying from  30 minutes
to 200 hours. Internal friction peak values decreased with the tim e of ageing and
the level to which they fell, upon prolonged ageing, depended on the tem perature of
ageing (Fig. 26).
M icroscopic examinations showed that the annealed specimen had no 
precipitated n itrides and on ageing fo r increasing tim es at a given tem perature 
the amount of precipitated n itrides increased .
As fa r  as the relationship of peak values of internal friction and 
nitrogen content in solid solution is concerned it appears that a linear relationship 
exists. All available data a re  plotted in F ig. 27 giving that
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W t,% N 2 = 0.98 Log. D ec .Max_ . . . . . . . . . .  (37)
Ang and Wert used this relationship to estim ate the nitrogen content 
in solid solution that was in equilibrium with the precipitated n itrides a fte r 
ageing.
Activation energies for the diffusion of nitrogen in niobium as 
determ ined by the internal friction method a re  given in Table 8 .
TABLE 8
Activation energies for the diffusion of nitrogen in niobium 
as determ ined by the internal friction method
Activation Energy 
K<cal. p e r mole Frequency Reference
38.6 1 c /s 117
34.8 1 c /s 120
35.1 37 K. c /s 119
34.5 1 c /s 114
5 .6 .2 . Niobium-Oxygen Solid Solution
The relaxation peak due to s tre s s  induced ordering of in terstitia l
oxygen in niobium was f o u n d ^ ^  to occur at 148°C at a frequency of 0.48 cycles
per second and 168°C at 2.133 cycles per second, which by extrapolation gives
the peak tem perature  of about 158°C at a frequency of one cycle per second.
There is not enough data to postulate a relationship between the peak
values and corresponding in te rs titia l oxygen content in niobium . However, Ang 
(1181and Wert had been using the following relationship to determ ine oxygen 
content in th e ir  niobium.
Wt. %02 = 1.30 Log. D ec .Max........................... . . . . . ( 3 8 )
89.
(114)The resu lts  of Powers and Doyle led to the relationship
Wt. %02 = 1.16 Log. D ec .Max_ . . . . . . . . . .  (39)
The variation of the proportionality constant seem s reasonable 
(Fig. 39, p. 114).
Activation energies for the diffusion of oxygen in niobium as 
determ ined by the internal friction method a re  given in Table 9.
TABLE 9
Activation energy for the diffusion of oxygen in niobium 
as determ ined by the internal friction method
/ ............    _ -i 'i ■*' i V
Activation Energy 
K .ca l. per mole Frequency Reference
27.6 1 c /s 117
26.3 37 K. c /s 119
26.6 1 c /s 114
5 .6 .3 . Niobium-Carbon Solid Solution
The f irs t  suggestion of the existence of a relaxation peak due to the 
s tre ss  induced ordering of in te rs titia l caibon in niobium was made by Ang and 
W e r t^ " ^ .  It was suggested that the peak occurred at about 140°C at a 
frequency of one cycle per second. Since the oxygen peak occurs at about 
150°C at that frequency, it was thought that its investigation would be obscured by 
the oxygen peak, particu larly  as it was found to be difficult to prepare a specimen 
containing carbon and which was also oxygen free . This difficulty has also been 
experienced by other w o r k e r s ^ ^ .  It has since been shown conclusively that 
the carbon peak does not occur at the low tem perature suggested by Ang and 
W ert but at 262°C at a frequency of 0.71 cycles per second. It is probable that 
Ang and W ert when suggesting the occurrence of the carbon peak at 140°C were 
m isled by a low oxygen concentration peak. Such a low oxygen concentration
peak was since shown to exist in tan talum ^
(120)It was shown that it is practically  im possible to obtain a 
relationship between the peak values, and the in terstitia l carbon content in niobium,, 
The difficulty being that niobium-carbon alloys a re  fast ageing and the peak ' 
decreases rapidly during m easurem ents so that the "true" peak value is im possible 
to m easure Q
The activation energy for the diffusion of carbon in niobium as
(114)determ ined by the internal friction method is 33 ? 1 K ,cal. per mole .
5»6o4o Conclusions
From  internal friction investigations in niobium, containing nitrogen 
oxygen o r carbon as in te rs titia l solutes, at frequencies of the o rder of one cycle  
per second, it can be concluded that relaxation peaks due to s tre ss  induced 
ordering of the th ree  elem ents exist (Table 10). The nitrogen peak appears to 
be the most thoroughly investigated„ It has been shown that a linear relationship 
exists between the peak internal friction values and percentage nitrogen and oxygen 
contents in niobium „ . In both cases the resu lts  of two separate investigations
a re  in good agreem ent „
However, in the case of carbon, internal friction m easurem ents used 
as a method fo r carbon estim ation can not be considered very  prom ising since 
firstly , the carbon peak occurs at tem perature very  close to the nitrogen peak and 
secondly, because niobium -carbon alloys age very rapidly .
TABLE 10
Summary of internal friction relaxation peaks 
! in niobium
In terstitia l
Solute
Peak Tem perature / o^, at 1 c /s ;  C
Activation Energy . 
ICcal/m ole
Oxygen 158 2 6 o6
Nitrogen 285 34o 8
Carbon 267 330 1
6 ° EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
6 . i .  PREPARATION OF SPECIMENS
The specimens were prepared from  com m ercial sin tered niobium „ 
The chem ical analysis supplied by the m anufacturers, Mux ex Limited s is given 
in Table 11.
TABLE 11 .
Analysis of com m ercial niobium
r
Element Wt. p .p .m .
Oxygen 730
Nitrogen 85
Carbon 280
Hydrogen 7
Tantalum ^  1 ,0 0 0
Titanium 2,800
. Zirconium z l  3,000
Iron 345
Silicon 275
The niobium was supplied in an annealed condition as w ire of 0» 028 
inches in d iam eter o The w ire was loosely coiled into a 9 inches d iam eter coiL
Tensile te st specimens w ere 7 cm . long and internal friction 
specimens w ere 28 cm . long, which w ere cut e ither from  the as-received  or 
annealed m ateriah
6 .1 .1  . Annealing -
Annealing of the w ire was carried  out in a vertica l tube furnace at
tem peratures up to 950°C and at higher tem p era tu res  by d irect resis tance  heatingo
. - -4  ■
In both cases the furnaces w ere evacuated to a p ressu re  of about 1 x 10 mm„ of 
m ercury .
4 - 0In the tube furnace the tem perature was controlled to within = 1 C 
using a saturable reac to r tem pera tu re  controller,, The heating ra te  of the 
furnace was about 15°C per minute over the tem perature range 200° - 500°C, and 
its cooling ra te  about 3°C per minute from  500° to 300°C and less than 1°C p er 
minute at tem peratures below 200°C „
The annealing by resistance  heating was ca rried  out by passing high 
curren t (up to 30 amps) at a low voltage (up to 15 volts) through the 40 cm. long 
w ire specimens . At the end of the annealing period the curren t was switched off 
and the specimen cooled from  1, 300° to 600°C at a ra te  of about 40°C p er second. 
The tem perature of the specimen was m easured by means of a disappearing 
filament pyrom eter, the readings of which w ere corrected for radiation losses. 
The accuracy of the tem perature m easurem ent was of the o rder o f t 10°C at 
1 ,300°C. The tem perature along the central 30 cm . of the w ire at 1, 300°C 
varied by up to 70°C. The variation was believed to be mainly due to 
variations in the diam eter of the w ire and possibly due to heterogeneity of the 
m aterial along the w ire. The therm al expansion of the*wire was taken up by 
means of a screw  tensioning mechanism operating through a Wilson seal. The 
mechanism was operated manually both during heating to, and cooling from , the 
annealing tem perature, so that the w ire was kept ju st straight without excessive 
tension.
6 .1 .2 . Ageing
Ageing afte r p restrain ing , of both tensile  and in ternal friction 
specimens, was ca rried  out in a silicone oil-bath furnace at tem peratures up to 
250°C and the v ertica l annealing furnace at higher tem peratu res. The oil-bath
- 93.
was controlled to within 1  0„5°C at 200°Co' F or each ageing treatm ent the 
oil-bath was maintained at the required tem perature and the w ire  specimens 
w ere im m ersed in the hot oil and, afte r a given period, removed and quenched 
in w ater. hi this way the heating to, and cooling from , the ageing tem perature 
was very  f a s t . . When ageing in the vertica l annealing furnace the w ire specimens 
w ere placed .into the furnace at room  tem perature, the furnace was evacuated and 
then heated to the ageing tem perature. The tim e of ageing had therefore  to be 
corrected  to account fo r any changes taking place during heating to and cooling 
from  the ageing tem perature .
6 .2 . MECHANICAL TESTING
Tensile testing and prestrain ing  p rio r to ageing was ca rried  out in a
Hounsfield tensom eter, which was fitted with a 0.050 inch transducer. The w ire
-3specimens w ere strained at a straining' ra te  of 1 x 10 per-second and the load 
extension curve was recorded autographically on a Speedomax high speed reco rd er.
. The 7 cm . long tensile  te s t specimens w ere gripped in friction w ire 
g rip s . One jaw of the g rip s  had a V-notch and the other was flat so that the w ire . 
specimen made a three-point contact with the g rip s . On examination of broken 
specimens there  was no indication of any extension of the w ire inside the g rip s .
The m ajority  of specimens failed in the vicinity of the centre of the gauge length, 
and only about 5% of the tested  specimens failed within one centim etre of the g r ip s . 
The specimens w ere mounted in a jig  with a 5 cm. gauge length between the g rip s . 
The la tte r  w ere clamped together by a plate screwed to th e ir  sides and this plate 
was removed only afte r th e  g rips and the specimen w ere assem bled in the 
tensom eter. The reason for this procedure was to prevent any bending of the 
w ire specimens during assem bly. The w ire grips and assem bly jig  a re  shown 
in Fig. 28.
The chart of the Speedomax reco rd er was calibrated for loads in
$
pounds by loading the tensom eter with varying dead loads, and calibrated for 
extension by inferm itently straining a w ire specimen and quickly m easuring its
94.
extension at each break in straining by means of a V ernier “C alliper „ ' It was
possible to read the load to within t  0, 04 pounds (£ 120 p„ s . i . ) and the stra in  to
3 o2 x 10 , A typical s tre s s -s tra in  curve of a specimen annealed at 1,300 C is
shown in Fig„ 29,
6 °3 ° INTERNAL FRICTION MEASUREMENTS
6 ,3 ,1 , Torsion Pendulum
An internal friction apparatus in which w ire specimens can be used 
is the torsion pendulum., Such an apparatus was f irs t described in detail by
Q23)
Ke . The specimen assem bly of the apparatus is shown in Fig, 30, The 
w ire specim en, which is 25 cm , long, is a part of a freely  suspended pendulum.
The upper end of the specimen is rigidly fixed, by means of a w ire grip , to 1/8 inch 
in diam eter s ilv er steel rod, which in turn is suspended from  a cover of the top 
flange of the apparatus. To its  lower end is connected a 1/16 inch rod which
c a rrie s  an inertia  b ar. The inertia  b ar is a 1/8 inch aluminium rod which is
threaded to take soft iron nuts. Torsional vibrations a re  im parted to the 
specimen assem bly by passing pulses' of curren t through two electrom agnets, 
positioned sym etrically  opposite the two soft iron nuts on the inertia  b a r , . The 
weight of the pendulum assem bly exerted a s tre s s  of 0,25 p , s , i ,  on the w ire 
specimen.
The complete apparatus including th e  vacuum enclosure and the 
furnace is shown in Fig, 31, The pendulum assem bly is suspended inside a 
one inch diam eter sta in less steel tube from  a w ater-cooled and vacuum sealed
flange. The tube passes through the vertica l furnace and at its bottom end is 
connected, through a demountable vacuum sealed flange, to two inch copper tube, 
which houses the inertia  b a r and is connected to vacuum pum ps, The advantage 
of a vacuum internal friction apparatus was two Told , F irs tly , since the 
m easurem ents w ere taken at tem peratures up to 300°C and niobium has a high 
affinity towards oxygen and nitrogen, under vacuum oxidation during m easurem ents
96.
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FIG. 31. Vacuum torsion-pendulum  internal friction apparatus.
was negligible. Secondly, the background damping due to a ir  was m arkedly 
reduced, as shown in Table 12.
t
TABLE 12
Room tem perature internal friction values of 
an annealed specimen as m easured at 
various p re ssu re s  of a ir
P ressure  of a ir , 
m m . of M ercury
Internal friction 
(Log. Dec. x 10^)
760 5.52
2 x 1 0 ' 2 1.15
1 x 1 0 ' 4 0.03
-4 ■
M easurem ents w ere ca rried  out at a p ressu re  of 0 .5  to 1. 0 x 10 mm. of 
m ercury ,
6 .3 .2 . Method of Gripping Specimen
In the type of apparatus used in the present work the gripping of the
w ire specimen is  im portant, as considerable energy loss can take place in the
g rip s . Ideally the ends of the w ire specimen should form  one body with the
grips to avoid any play between the specimen and the g rip s . A fter considerable
amount of discussions, particu larly  with Professor Entwistle of M anchester 
‘ *
University, it was decided to adopt g rips each making two 1/16 inch long th ree  “ 
point contacts with the w ire . The three-point contact was obtained, as in the 
case of tensom eter g rip s , by having a V-groove in the bottom jaw of the g rip  and 
leaving the top jaw fla t. The grips a re  shown in Fig. 32.
The efficiency of gripping was checked by m easuring in ternal friction 
with g rips incom pletely  tightened, taking the pendulum assem bly out, tightening
100.
F I G .  3 2 .  W i r e  g r i p s  o f  t h e  t o r s i o n  p e n d u l u m  a s s e m b l y .
the grips as fa r  as possible and re-m easuring . This te s t was ca rried  out using 
both annealed and strained specim ens. No difference could be observed between 
the internal friction values as m easured before and a fte r tightening.
v • n
6 .3 .3 .  M easurement of Amplitude of Vibration : h
The amplitude ot vibration of the freely  oscillating pendulum assembly j ;
was m easured by directing a beam of light onto a concave m irro r  fixed to the
bottom of the inertia  b a r holder. The reflected beam was focused by a
condensing cylindrical lens onto a. brom ide paper on which the vibrations w ere
traced . - The paper was moving at a constant speed inside a cam era at two
m etres away from  the m irro r . The am plitudes and frequency of the torsional
vibrations could be m easured a fte r processing the brom ide paper.
More recently, the recording cam era was replaced by a G raphispot.
■light spot follower. With this instrum ent the reflected light spot is  d irected  j
onto a photocell, which follows it and tra ces  the vibrations on a moving chart by means .
of an ink pen attached to the back, of the photocell. The main advantage of the
Graphispot over the recording cam era is' that the tra ces  .are im m ediately visible.
The Graphispot and-a typical trace, of am plitudes are shown in Fig. 33.
The s tra in  am plitudes used in the p resen t w ork ranged from  
=5 ~62.5 x 10 to 7.0  x 10 , while the pendulum vibrated at a frequency of about one
cycle p er second.
6 .3 .4 . M easure of Internal Friction
Internal friction was m easured ..with increasing tem peratures (see 
Section 5) starting  at room  tem perature  and heating th e  wire specimen a t a rate of 
about 1°C p e r m inute. This ra te  was chosen, because the tim e of each reading . 
was about one minute.- Thus the tem p era tu re  of the specimen increased  by j'
about 1°C during each m easurem ent and, hence, the e r ro r  introduced was negligible. I 
When in ternal friction values w ere so sm all that the reading had to be taken over
IF I G .  3 3 .  G r a p h i s p o t  t r a c e r  showing typical traces  f r o m  w h i c h  
t h e  l o g a r i t h m i c  decrem ent is calculated.
longer tim es than one minute a sm aller ra te  of heating was used o r the 
tem perature was a rre s ted . In the case of niobium the m easurem ents w ere 
taken up to 320°C which is just beyond the nitrogen-carbon peak. A typical 
internal friction curve of niobium is shown in Fig. 34. hi Fig. 34 the nitrogen - 
carbon relaxation peak is a sum peak of the nitrogen (at 285°C) and the carbon 
(267°C) peaks. No attem pt will be made to separate them from  each other and 
the experim ental peak will therefore be re fe rred  to as nitrogen-carbon peak.
Each m easurem ent of in ternal friction consisted of exciting the 
specimen assem bly to a given torsional amplitude (about 10 cm . on the reco rd e r 
chart) and allowing it to v ibrate freely  while the oscillations w ere recorded. An 
initial and final amplitude, Aq and A^ respectively , w ere chosen and m easured. 
Then, the num ber of cycles, n, required to reduce the amplitude from  Aq to A^ 
was counted and the th ree  values w ere used to calculate the in ternal friction, 
using the following equation
6  = — __  In
n An . . . . . . . . . .  (40)
where ( f  is a m easure of in ternal friction and is known as Logarithm ic 
D ecrem ent (see Section 5 .3 .) .
The am plitudes could be read  to within + 0.02 cm . and assum ing 
that a ll the e r ro rs  of reading w ere additive and that A^ = \  Aq the average 
percentage e r ro r  of £  , irresp ec tiv e  of its  absolute value, would be about 
+ 1.0%. The maximum e r ro r  incurred  through taking different pairs  of 
amplitude from  the sam e tra c e  was found to bell 1%. Thus the maximum e r ro r  
of the values of in ternal friction due to calculation can be expected to be between
“ 1 and 2%. The variations obtained from  repeated m easurem ents w ere found 
to be up to about "t 2%. In F ig. 35 a re  shown resu lts  obtained on two successive 
days showing the reproducibility of in ternal friction values over the oxygen 
relaxation peak in annealed niobium.
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FIG. 35. Reproducability of internal friction values over the 
oxygen relaxation peak of annealed niobium .
6 .3 .5 . Residual Energy Loss of Apparatus
The residual energy loss of the torsion pendulum was not determ ined 
because the knowledge of the specific damping of the niobium used in the present 
work was not required . Since mainly the values of the in te rs titia l relaxation 
peaks w ere required, the to tal background damping was deducted from  the 
experim ental cu rv es . The background damping was estim ated from  the flat 
portions of internal friction versus tem perature plots as shown by the dotted line 
in Fig. 34.
. The lowest value of the background damping obtained during the 
p resent work was & = 1.2 x 10 3 in a specimen annealed for 30 minutes at 
2 ,000°C. Damping due to the energy loss of the apparatus would have to be less 
than 10 3 as the value of 1 . 2  x 10 3 contains the specific damping of the annealed 
niobium.
107.
7. PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS
7 .1 . INTERNAL FRICTION EFFECTS
The internal friction technique was used in the p resent work in o rder
to co rre la te  the stra in  ageing effects with the behaviour of in te rs titia l im purities
present in the niobium. Since niobium reac ts  easily  with oxygen and nitrogen
from  the a ir , it was decided to ca rry  out some prelim inary te s ts  in o rder to find
out whether any appreciable pick-up of the two gases will occur at the testing 
-4p ressu re  of 1 x 10 m m. of m ercury .
The effect of heating cycles to 300°C at the ra te  of about 1°C per 
-4minute at a p ressu re  of 1 x 10 mm. of m ercury on the oxygen and nitrogen-carbon 
relaxation peaks of an annealed specimen is given in Table 13.
TABLE 13
Effect of heating cycles to 300°C in vacuum on the relaxation 
peaks in niobium
Internal Friction 
m easured on:
Log. Dec . x 103Max
Oxygen peak N itrogen-carbon peak
Heating to 180°C 65.8 -
Cooling from  180°C 6 6 . 0 -
Re -heating to 300°C 6 6 . 0 14.3
Cooling from  300°C 67.0 13.2
Re-heating to 300°C 67.0 1 2 .8
2nd Cooling from  300°C 67.3 12.5
The values in the Table a re  as m easured on heating to , o r cooling 
from, a given tem perature at 155°C in the case of the oxygen and 280 C in the case
of the nitrogen peak.
Some annealed specimens w ere re-heated to tem peratures up to 
950°C and the internal friction m easured on cooling from  these tem peratu res. 
The resu lts  obtained a re  given in Table 14. The specimens w ere held at each 
tem perature for 5 m inutes.
TABLE 14
Effect of heating cycles up to 950°C in vacuum on the relaxation 
peaks in niobium
Internal Friction 
m easured on:
Log. Dec. i n 3x 10Max
Oxygen peak Nitrogen-carbon 
peak
Heating to  155°C 6 6 . 0
Cooling from  180°C 6 6 . 0 -
" ” 2 2 0° C 66.5 -
Heating to 280°C - 15.5
Cooling from  306°C 67.0 14.4
355°C 6 8 . 0 12.7
” 400°C 69.5 1 2 .0
" 453°C 71.0 11.7
"  600°C 75.5 11.5
"  770°C 80.5 11,5
"  950°C 82.0 11.4
The resu lts  of Table 14 indicate that oxidation of niobium can take
-4place at an a ir  p re ssu re  of 1 x 10 . mm. of m ercury  at tem peratures as low as 
300°C. In o rder to find out the extent of the oxidation it was decided to ca rry  out 
internal friction measureme nts a fte r prolonged heating of annealed specimens at
300°, 350°, 4G0°and 450°C in the internal friction apparatus. The "ageing” a t 
each tem perature was ca rried  out interm itently as the specimens w ere cooled from
the "ageing" tem peratures to m easure the internal friction, a fte r each increm ent of 
tim e. The nitrogen-carbon peak was also m easured at 28S°C (the tem perature
of the peak). The increase of the oxygen peak, A ^ c\~ » and decrease of the
nitrogen-carbon peak, = Zi 6 M , from  the values of the peaks as m easured
2 “C
On initial heating to the ’’ageing" tem perature a re  plotted in Fig. 36 and Fig. 37 
respectively. The resu lts  a re  also tabulated in Table A . 1 (Appendix).
7 .2 . EFFECT OF ANNEALING
The as -received niobium w ire was straightened by 3% tensile
-4elongation and annealed in a vacuum of 1 x 10 m m. of m ercury  for 30 minutes at 
tem peratures ranging from  200°C to alm ost its  melting point. The following tests  
w ere ca rried  out on the annealed specim ens:- Internal friction m easurem ents, 
Hardness te s t and Gas analysis. The resu lts , which consist of one to five 
m easurem ents each, a re  given in Table 15 and plotted in Fig. 38.
The maximum values of the oxygen relaxation peak w ere plotted versus 
the analysed oxygen content in Fig. 39. It is apparent from  the plot that the 
relationship between the oxygen content and the maximum values of the oxygen 
relaxation peaks is linear and can be expressed by the following equation:-
C = 1 2 .5 x 1 0  cfMax< . . . . . . . . . .  (41)
where Cq is the oxygen content, wt. p .p .m .,  in free  solid solution. The
^ n  1 a\ n  lR'i
resu lt of Powers and Doyle and Ang and W ert have also been included
for com parison. Equation 41 was used to calculate the oxygen values in column 5
of Table 15.
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TABLE 15
Effects of annealing tem perature on hardness, internal friction and gaseous 
in terstitia l im purity content of the a.s-received and straightened niobium
* Annealing H ardness Oxygen Nitrogen R . T .Tem per­
ature
°c
VPN 
1 Kg. Load
Log. Dec.
m 3 x 10
p .p .m . 
(analysed)
p .p .m . 
(calcul.)
Log. Dec. 
x 103
p .p .m .
(analysed)
Log. Dec. 
x 10^
As
Straight­
ened
175 - 800 - - 84 38.0
200 180 58.9 810 736 - 81 15.0
300 180 59.2 820 740 12.5 80 13.0
610 177 64.5 850 806 12.0 83 8.1
720 178 69.0 860 863 11.5 82 6.8
900 176 '7.1.2 890 890 10.0 78 4.2
1,080 175 72.0 920 900 12.0 80 3.0
1,300 166 60.7 780 760 14.0 81 2.2
1,380 156 50.0 600 625 13.8 82 2.2
1,500 121 17.5 206 216 9.8 80 2.1
1,710 105 4 .0 51 50 5.0 40 2.1
2,230 103 2.0 27 25 3.3 7 1.5
2,400 98 1.0 10 12 2.9 5 . . . L i . .
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FIG, 39, Relationship between maximum values of the oxygen 
relaxation peak and oxygen content.
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7 °3° t e n s il e  t e s t  r e s u l t s
7 .3 .1 . As Received Niobium
Ten tensile  specimens were cut from  the as “received w ire at random
-3and strained to failure, at a s tra in  ra te  of 1 x 10 per second-,, The mean values 
of the mechanical properties a re  given in Table 16. The Mean Standard Deviation 
of the mean yield s tre s s  was calculated to be "t 850 p .s .i .»
sj
ill
. .  ' it
TABLE 16 ![
Average mechanical properties of the as-rece ived  niobium
Y.So U .T .S . Total Y. P.
p .s .  i. p . s . i . Elongation % Elongation %
Mean. 54,400 65,400 12.7 0 . 0
Range 48,600-59,300 61,000-73,600 10.0-14.2 0 . 0 - 0 . 2
Although the suppliers of the niobium stated that the m ateria! was 
annealed, the nonexistence of any yield stra in  indicated that it was not fully 
rec ry sta llised . This was confirmed m etallographically and it was therefore 
decided to re-anneal the m ateria l.
7 .3 .2 . Annealed Niobium
The tem perature variation during the anneal at 1 ,300°C was up to
50°C along the cen tral 25 cm . length of the specimens and this resu lted  in a
non-uniform oxygen content.. Since the m echanical properties of niobium a re  
(124)oxygen dependent , a sca tte r in the resu lts  was expected. A se rie s  of annealed 
tensile te s t specimens was prepared  and tested  to failure in o rder to establish the 
average p roperties so that only specimens close to these values would be used in 
subsequent stra in  ageing studies. The mean resu lts  a re  given in Table 17.
116.
The Mean Standard Deviation of the mean yield s tre s s  was calculated to be 
t  900 p . s . i .  which is about ”£ 2% of the mean value.
TABLE 17
Average m echanical properties of annealed niobium
Y.S. U .T .S . Total Y.P.
p . s . i . p . s . i . Elongation % Elongation %
Mean 51,000 58,900 16.1 4 .0
Range 45,000 - 59,400 55, 000 - 67,500 1 2 .0  - 2 1 . 0 2 . 0  - 6 . 2
7o4° OXYGEN DEPENDENCE OF THE YIELD STRESS
To establish  the extent of the dependence of the yield s tre s s  of the 
annealed niobium on the oxygen content a num ber of specimens w ere prepared  with 
varying amounts of oxygen by oxidising p rio r to annealing o r annealing at higher 
tem peratures than 1,300°C. A fter testing each specimen was analysed fo r oxygen. 
The resu lts  a re  plotted in Fig. 40 and given in Table A .2 (Appendix).
7 .5 . DISCUSSION OF PRELIMINARY RESULTS
7. 5 .1 . Oxidation during In ternal'F ric tion  M easurem ents
When an annealed niobium w ire was heated in a ir  at a p re ssu re  of
-4  o o1 x 10 m m . of m ercury  to 180 C and then to 300 C the maximum value of the
-3oxygen relaxation peak increased by 1 x 10 of the logarithm ic decrem ent, which
is equivalent to an oxygen pick-up of 12 p .p .m . each tim e. On re-heating to
3300 C the increase  is only 0 .3  x 10 (Table 13). This observation indicates that 
slight oxidation of niobium is taking place at 300°C even at such sm all p ressu re  of
117.
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a ir .  The initial increase in oxygen due to heating to 180°C is* however,
unlikely to be due to oxidation, but to some form  of oxygen rearrangem ent in the
lattice of niobium 0 ■
The isotherm al oxidation tests  (Fig. 36) confirm  conclusively that
“4oxidation of niobium is taking place at p ressu re  of a ir  as low as 1 x 10 mm. of 
m ercu ry . It should be pointed out that at the low tem peratures used (300°C = 
450°C) the oxygen did not diffuse uniformly through the cross-sec tion  of the w ire 
but form ed an oxygen rich  skin on the surface,, Since the internal friction 
technique is very  sensitive to  surface condition, the oxygen pick-up could therefore 
be easily  followed.
No attem pt has been made to elucidate the mechanism of oxidation, as 
it was. not relevant to the present work. N evertheless, the activation energy of 
the diffusion of oxygen in niobium was calculated from  the ra tes  of the increase of 
the relaxation peak due to oxygen (Fig. 41) and Table A. 3 (Appendix). The 
calculation was based on the assumption that the entry of oxygen info free  solid 
solution can be expressed by the A rrhenius type-rate equation
  Rate = A e"<^ RT . . . . . . . .  (42)
where A is  the frequency factor, Q the activation energy of diffusion, R the gas
constant and T the absolute tem perature . The value of 25,800 + l ,  000 eal/m ole
is in good agreem ent with the activation energies of oxygen diffusion in niobium
quoted in the li te ra tu re ^
The oxidation curve at 155°C (the tem perature of the oxygen relaxation
peak) was estim ated and plotted in Fig. 36 (dotted line). (The resu lts  a re  also
given in Table A .19 (Appendix)). It is apparent from  the plot that 5 hours is required
-3for the oxygen peak to increase by 1 x 10 . Therefore any changes in the
magnitude of the oxygen peak occurring at o r up to 155°C m ust be due to internal 
rearrangem ents of oxygen atoms already present in the lattice of niobium and not 
due to pick-up.
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7 .5 .2 . Variation of the Nitrogen-Carbon Peak during Internal Friction
M easurem ents
The plots of Fig. 37 show that the nitrogen-carbon peak decreases 
appreciably with tim e on ’’ageing" at tem peratures from  285° to 450°C. The drop 
is probably due to the precipitation of carbon as a carbide since the carbon peak 
was shown by Powers and D o y le^* ^  to be less  stable than the nitrogen peak.
This does not indicate that there  is no pick-up of nitrogen during the "ageing” 
treatm ents, but analysis showed no m easureable nitrogen increase afte r 100  hours 
at 350°C. It can therefore be taken that there  is no m easureable nitrogen 
pick-up during in ternal friction m easurem ents.
-3The peak appears to decrease to a constant value of 11.2 x 10 of 
logarithm ic decrem ent (Table A. 1) which is equivalent to 110 p .p .m . of nitrogen
n  18}(eq. 37, p. 8 8 ). Ang and W ert using the internal friction technique found
the solubility of nitrogen in niobium at 450°C to be 108 p .p .m . . However, the
nitrogen content of the niobium used in the present work is only 80 p .p .m . which is
-3equivalent to 8 .0  x 10 of logarithm ic decrem ent. This indicates that the amount
-3of carbon in solid solution is equivalent to about 3.5 x 10 of the logarithm ic 
decrem ent.
7 .5 .3 . The Effect of Annealing
The resu lts  in Fig. 38 show that on annealing the as-received  niobium 
at gradually increasing tem peratures the oxygen relaxation peak goes through a 
maximum at about 1,000°C and drops to com paratively low value at about 1,700°C 
indicating that initially some oxidation is taking place together with some internal 
rearrangem ent of the oxygen atoms (see Section 11). The difference in the 
calculated and analysed oxygen content indicates oxidation, which does take place. 
At 1, 300°C the oxygen content is  practically  the sam e as that of the as-received  
m ateria l and at higher annealing tem peratures oxygen diffuses out of the niobium. 
At this tem perature, therefore , the oxygen concentration gradient ac ro ss  the 
diam eter of the w ire should be negligible.
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The nitrogen-carbon relaxation peak, on the other hand, decreases 
slightly on annealing up to about 900°C, then goes through a maximum at about 
1 ,300°C, and drops to a com paratively low value at about 1, 900°C. The analysis 
shows no pick-up of the nitrogen and the initial drop followed by the increase  to the 
maximum m ust be due to internal rearrangem ents of the nitrogen and carbon atoms 
in the m etal (see Section 11). Actually, as shown by analysis values, nitrogen 
commences to decrease  at annealing tem peratures g rea te r  than 1 ,500°C. Since 
the peak is a sum of the nitrogen and carbon peaks (see Section 6 .3 .4 .) ,  the drop 
of the nitrogen-carbon peak between 1,300° and 1 ,500°C m ust therefore be due to 
the rem oval of carbon from  the niobium as carbon monoxide.
The hardness of the m ateria l is  unaffected by the annealing treatm ent 
until a tem perature of about 1 ,100°C is reached when it commences to drop 
asymptotically to a value of 98 V .P .N . at about 1,700°C. The drop occurs over 
approximately the sam e tem perature range as that of the maximum values of the 
oxygen relaxation peak. The initial high hardness is  controlled by th ree  factors
(a) the worked sta te  of the m etal, increased slightly by the 3% stra in , (b) the 
presence of oxygen, nitrogen and carbon, and (c) the niobium m etal itse lf. The 
drop of hardness above 1 ,100°C may, therefore, be attributed both to softening due 
to recrystallization  and to the reduction in the amount of oxygen in solid solution.
At the high oxygen content of the m ateria l, the drop in hardness caused by the 
recrystallization  is probably masked by the com paratively large hardness component 
due to oxygen. Sim ilarly, the change of hardness due to the rem oval of carbon and 
nitrogen from  the m ateria l appears to be masked. On annealing at tem peratures 
above 1,700°C, on the other hand, the hardness curve appears to be decreasing at 
a slightly higher ra te  than the maximum values of the oxygen relaxation peak, 
indicating that at low oxygen concentrations the decrease in hardness due to 
recrystallization  is noticeable.
Some deductions can also be made from  the room tem perature internal 
friction which approaches a constant value at about 1 ,100°C. This constant 
value is the residual background damping, which is due to the damping of the fully
i
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annealed m etal and the internal friction apparatus. This observation indicates
that 1 ,100°C is the approximate recrystallization  tem perature of the niobium used,
o (94)which is in good agreem ent with the value of 1,075 C reported by Adams et a l.
As a resu lt of the above observations, it was decided to anneal the
o -4as-received  m ateria l at 1, 300 C in vacuum (1 x 10 mm.Hg) fo r 30 minutes and
use this condition as the starting  point for the stra in  ageing studies of the m ajor
research  program m e.
7 .5 .4 . Mechanical Properties
The effect of annealing on the as-received  niobium at 1 ,300°C for 
30 minutes in vacuum was to recry sta llize  it to an average grain  size of 0.0020 cm . 
and to re-d iso lve any precipitated carbides and n itrides. Their reprecipitation 
from  solid solution was prevented by the rapid cooling (about 40°C p er second) from  
the annealing tem perature . This was accompanied by a decrease in hardness, 
yield s tre ss  and ultim ate tensile  s tre s s , and an increase in the yield s tra in  and 
total elongation.
The resu lts  of Fig. 40 show that the yield s tre ss  of niobium is strongly 
dependent on the oxygen content and that the relationship is linear. Such an
oxygen dependence of the yield s tre s s  was previously reported by Leadbetter and
(Qi\ (124)
Argent and a sim ilar variation of the ultim ate tensile  s tre ss  by Tottle
(91)and Vaughan and Rose . On com parison of the present resu lts  with those of 
Leadbetter and Argent (Fig. 16) a difference can be observed between the values 
at zero oxygen content and the slopes of the plots, (Table 18).
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TABLE 18
E f f e c t  o f  c o m b i n e d  c a r b o n  a n d  nitrogen content on the 
o x y g e n  d e p e n d e n c e  o f  y i e l d  s tre ss  of niobium
Carbon + Nitrogen 
p .p .m .
Yield
s tre ss  at % O2 = 0 
p . s . i .
Slope 
.= p . s . i .  
pTpTm".
Reference
80 9,000 25.7 Leadbetter and
(97)Argent
360 37,000 18.8 Present Work
The reason fo r these differences probably lies in the purity of the two m aterials,, 
Leadbetter and Argent used electron beam m elted m ateria l containing a combined 
nitrogen and carbon content of 80 p. p .m . while the present m ateria l contains 
360 p. p .m . of these two elem ents. The higher value of the yield s tre s s  at zero 
oxygen content can be attributed to the g rea te r  amounts of nitrogen and carbon 
p resent in the m a te ria l. The sm aller slope, on the other hand, is  due to the fact 
that the oxygen effect on the yield s tre s s  would be expected to be sm aller in the 
presence of other in te rs titia ls  which have already increased the yield s tre s s .
7 .5 .5 . Liiders Strain
It was observed that for various yield s tre sse s  the yield stra in  had a 
different value indicating its  increase with the increase of the yield s tre s s . The 
yield s tra in s  w ere therefore plotted versus the corresponding yield s tre sse s  in 
Fig. 42. The resu ltan t plot shows a linear relationship of the following form: -
•% Yield Strain = 0.333 x 10 (Y.S. - 39,000) . . . . . . . .  (43)
where Y.S. is  the yield s tre s s  in p . s . i . . The above relationship at a given te st
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tem perature, will m ost probably be affected by im purity and in te rs titia l content,
grain  size and s tra in  ra te . It is , therefore, expected to apply to the m ateria l used
in th is work only . A sim ila r relationship has been shown to exist in s tra in  aged 
(27)mild steel .
It is  suggested that the increase in the yield stra in  with increasing 
yield s tre ss  (which itse lf increases with increasing oxygen content) is due to the 
g rea te r  amount of oxygen in the la ttice . The atomic size of oxygen is g re a te r  than 
the in terstices  in the BCC structu re  of niobium and therefore the oxygen atom s in 
in te rs titia l solid solution tend to expand the unit ce ll. On straining the atom s will 
move into in te rstices  which a re  extended in the direction of the shear s tre s s  in 
o rder to relieve the s tre ss  in that d i r e c t io n ^ ^ .  When yielding commences the 
amount of s tra in  produced by the constant s tre s s  will be g re a te r  by the s tra in  
increm ent due to the p re fe rred  orientation of oxygen atom s. In addition, at a 
higher yield s tre s s , the dislocations once broken away from  th e ir in te rs titia l 
atm ospheres can possess higher energies, and a re  able to produce la rg e r  s tra in s  at 
the given constant s tre s s .  It is  also probable that the num ber of dislocations 
generated during yielding increases with increasing yield s tre s s , resulting in higher 
yield s tra in s .
7 .5 .6 . The Effect of Oxygen Content on the Hardness of Annealed Niobium
The hardness of niobium annealed at tem peratures from  about 1,000° 
to 1,500°C decreases, f ir s t  rapidly and then m ore slowly, in a s im ila r m anner to 
the decrease of oxygen content (Fig. 38), suggesting a d irect relationship between 
the two. In F ig. 40 the hardness values of Table 15 a re  plotted versus the in te r ­
stitia l oxygen content, i . e . ,  oxygen as m easured by in ternal friction. The resultan t 
graph shows a linear relationship which satisfies the following equation: -
V .P .N . = 0.0833 (Co2 + 1,200) . . . . . . . .  (44)
where C0 2 is  the oxygen content in p .p .m . . This relationship will probably be
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affected by the amount of in te rs titia ls , other than oxygen, and the grain  size .
The effect of grain  size , however, is  expected to be negligible. A straight line 
relationship between oxygen content and hardness of niobium was previously 
reported  by C o x ^ ^ \  but over a much la rg e r range of oxygen contents.
At annealing tem peratures lower than about 1, 000°C there  is practically  
no change in hardness while the oxygen content, both total and in in te rs titia l solid 
solution, increases (Table 15). These hardness num bers do not satisfy equation 44, 
because the niobium is not recrysta llized  and the hardness contains a component due 
to the residual internal s tre sse s  p resen t.
7 .6 . SUMMARY OF THE PROPERTIES OF ANNEALED NIOBIUM AND 
RELEVANT EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
TABLE 19
Properties of annealed niobium and relevant experim ental details
Yield S tress 51,000 p . s . i .
Ultimate Tensile S tress 58, 900 p . s . i .
Total Elongation 16.1%
Yield Strain .4.0%
Y .S ./U .T .S . Ratio 8 6 . 6 %
Grain Size 0 .0 0 2 0  cm.
H ardness (1 Kg. Load) 166 V. P. N.
(a) Analysed 780 p .p .m .
Oxygen:-
(b) Calculated 760 p .p .m .
N itrogen:- Analysed 80 p .p .m .
Carbon (suppliers' figure) 280 p .p .m .
Internal F ric tio n :- Log. Dec. x 103
(a) Oxygen peak
(b) N itrogen-carbon peak
(c) Room T em perature Value
(d) Frequency
(a) 60.7
(b) 14.0
(c) 0 .0 2 2
(d) 1 cycle/second
Strain Rate 1 x 10 "3  pe r  second
Tensile T est Tem perature 20°C
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8 . THE EFFECT OF STRAIN AGEING ON MECHANICAL PROPERTIES
OF NIOBIUM
As a f irs t  stage in the s tra in  ageing studies of niobium it has been 
decided to investigate the effects of s tra in  ageing on the m echanical p ro p e rtie s .
A se rie s  of annealed specimens was divided into four batches, which were 
p restrained  to 2, 4, 6 and 8% tensile elongation respectively. The batch that 
was given 6% p restra in  was aged for 10 hours at tem peratures up to 850°C, and 
for ageing tim es up to 100 hours at 450°C. The rem aining th ree  batches w ere 
each divided into two lots one of which was aged for 10 hours and the other for 
100 hours at tem peratures of 350°, 450°, 550° and 650°C.
8 .1 .  RESULTS
The m echanical properties studied w ere the yield s tre s s , ultim ate 
tensile  s tre s s  and yield o r Liiders s tra in . The resu lts  obtained a re  given in 
Tables A .4 to A . 6 (Appendix), and typical re su lts , showing the effects of stra in  
ageing treatm ents on the m echanical p roperties, a re  plotted in F igs. 43 to 45.
The value of each point is a mean of 2 to 5 te s ts , and the elongation was calculated 
as percentage of the original 5 cm gauge length.
In Fig. 43 the yield s tre s s , ultim ate tensile  s tre s s , yield s tra in  and 
total elongation after ageing for 10 hours at 350°C a re  plotted versus the degree 
of p res tra in . The p roperties of 6% p restrained  m ateria l aged for 10 hours at 
tem peratures of up to 800°C a re  plotted in F ig. 44. versus the ageing tem peratu res. 
The values at zero p restra in  (Fig. 43) and 20°C (Fig. 44) a re  those of the 
annealed m ateria l. Finally, F ig. 45 shows the effect of ageing tim e on the 
m echanical p roperties of 6 % prestra ined  and aged at 450°C niobium. At one 
minute ageing tim e the values of the yield s tre s s  and yield stra in  a re  those of the 
as-s tra in ed  m ateria l but the values of elongation and ultim ate tensile  s tre s s  those 
of annealed niobium.
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8 .2 . DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
8 .2 .1 . The Yield and Ultimate Tensile S tresses
From  the plots of the yield s tre s s  and ultim ate tensile  s tre s s  of 
F igs. 43 to 45 it can be seen that both these properties of com m ercial niobium a re
strongly affected by s tra in  ageing treatm ents, which is a confirmation of previous
(91 ,92,96,98,104) ^  ^ , .findings . The general shape of the yield s tre ss  and ultim ate
tensile  s tre s s  curves is s im ila r - the yield s tre s s  being somewhat m ore sensitive
than the ultim ate tensile  s tre s s . Because of that, the curves of the two properties
as plotted versus the degree of p restra in  (Fig. 43) tend to m eet at about 15% p re -
stra in  (as estim ated by extrapolation of F ig. 43). In the s tre s s -s tra in  curve of
annealed niobium (Fig. 29, p. 96) the maximum load is reached at a stra in  of
about 15%. A fter ageing the yield s tre s s  would, therefore, be expected to be
alm ost the sam e as the ultim ate tensile  s tre s s , since the m ateria l would have
practically  no capacity fo r work-hardening. It is , however, unlikely that any
m easureable recovery will occur at 350°C, as the recrystallization  tem perature
of niobium is of the o rder of 1,000° - 1 ,100°C. Because of the close sim ilarity
in the effects of stra in  ageing on the yield and ultim ate tensile  s tre s se s , fu rther
discussion will be lim ited to the yield s tre ss  only.
The ra th e r strong dependence of the yield s tre s s  of fully aged niobium 
on the degree of p res tra in  (Fig. 43) can be clarified  by plotting Y.S. as a 
function of the percentage of p restra in  (Fig. 46). The point at 15% p restra in  
was estim ated from  the extrapolations of the yield and ultim ate tensile  s tre ss  
curves of Fig. 43 (Table A .7 - Appendix).
The plot in Fig. 46 shows that for a given strain  ageing treatm ent 
^  Y .S. r is e s  ra th e r  rapidly when the p restra in  does not exceed the total Liiders 
strain  (about 5% fo r the p resen t m ateria l - F ig. 29 p. 96). Since the 
number of dislocations generated during straining increases with increasing 
s t r a i n ^ ^ ,  4  Y .S. is  probably in some way associated with the num ber 
of dislocations that become locked during ageing and can be freed on
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re-loading afte r ageing. Actually, A  Y .S. can be expected to be proportional to 
the dislocation density, L, because stra in  ageing is caused by the segregation of 
in te rs titia l atoms to d islocations. The fraction of the in te rs titia l atoms that 
segregate during stra in  ageing is proportional, other variables being constant, to 
L in Cottrell and Bilby’s equation (equation 8 , p. 45).
Assuming that A Y .S. is , in some way, proportional to the number 
of dislocations that can be freed afte r locking, the curve of Fig. 46 can be 
explained in the following way:- with increasing p restra in , up to the end of Lliders 
stra in , A Y .S. will increase due to the increasing number of locked dislocations 
taking part in the break-w ay process at the yield point. At s tra in s  in excess of 
Liiders stra in , work hardening commences and extensive dislocation interactions 
will occur forming dislocation nodes and pile-ups, from  which only a sm all 
fraction of dislocations will break away at the yield point a fte r ageing. The 
dislocation interactions will at f irs t consume m ost of the additionally generated 
dislocations, resulting in a fall off in the A Y .S .. The fall off will be 
com paratively slow because of the increase in the lattice resistance to dislocation 
movement due to the nodes and p ile-ups. On further straining the dislocation 
interactions will continually reduce the num ber of dislocations that could be freed 
at the yield point on re-loading a fte r ageing, and the lattice resis tance  will 
probably reach  an assym ptotic value, with the resu lt that A  Y.S. goes through a 
maximum and then d ec rease s .
From  the plot of the yield s tre s s  a fte r 6 % p restra in  and 10 hours 
ageing versus ageing tem peratures (Fig. 44) it can be seen that niobium of 
com m ercial purity begins to stra in  age a t about 70° to 200°C. It then ages rapidly
to a maximum increase  in the yield s tre s s  at about 210°C, followed by overageing
o •at about 300 C . This indicates that com m ercial niobium stra in  ages in the
com paratively low tem perature range of 75° to 200°C . The ra te  of overageing
(21,40,42)appears to be ra th e r  slow, which was also observed in mild stee ls ' 7
The dislocations which w ere freed and generated during prestraining 
must, therefore , be re-locked during s tra in  ageing by an in terstitia l element which 
can diffuse at such low tem peratu res . The niobium used in this work contains all
th re e  in te rs titia l im purities, namely oxygen, nitrogen and carbon, commonly • 
p resen t in niobium of com m ercial purity . From  the examination of the ir 
diffusivities a t  100°C (Table 20) it can be seen that oxygen, which has the highest 
diffusion coefficient would be m ost likely to diffuse to the dislocations during 
stra in  ageing forming atm ospheres round them . :
TABLE 20
Diffusion coefficients, D, of oxygen, nitrogen and carbon 
in niobium at 100°C as calculated using equation 25 p. 76
(114)and.relevant data from  Powers and Doyle’s p a p e r '.
Element 2D, cm /se c
Oxygen 6 .4 7 x 1 0 "  18
Carbon - 222,59 x 10
Nitrogen 4.07 x 10 23
It is of in terest to note that the tem peratures at which the 
diffusivities, calculated as Table 20, of carbon and nitrogen a re  equal to the 
diffusivity of oxygen at 75°C (the tem perature at which stra in  ageing commences 
- F ig, 44) a re  170° and 190°C respectively. These tem peratures a re  in the 
range at which the maximum stra in  ageing is alm ost reached. The corresponding 
tem peratures at which the diffusivities of carbon and nitrogen a re  equal to that 
of oxygen at 170° a re  310° and 330°C respectively. These tem peratures a re  
in the range at which overageing com m ences. This would indicate that over 
the ageing tem perature  range of about 170° to 350°C all the three in terstitia l 
elements could be taking part in the stra in  ageing p rocess.
Finally the isotherm al s tra in  ageing at 450°C afte r 6% p restra in
135
(Fig. 45) shows that at this tem perature the yield s tre s s  attains a maximum 
value in just a fter one hour and overageing commences a fte r about eight hours. 
The ra te  of overageing, even at this com paratively high tem perature, is slow.
8 .2 .2 . The Yield Strain
The yield o r Liiders stra in , as shown in F igs. 43 to 45, is also
affected by stra in  ageing tre a tm en ts . It is of in te rest to note that the yield
stra in  increases to a constant value during the early  stages of stra in  ageing
(Figs. 44 and 45), which is in agreem ent with the observations in alpha-iron
(41 42)containing carbon and/or nitrogen ’ . In alpha-iron it was shown that the
yield stra in  increases only during the early  stages of stra in  ageing, i .e .  up to the
(42)saturation of the Cottrell atm ospheres .
By plotting the yield s tra in s  versus corresponding yield s tre s se s  of 
fully aged specim ens, irrespective  of the degree of p restra in  and ageing 
tem perature (Fig. 47), a straight line is obtained which on extrapolation to zero 
yield stra in  cuts the yield s tre s s  axis at the same value (39, 000 p . s . i . )  as that 
for the annealed niobium (Fig. 42 p. 124). The relationship has been given 
as
% Yield Strain = K (Y.S. - 39, 000) (equation 43, p. 123),
where K is a constant, the slope of the plots of Fig. 47. The values of K for 
the annealed and fully stra in  aged niobium a re  given in Table 21.
TABLE 21
Slopes of plots of yield s tra in  versus yield s tre ss
3Condition K, x 10
Annealed 0.333
Fully stra in  aged 0.151
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The values of K for the niobium used in the present research,
“3 -3therefore, lie between 0.333 x 10 and 0.151 x 10 depending on the stage to 
which the m ateria l has been stra in  aged.
8 .2 .3 . Total Elongation
With reference to F igs, 44 and 45 it is of in terest to note that, as
a resu lt of s tra in  ageing, the total elongation of niobium still decreases while
the yield s tre s s  has already reached its  maximum values. In both cases the
elongation is at minimum at an ageing tem perature (Fig. 44) o r ageing tim e
(Fig. 45), at which the yield s tre s s  shows appreciable overageing. The decrease
in total elongation can be considered as an indication of stra in  "age-hardening” *
As shown in Fig* 45 stra in  "age-hardening" commences afte r the yield stra in
has reached its maximum value, i .e .  a fter the formation of Cottrell atm ospheres 
(41 42)has been completed 9 . This observation is in agreem ent with the findings
(41) (42)of Hundy , and Wilson and Russell in alpha-iron containing carbon and/or
nitrogen.
8 .3 . CONCLUSIONS
From  the resu lts  presented in this section, the following conclusions 
can be draw n:-
(a) Niobium of com m ercial purity is strongly susceptible
to stra in  ageing resulting in an increase of yield s tre s s  
up to 25% above that of the annealed m ateria l.
(b) F o r 10 hours ageing tim es, the strain ageing effects .
become m easureable at an ageing tem perature of 
about 75°C and reach a maximum value at about 
210°C indicating that oxygen plays an im portant part 
in the stra in  ageing p ro c e ss .
(c) The variation of m echanical p roperties of niobium during
138.
stra in  ageing, in most cases, resem bles that 
of mild steel.
(d) The stra in  ageing process is com paratively fast having
a very  slow ra te  of overageing, and is explainable
in te rm s of Cottrell atm osphere formation and
segregation of in terstitia l solute atoms to dislocations
(Abeyond atm osphere saturation as suggested by Hundy'
(42)and Wilson and Russell
139.
9. YIELD POINT RETURN MEASUREMENTS
Since in the last section (Fig. 44 p. 129) it has been shown 
niobium of com m ercial purity stra in  ages rapidly over the tem perature range of 
about 75° to 210°C. It was decided to ca rry  out isotherm al ageing te s ts  over that
tem perature range. The ratio  A Y .S ./P .S . was chosen as a m easure of stra in
ageing where A  Y.S. is the increase in the yield s tre s s  due to ageing after 
prestrain ing  and P.S. the p re -s tre s s . In this way the sca tte r from  one specimen 
to another was reduced.
The A Y .S ./P .S . ratio  is som etim es re fe rred  to as the "Rate of 
Strain Ageing", "Extent of Strain Ageing" o r "Degree of Strain Ageing". The f irs t  
te rm  is m isleading as it im plies a change with tim e. Of the other two te rm s both 
appear to be appropriate, but since the increase in the yield s tre s s  due to ageing can 
be expressed as percentage of the p restra in  s tre s s , the te rm  "Degree of Strain 
Ageing" is probably a m ore suitable one. In the present work it is , therefore, 
proposed to use the last te rm .
9 .1 . RESULTS
Annealed specimens w ere p restra ined  to 6 % at room tem perature and 
the p restra in  s tre s s  noted. These w ere then divided into five batches, one for 
each ageing tem perature. Ageing was ca rried  out at 100°, 120°, 135°, 155° and 
162°C fo r periods of up to 200 hours. A fter ageing the specimens were strained 
to failure.
The degree of s tra in  ageing ( A Y .S ./P .S .)  is plotted, for each 
ageing tem perature , in Fig. 48. The value at each point is a mean of from  two to 
five m easurem ents. The resu lts  a re  also given in Tables A. 8 to A. 12 (Appendix).
The curves of Fig. 48 indicate a strong tem perature dependence of the 
maximum degree of stra in  ageing. The A Y .S .^ ax o^ r eac^ tem perature
together with the maximum A Y.S. from  Fig. 45 (p. 130) a re  given in Table 22 
and plotted in F ig. 49. The plot on extrapolation to A /P*S. = 0 cuts
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49. .Relationship between the maximum degree of s tra in  ageing, 
and ageing tem perature for 6 % prestrained  niobium.
the-temperature-axis'at about 75°C indicating'that at this tem pera tu re 'there  will be 
no m easureable increase in the yield s t r e s s . on ageing for up to 200 h o u rs . This
confirm s the resu lts  of F ig , 44 p , 129,'
TABLE 22
i .
T em perature dependence of the maximum degree 
of s tra in  ageing
Ageing Tem perature
°c
A Y0s,MaXo/p,s, A Y’S , , ,Max,
100 0 , 1 0 0 5, 260
120 0,151 7, 950
135 0,165 8,680
. .155 0,172 9,050
162 0,178 9,360
215 ; 0,203 10,700
. . .  To check whether th e  p rocess responsible for th e  stra in  ageing-of
niobium obeys the t ^ ^  law of C ottrell and B ilb y ^ ^  the resu lts  were plotted against
2/3 2/3t ' in F ig, 50, In the graph the straight lines show the t  law fo r each ageing
2/3" tem perature,. The curves show that the stra in  ageing process follows the t '' 
law up to about 60 to 70% of the maximum degree of stra in  ageing at each ageing 
tem p era tu re ,
9e2° DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
9 ,2 ,1 , The Strain Ageing Process
The stra in  ageing curves of F ig, 48 resem ble those of alpha-iron
143.
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and mild s te e l^ *  ^  *27)^ main points of sim ilarity  a r e  t h e  c o m p a r a t i v e l y
fast stra in  ageing and the tem perature dependence o f  the maximum d e g r e e  of s t r a i n
. (40)ageing
2 /3The stra in  ageing process appears to obey the t  law (Fig0 50) u p
to about 60 to 70%. This indicates that during the early  s t a g e s  of s t r a i n  a g e i n g
only one of the th ree  in te rs titia l elem ents present, namely o x y g e n ,  n i t r o g e n  o r
carbon, .is responsible fo r the locking of dislocations.
It is of in terest to’ note the strong tem perature d e p e n d e n c e  o f  the
_o omaximum degree of stra in  ageing over the tem p era tu re  r a n g e  7 5  to 2 1 0  C, A s  
the ageing tem peratu re  is  increasing in this case,the maximum d e g r e e  o f  s t r a i n  
ageing increases rapidly at first,- and then reaches, a maximum v a l u e  a t  
210°C (Fig, 49). The maximum possible increase in the y i e l d  stres
ageing after 6% p restra in  fo r the niobium used in this work is t h e r e f o r e  A b o u t  20% 
of the p restra in  s tre s s  . . This increase may be obtained on a g e i n g  a t  a  tem perature 
of about 210°C for only a few m inutes.
The variation in the maximum degree-of s tra in  a g e i n g  w i t h  i n c r e a s i n g  
ageing tem peratures from  about 75° to 210°C may be explained w i t h  reference to 
Petch's equation ( ( f  -  ( f  ^  + k^d 2) for the yield s tre s s  ( e q .  6 pc44  ).
In the case of alpha-iron, for which the equation was originally derived, it was
(42)
shown by Wilson and Russell that the increase  in the yield s tre s s  on ageing was 
initially  due to dislocation locking as m easured by the k^ te rm  of the equation.
On fu rther ageing the in te rs titia l atoms form  clusters leading to some form of 
precipitation. These c lu sters  obstruct the movement of dislocations, hence 
increasing the C/ te rm . During the final stages of the stra in  ageing process 
the c lu sters  and /o r precip ita tes will contribute m ost to the yield s t r e s s .  Since 
diffusion is tem perature  dependent, the amount of in te rs titia l a t o m s  p r e c i p i t a t e d  
on the dislocations beyond atm osphere saturation will be less  a t  t h e  l o w e r  e n d  o f  
the 75° to 210°C tem perature  range than  at the higher-one. T h u s  w i t h  i n c r e a s i n g
ageing tem peratures this amount will increase  resulting in a higher resis tance  to 
dislocation movement until a tem perature of about 210°C, at which the maximum 
resistance is  attained.
Since no fu rther increase in the degree of s tra in  ageing is observed, 
during ageing at tem peratures higher than about 210°C, the in te rstitia l atoms must 
be precipitating from  the solid solution in such a way as not to affect the resistance  
to the movement of dislocations any m ore . This is  then followed by ov er-s tra in  
ageing at about 300°C (Fig. 44), which was not studied in the present work.
9 .2 .2 . The Activation Energy of the Strain Ageing Process
Assuming that the tem perature dependence of the s tra in  ageing process 
can be expressed by an em pirical ra te  equation of the form:
Rate = Ae"Q/R T    (45)
where A is  the frequency factor, Q the activation energy of the stra in  ageing 
p rocess, R the gas constant and T the absolute tem perature , the activation energy 
of the p rocess can be determ ined. The ageing periods in minutes required to give 
a degree of s tra in  ageing of 0 . 1 0  for each ageing tem perature , as obtained from  
Fig. 50, a re  given in Table 23.
TABLE 23
Periods of ageing to  give &  Y .S ./P .S . = 0.10
Ageing 
Tem perature C 1/T  x 103
t
Minutes Log 1 /t
100 2,681 2472.0 -3.393
120 . 20545 419.0 -2.622
135 2,451 1 1 0 .0 -2.042
155 2,336 29.3 -1.466
162 2.299 16.9 -1.229
The resu lts  a re  also plotted in Fig. 51 as the logarithm  of
reciprocal of the tim e versus reciprocal of absolute tem p era tu re . The plot
shows that the tem perature dependence of the process responsible for the strain
ageing of com m ercially pure niobium can adequately be expressed by the above
ra te  equation (equation 45). The activation energy of the process calculated
from  the slope of the plot in F ig. 51 is 25,800 cal/m ole . A mean e r ro r  of the
value, a fte r taking into account e r ro rs  involved in the yield s tre ss  m easurem ents
and plotting of F igi s 50 and 51 is estim ated to be up to about t  l ,  000 cal/m ole.
The value of the activation energy of the stra in  ageing process is  of
the o rder of the activation energy of the diffusion of oxygen in niobium, the mean
(114)value of which, as reported in lite ra tu re , is 26,600 cal/m ole . From  this 
observation, which is  a m ore d irec t indication than that of Section 8 , it may be 
concluded that oxygen is  responsible fo r the locking of dislocations and stra in  
ageing in niobium over the tem perature range of 100° to 165°C.
So fa r  there  have been published two values of the activation energy
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of the strain ageing process in niobium (Section 4. 3). These together with that
obtained in this work, interstitial contents and some experimental details a re  given
in Table 24. The activation energy obtained in the present work is in agreement
with that of B e g l e y w h i c h  differs considerably from that given by Wilcox and 
(96)Huggins . The fair agreement of the present result with that of Begley, in spite of 
the different in terstitial content and test tem perature, confirms the doubts expressed 
in Section 4.3 about the activation energy obtained by Wilcox and Huggins.
TABLE 24
Activation energies of strain ageing in niobium
Interstitial
Content
p .p .m .
Grain
Size
cm.
Strain 
Rate 
sec *
Test 
Temper - 
ature °C
Activation
Energy
cal/m ole
Refer­
ence
02 30-40 
N2 20-80 
C 240-680
0.0063 l x  l o '3 -50 27,100 
±5,000
105
°2 117 
N2 49
C 50
0.0037 0.8 x 10"4 -50 10,500 96
°2 760 
N2 80
C 280
0.0020 1 x 1 0 '3 20 25,800
-1,000
This
work
90 2 ,3 oDislocation Density of Deformed Niobium ■
2 /3Since the stra in  ageing process-of com m ercial niobium obeys the t
law of stra in  ageing (Fig, 50), it shoul4.be possible to  calculate the dislocation
density of the p restrained  niobium, using the stra in  ageing equation 
2/3q - (£ L(DAr/kT) (equation 8 p, 45 ). ■ In this equation q ( = N^/N^),
the fraction of in te rs titia l solute atoms which precipitates on dislocations during
ageing* is  the experim entally m easured p a ram ete r4 W hereas, in this Section
the param eter is  the degree of stra in  ageing ( ^  Y .S ./P .S .) .  It should be
possible to find out whether N /N q and A Y .S ./P . S. a re  in any way related to
each other so that the s tra in  ageing equations could be used to calculate the
dislocation density from  the yield point re tu rn  m easurem ents, As fa r as is  known
only Wilcox 9 applied the equations successfully to dynamic modulus recovery
(51)stra in  ageing resu lts , though Thomas and Leak showed that in alpha -iron 
containing carbon o r nitrogen the m easurem ent of the fraction of in te rs titia l 
precipitating on the dislocations (using internal friction technique) and the yield 
point re tu rn  m easurem ents gave identical information about the s tra in  ageing 
■process.
In an attem pt to show the applicability of the stra in  ageing equations to
the yield point re tu rn  m easurem ents, the degree of s tra in  ageing A  Y .S ./P .S .,
o r  A Y .S ,/  A  Y .S .* , can be taken as q, A  Y .S ,* , is the maximumM ax. ^ Max.
attainable increase  in the yield s tre s s  due to s tra in  ageing as shown in Fig. 49.
The values of A  Y .S. (10,700 p . s . i . )  and A  Y .S, 's  of Tables A . 8 toMax 0 x
A. 12 w ere calculated from  the experim ental A  Y .S ./P .S . ratio  using the mean
value of p restra in  s tre s s , which was found to be 52,600 p . s . i . . This was done to
reduce the sca tte r  in the A  Y .S. values from  one specimen to another, which was
apparent in the experim ental re su lts . The p restra in  s tre ss  to give 6 % s tra in
varied between 51,000 to 54,500 p . s . i . . Table 25 contains dislocation densities
as calculated using both possibilities of q. The densities w ere obtained by plotting
2/3the resu lts  of Tables A . 8 to A. 12 as q versus (EAt/kT) as shown in Fig. 52.
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TABLE 25
Dislocation denisty of 6% strained niobium
q
Dislocation Density^ 
lines /  cm
A Y .S ./P .S .
A Y . s . /  A Y- s . Max=
'
110.87 x 10 
4.23 x lO 11
The constants used w ere
D = 0.02 exp ( - 25, 800/RT), the value 25, 800 i s  t h e  a c t i v a t i o n  
energy of the s tra in  ageing process determ ined in this work,
A = 4 .1 6 x 1 0 " ^  dyne cm^, 
k =■ 1 .3 8 x 1 0 " ^  dyne cm /°K , and 
<£= 3 (7 T /2 )1/ 3 .
The interaction param eter, A, for-oxygen in niobium was calculated ■ 
using the relationship given by C ottrell and Biiby
A = ^  v(Gd/ 37 f ) x  ( 1 +  ^  ) / ( 1  - ^  ) ----- ------
11 2
where G is the modulus of rigidity  (3.7 x 10 dynes /  cm ),
-8d the distance of c losest approach of niobium atoms (2.85 x 10 cm),
^  the Poisson’s ra tio  (0.35), and
4 v the volume change caused by the introduction of an oxygen atom,
which, using Seybolt’s ^ ^  lattice param eter measurements on niobium containing
oxygen and extrapolating to the ratio  of oxygen to niobium atoms equal to 0 .5 , was
-24 3found to be 2.93 x 10 cm .
In o rd er to establish which of the two alternatives of q gives
dislocation densities of the o rder of those obtained from  in te rs titia l precipitation
(51)data., dislocation densities from  the resu lts  of Thomas and Leak w ere 
calculated. These a re  given in Table 26.
TABLE 26
Dislocation densities of 1% strained alpha-iron containing 
nitrogen as calculated from the results of Thomas and Leak^"^
q
. Dislocation Density, 
lines /  cm^
N /N 1.5 x 10**t  0
A Y .S ./P .S . 0.3 x 10**
A Y .S ./A Y .S .Max 1.5 x lO 11
From  Table 26 it is  obvious that 4  Y .S ./  Y .S. as q gives
iV lc tX  •
the sam e dislocation density as that calculated from  the in te rs titia l precipitation 
data. It is  of in te rest to note that the density calculated from  fa Y .S. /  P.S. 
is  sm aller by a factor of 5 as it is  the case in the p resent resu lts  (Table. 25). It 
is  therefore reasonable to conclude that dislocation densities can be calculated 
from  the yield point re tu rn  m easurem ents by taking q equal to fa Y .S ./  i  Y . S ^  
o r  fa Y .S ./P .S . provided that the la tte r  is multiplied by 5. The factor of 5, 
which appears to be applicable to alpha-iron and niobium, a r ise s  from  the fact that 
in both m ateria ls  fa Y .S .^ ax is  about 20% of the p res tra in  s tre s s  (P.S. ).
The dislocation density of 6 % strained niobium used in this work can 
11 2therefore be taken as 4.23 x 10 lines /  cm , which is  of the o rder of magnitude .
of that of 1% strained alpha-iron containing nitrogen (Table 26). The value,
however, is re lative ra th e r than absolute in view of the approximations involved in
the estim ation of the constants of the s tra in  ageing equations.
The only dislocation density of niobium so fa r  reported is that due to
Wilcox and H u g g in s^^  for 2 and 3% com pression. F or the 3% com pression they
8 2obtained a value of 1.3 x 10 lines /cm  , which is at variance with that obtained in 
this work, because of th e ir  differing activation energy of the s tra in  ageing process
and the 'incorrect calculation of th e ir  interaction param eter,. A.
9 .3 . THE EFFECT OF OXYGEN CONTENT ■ ON STRAIN AGEING
In Section 7 .4  it was shown that the yield s tre s s  of niobium depends 
on the amount of oxygen in solid solution. It was, , therefore, decided to examine j
the effect of oxygen content on the s tra in  ageing of niobium. Specimens, the ; j
i
yield s tre s se s  and s tra in s  of which a re  given in Table A. 2, w ere strained by 6% ,
and the p res tra in  s tre s se s  noted. . .They w ere then aged at 120°C fo r 5 hours 
followed by straining to  fa ilu re . .The resu lts  a re  given in Table A. 13 and plotted 
in F ig. 53. as the degree of s tra in  ageing ( fa Y .S ./P .S .)  versus the oxygen 
content.
The resu lts  of F ig. 53 show a definite oxygen dependence of the s tra in  j
ageing of niobium. The resu lts  fall on a straight line which on extrapolation 
goes through the origin. This indicates that a t 120°C stra in  ageing of niobium . ,
is  caused by oxygen only. |
Comparing the fa Y .S ./P .S . values of Table A. 13 with the 120°C
stra in  ageing curve of F ig. 50 it can be seen that they fall in the region of the j
2/3 2/3 jcurve which obeys the t law. If each of these is extrapolated to t = 0 a j
fam ily of curves would be obtained with varying slopes. (Fig. 54). . Since the
dislocation density, L, is  proportional to the slope of such plots
2/3  1(q = <C L(ADt/kT) ), it appears that the effect of oxygen on s tra in  ageing may be
associated with varying dislocation densities generated by the 6% p restra in  in the
presence of various oxygen contents. Although the extrapolations a re  very  tenuous
the dislocation densities have been calculated and plotted in Fig. 55, versus the
oxygen content. The resu ltan t plot seem s to indicate a linear variation of the
density of dislocations with oxygen concentration over the range of 500 - 1,000
(51)p .p .m . , which is in agreem ent with the findings of Thomas and Leak in alpha = 
iron containing carbon.
2The effect of oxygen on the num ber of dislocations p e r cm generated 
on straining to 6% can be calculated from  the slope of the plot. Taking the
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analysis a step fu rther the num ber of oxygen atoms per atom plane that cause the
2generation of one dislocation line per cm on straining by 6% can also be calculated.
These findings a re  compared in Table 27 with s im ilar calculations using stra in
ageing resu lts  of alpha-iron containing carbon o r nitrogen of Thomas ancf Leak ^
(42)
and carbon of Wilson and Russell . F or the purpose of the present calculations
#
the nitrogen content of one of Wilson and R ussell's  alpha-irons was converted to 
equivalent carbon.
TABLE 27
Analysis of the variation of dislocation density 
with concentration of in te rs titia l atoms
Alloy and 
concen­
tration  
range, 
p .p .m .
No. of dislocation 
lines p er cm* 
produced by x% 
stra in  
p er additional 
1 p .p .m . 
of in te rs titia l
No. of in te r ­
stitia l atoms 
2per cm per 
atom plane 
for 1 p .p .m .
. No. of in te r­
s titia l atoms 
p er atom 
plane required 
to generate 
on straining 
by 6 % 
one extra 
dislocation 
line per-cm*
References
Nb - 02 
500-1,000
5.87 x 108
x = 6
97.1 x 10 1 2 .1 ■ Present Work
Fe - C 
55 - 150
2.7  x 108
x = 7
9
7.5  x 10 27.8 Thomas and 
Leak*51*
Fe - C  
19 - 134
4 .3  x lO 8
x = 4
97 .5  x 10 17.4 Wilson and 
Russell*42*
Fe - N2 
150-190
5.2  x lO 8
x = 7
8 . 0  x 1 0 9 15.5 Thomas and 
Leak*51*
Ta - 02 
50-200
5.65 x 108
x = 6
10.4 x 10 18.4 Unpublished
Results
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9 .4 . CONCLUSIONS
From  the resu lts  of this Section, which were produced to give a m ore 
detailed information about the s tra in  ageing process in com m ercial niobium, the 
following conclusions can be drawn: -
(a) Oxygen is the in te rs titia l element responsible for the
stra in  ageing of niobium over the tem perature range 
from  100° to 165°C.
(b) The degree of s tra in  ageing fo r a given treatm ent varies
with oxygen concentration.
(c) The activation energy of the p rocess was found to be
25,800 "t 1, 000 cal/m ole, which is of the o rder of 
the activation energy of oxygen diffusion in niobium,
(26,600 cal/m ole).
2/3(d) The ra te  of s tra in  ageing obeys the t law of C ottrell
and Bilby up to 60 to 70% completion of the p rocess,
(e) The density of dislocations of 6 % strained niobium appears
to vary with oxygen concentration and was found to
11 2range from  2 .4  to 5 .9  x 10 lines/cm  for the oxy
content ranging from  500 to 1, 000 p .p .m .
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10. ANALYSIS OF STRESS-STRAIN CURVES
10 .1 . THE YIELD POINT
In Section 3 it was shown that the lower yield s tre s s , ( f  , can be
y
expressed as CT = O'. + k d 2, where O'. is the lattice friction s tre ss  y l y l
resis ting  the movement of dislocations, k a m easure of the dislocation locking
effect and 2d the average grain d iam eter. The param eters O' ^ and k^ a re
constant for a given m ateria l when tested  at a constant tem perature and s tra in  ra te .
_i
They a re  obtained from  a plot of the yield s tre s s  against d 2 (Fig. 13 p. 46).
The slope of such a plot is  equal to 2 k^, since tensile  s tre s s  ra th er than shear s tre ss
values w ere plotted and to a f ir s t  approximation the shear s tre s s  is half the tensile
s tre s s . The value of O' i is given by the yield s tre s s  at d 2 = 0 ; i .e .  at
infinitely large grain  size . Occasionally, however, attem pts have been made to
(69 129)obtain O', and k from  a single s tre s s -s tra in  curve ’ . The method usedi y
was to fit the part of the w ork-hardening curve beyond the Liiders stra in  to an 
equation and then use this equation to extrapolate the curve back to zero plastic 
stra in  (Fig. 56). From  Fig. 56 it can be seen that CT = k d 2 and
. ■ * yo'. = <r..
1 x
J o h n s o n ^ ^  com pared critica lly  the values of and k , for 
molybdenum, as obtained by the grain  size and extrapolation methods and found that 
O ' . was sm aller and k^ la rg e r  by a factor of about 2 . C o ttre ll^  ^  on the other 
hand observed that for iron, molybdenum and niobium the extrapolation method 
underestim ated the values of k .
y
In view of the conflicting observations and the fact that the k^ values 
for niobium a re  com paratively sm all, it has been decided to obtain k^ values from 
typical s tre s s -s tra in  curves of the p resen t work using the extrapolation method.
The equation employed in the extrapolations was
log 0T = n log £  + A  (47)
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where CT and £  a re  true  s tre ss  and tru e  stra in  respectively, n and A a re  
constants. The s tre s s -s tra in  curve of Fig. 56 showing the extrapolation technique, 
is  of the annealed niobium specim en.
10.2. THE k AND ( T . PARAMETERS
 y —i ---------------------
These two param eters have been calculated for the annealed m ateria l 
as used in the present work and two other annealed conditions. The values 
together with the in te rs titia l content a re  given in Table 28.
TABLE 28
k and (T. values of annealed niobium containing various 
^  amounts of in te rs titia l elements
Total In te rs ti­
tia l Content 
p .p .m .
Grain
Size
cm.
k
yc . g . s .
units p . s . i .
<ry
p . s . i .
150 0 .0 1 1 l . lO x  107 16, 900 2 1 ,2 0 0
600 0.0036 1 . 6 8  x 107 25,600 37,200
1 ,1 2 0 0 .0 0 2 1.96 x 107 33,000 51,000
The values of k^ a re  g re a te r  than those previously reported 
(Table 5 p. 62) by a factor of about 5, which may be due to the method used.
But, on the other hand, the accurate value of k^ fo r niobium is, at p resent, not yet 
known. The values of Table 5 which w ere obtained by the grain size method, 
may be too low due to the in te rs titia l contamination during annealing treatm ents to 
produce specimens with various grain  s iz e s .
From  Table 28 it is apparent that k and CT^  a re  in te rs titia l 
content dependent, but a m ore detailed study of this dependence is required .
An attem pt has also  been made to evaluate the k^ values of 
specimens strain-aged  to various degrees. The values for the initial stages of
ageing w ere found ra th e r e rra tic  and badly scattered , w hereas for interm ediate
and fully aged conditions they w ere of the same order of magnitude and exhibited
reasonable degree of sca tte r. N evertheless, the resu lts  indicate that, as in 
(42)steels , ky increases only during the early  stages of stra in  ageing and then
rem ains constant. The value of k^ of the fully aged niobium is sm aller than that
of annealed niobium by a factor of 2 , which is also in agreem ent with the
(42)observation of Wilson and Russel in mild steel (Table 29).
TABLE 29
Comparison of k values of mild steel and niobium in the 
annealed and fully strain-aged  conditions
k , e .g .s .
y
units
Condition Alpha-Iron . 
Wilson and Russel
Niobium 
(Present work)
Annealed 8.16 x 107 1.96 x 107
Fully strain-aged 3.22 x 107 0.97 x 107
Ratio of k of
y
annealed to fully 
aged m ateria l
2.54 I 2 . 0 1
....... .............................
Since k^ is equal to (7'JL  2 (Section 3 .3 .2 ), where CT  ^ is the dislocation
unpinning s tre s s  and L  the average distance from  the pile-up to the nearest 
dislocation source, the decrease is due to the reduction in the value of I  during 
prestra in ing . The unpinning s tre s s , CT , would be expected to be the same 
fo r both the annealed and fully aged m ateria l. During the early  stages of ageing 
when the atm ospheres a re  un-saturated , the value of (T^ is probably le ss , 
resulting  in an increasing k over that s tra in  ageing s tage .
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10.3. THE WORK-HARDENING EXPONENT
The constant n of equation 47 is known as the work-hardening 
exponent and is  defined by that equation, which in the non-logarithm ic form  is
<f = A f ”  . . . . . . . . .  (48)
F or the annealed specimens the value of n has been found to be about 0 .25.
Strain ageing appears to decrease  it from  the annealed value to about 0.06 for
fully aged specim ens. This indicates that s tra in  ageing reduces the ability of
niobium to work harden, which is  contrary  to the observations of Wilson and 
(42)Russel in mild s tee l. They found that during the initial stages of stra in  
ageing the ability of mild stee l to work harden rem ained unaffected, and during 
la tte r  stages of ageing increased appreciably.
10.4. CONCLUSIONS
The tentative conclusions, which may be made as a resu lt of the 
analysis of the s tre s s -s tra in  curves of the niobium used in the p resen t work, are: -
(a) The k^ param eter may be expected to be la rg e r  than
that so fa r  reported , and that it is in ters titia l 
content dependent.
(b) The value of k is sm aller in strained than in
y
annealed m ateria l, and on stra in  ageing increases 
to a constant value during the early  stages of ageing.
(c) On stra in  ageing the ability of niobium to work-harden
appears to decrease  appreciably.
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11. INTERNAL FRICTION MEASUREMENTS
In o rder to obtain m ore information about the stra in  ageing processes 
in niobium, and in particu la r about the ro le  of the in te rs titia l solutes present, the 
effects of stra in  ageing treatm ents have also been studied by the internal friction 
technique. F or this purpose the internal friction relaxation peaks w ere f irs t 
m easured on annealed specim ens. These w ere then taken out from  the internal
friction apparatus, strained by 6% tensile  elongation in a Hounsfield Tensom eter 
and re-assem bled  in the apparatus. A 6 % s tra in  was used on a ll specimens so as 
to maintain the sam e degree of p restra in  throughout the present work. The 
oxygen and nitrogen-carbon relaxation peaks w ere then m easured at 155°C and 
280°C respectively (see Fig. 34 p. 104) on heating to, and cooling from , 180°C 
in the case of the oxygen peak and 310°C in the case of the nitrogen-carbon peak 
at a ra te  of about 1°C per minute. A fter re-heating  to higher tem peratures the 
peaks w ere m easured on cooling from  310°C only.
Room -tem perature in ternal friction was also m easured after
straining, in o rd er to find out the effect of s tra in  on the background damping.
Typical resu lts  a re  given in Table 30, from  which it is apparent that the room -
tem perature in ternal friction is increased  appreciably, but that it decreases with
tim e. During the tim e in ternal friction m easurem ents w ere taken the value
-3ranged from  0 .0 9 to 0 .1 1 x l 0  , and any variation in such values of the background
damping can be considered to be within the experim ental e r ro r  of the much la rg e r 
values of the oxygen o r nitrogen-carbon peaks.
TABLE 30
Room -tem perature in te rn a l friction of an annealed specimen 
a fte r straining
Log. Dec. 
x 103
Time afte r straining^ 
Minutes
0.27 76
0.24 101
0.24 123
0.23 139
0 . 2 1 195
0 . 2 1 221
0 . 2 1 236
0 . 2 0 266
0.19 283
0.19 311
0 . 1 0 1,440
-3
Log. Dec. before straining = 0. 030 x 10
11.1. THE OXYGEN RELAXATION PEAK
Initially, the in ternal friction of p restra ined  specim ens was
m easured on heating to^ and cooling from , 180°C and then on cooling from  180°C
afte r re-heating  to gradually higher tem p era tu res . The variation of the maximum
values of the oxygen peak (oxygen content) due to such heating cycles a re  shown in
Table 31 and Fig. 60 A p. 177 . The main features of these resu lts  a re :-
-3(a) the peak decreases a fte r straining by about 9 x 10 in te rm s 
of logarithm ic decrem ent values, which is  equivalent to a decrease  of about 113 
p .p .m . of oxygen,
(b) 'the peak increases due to  heating to, and cooling from, 180° C 
by an amount equivalent to 5(1 p .p .m . of oxygen, and
(c) the peak rem ains constant on re-heating to tem peratures up 
to about 350°C b it  increases'gradually-on re-heating to higher tem peratures.
TABLE 31
Variation ,of the Maximum values of the Oxygen Relaxation Peak 
due to  heating cycles after 6% prestrain
Internal friction 
measured: - •;
L°S- Dec-Max 
x 103
Equivalent 
Oxygen Content 
p .p .m .
Annealed 67.0 838
Heating to 180°C 58.0 725
Cooling from 180°C 62.0 775
f t  t t * 230°C 61.5 769
f t  i t 286°C 62.5 782
f t  f t 336°C 62.0 775
f t  t t 380°C 63.0 789
f t  t t 450°C 64.5 806
f t  t t 585°C 67.0 838
f t  i f 750°C 71.5 895
t t  t t 950°C 73.0 914
Isothermal Measurements
The above tests were followed by isotherm al measurements at 
tem peratures of the oxygen peak, in o rder to study the behaviour of oxygen during 
strain  ageing in a g rea ter detail. The peak tem peratures were varied by 
changing the frequency of oscillations (see Section* 5.2). The results a re  plotted
167.
in Fig. 57 and tabulated in Tables A 14 and A 15 (Appendix). The drop in the 
oxygen peak due to 6 % p restra in  and heating to the peak tem perature shows a slight 
increase with increasing peak tem peratures (Table 32).
TABLE 32
Tem perature dependence of the amount of oxygen diffusing to 
dislocations afte r 6% p restra in  and heating to the tem perature 
of the oxygen relaxation peak
Peak
Tem perature
°C
. ...... ' ' ' ' -- ' ' ' 5
Amount of oxygen diffused to dislocations j
-3Log. D ec.^ , x 10 Max p .p .m . |
141 8 . 0
i
100  i
155 9.0 113 !
158 9.5 119
163 1 0 . 0 125
The periods of the isotherm al treatm ents w ere m easured from  the 
tim e when the tem perature of the specimen had just reached the tem perature of the 
oxygen relaxation peak a t the relevant frequency. C orrections to the tim es were 
made to allow for the heating up period, and these w ere estim ated from  the 
isotherm al yield point re tu rn  re su lts* .
* The isotherm al fa Y .S ./P .S . resu lts  (Tables A 8 to A 12) w ere plotted against 
tim e on a log-log graph. From  this graph a curve was then derived, relating 
fa Y .S ./P .S . to a heating ra te  of 1°C per minute. From  this curve in turn  
values of fa Y .S ./P .S . corresponding to heating to the respective peak 
tem peratures w ere obtained, which w ere then used to estim ate the tim es which m ust 
have been required  to produce the same fa Y .S ./P .S . on isotherm al heating at the 
peak tem pera tu res .
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The Effect of Oxygen Content on the Strain Ageing Behaviour
The effect of varying oxygen content in the annealed specimens on the 
decrease in the oxygen peak after straining and heating to 155°C were also 
determinedo The results a re  plotted in Fig. 58 and tabulated in Table A 16 
(Appendix). There appears to be a linear dependence of the decrease of the oxygen . 
peak with the oxygen content under the standard experimental conditions of the 
present work.
11.2. THE NITROGEN-CARBON RELAXATION PEAK
The variation of the nitrogen-carbon relaxation peak after the 
application of strain was followed in the same way as that of the oxygen peak.
Actually, the internal friction measurements, over both peaks, were carried  out on 
the same specimens. The variation of the maximum values of the peak due to heating
cycles up to 950°C after 6% prestrain  are  given in Table 33 and plotted in Fig. 60 B.
- ■ J
TABLE 33
Variation of the Maximum values of the Nitrogen-Carbon Relaxation 
Peak due to heating cycles after 6% prestrain  .
Internal friction 
measured on:-
Log. Dec. x 10^ 
Max
Annealed 10.9
Heating to 286°C 12.6
Cooling from 286°C 12.4
" . 300°C 11.3
336°C 10.7
M 380OC 10.4
450OC 10.3
585°C 10.4
650°C 10.5
750°C 10.35
" . 950OC 10.0
16
0
170.
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The main features of the resu lts  of Table 33 a re  that:-
(a) there  is  an increase in the maximum value of the peak after 
straining and heating to 280°C, and
(b) there  is a rapid drop in the peak values on re-heating  up to 
about 350°C followed by a slight increase up to about 700°C and gentle decrease 
on re-heating to higher tem peratu res.
Isotherm al M easurem ents
Isotherm al m easurem ents of the nitrogen-carbon peak w ere also 
ca rried  out a fte r straining, although the peak occurs at a higher tem perature  than 
those at which the yield point re tu rn  was studied isotherm ally. The resu lts  
obtained a re  plotted in F ig. 59 and tabulated in Tables A 17 and A 18 (Appendix).
In th is case the tim es at each ageing tem perature  have not been co rrected  to allow 
for the heating up period to the constant tem p era tu re .
The maximum values of the nitrogen-carbon peaks of the specimens 
used fo r the iso therm al m easuem ents both in the annealed state and on reaching 
the isotherm al tem peratures afte r straining a re  given in Table 34.
TABLE 34
Maximum values of Nitrogen-Carbon Relaxation Peaks 
of specimens used in the isotherm al m easurem ents
Peak
Tem perature
°C
3
Log. D ec ., x 10 ° Max
Annealed 
(before straining)
On reaching ageing 
tem perature after 
6 % stra in
270 14.5 17.8
280 13.2 16.0
285 15.6 15.6
298 14.0 13.8
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11,3 o DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
1 1 .3 .1 . The Effect of P restrain  on Internal Friction
When annealed specim ens, the internal friction of which has been 
m easured, a re  strained by 6% tensile  elongation and the internal friction is 
remeasured;, the following th ree  effects a re  observed: -
(a) room -tem perature (background) internal friction increases
(Table 30),
(b) the oxygen relaxation peak decreases (Tables 31 and 32), and
(c) the nitrogen-carbon relaxation peak increases (Tables 33
and 34).
The room -tem perature internal friction is  of no in te rest in the 
p resen t work, and since its absolute value is less  than the experim ental e r ro r  
of the values of the oxygen and nitrogen-carbon peaks, it is not considered any
fu rth e r .
The decrease of the oxygen relaxation peak after 6 % p restra in  and 
heating to the peak tem perature (155°C) can be in terpreted  as due to the diffusion 
of oxygen from  free  solid solution to dislocations. The resu lts  fu rther indicate 
that by the tim e the peak tem perature is reached the maximum amount of oxygen 
has diffused out from  free  solution. The oxygen at the dislocations probably 
form s Cottrell atm ospheres, which thus appear to be saturated by the tim e the 
peak tem perature is  reached.
The density of the dislocation atm osphere can be calculated from the
expression*
cM , -6Z = —  oT- X  10 . . . . . . . . . .  (49)m azL
where Z is the num ber of in te rs titia l atoms per dislocation p er atom plane, 
c total amount of in terstitia l solute diffused to dislocations (p .p .m .) ,
* The derivation of the equation is given in Appendix B.
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M atomic weight of niobium (93),
m atomic weight of oxygen (16),
8a lattice param eter of niobium (3.3 x 10 cm .), and
2L dislocation density (lines/cm  ).
Using equation 49 the density of dislocation atm osphere a fte r 6% 
p restra in  was calculated for the oxygen content ranging from 500 to 1,000 p .p .m . . 
The densities a re  given in Table 35 together with the corresponding values of L 
(Table A. 13 (Appendix)) and the corresponding values of c (Fig. 58).
TABLE 35
Calculated density of dislocation atm osphere at the oxygen peak 
tem perature (155°) a fte r 6% p restra in
Oxygen
Content
p .p .m .
c
p .p .m .
L  2
Lines/cm
x 1 0 " 11
Z
490 71 2.45 1.5
560 81 2.26 1.9
620 89 2.82 1.7
690 99 3.17 1.7
760 109 4.23 1.4
780 113 4.24 1.4
840 119 4.61 1.4
930 132 5.36 1.3
960 136 5.36 1.4
980 139 5.75 1.3
1 ,0 1 0 143 5.92 1.3
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Two m ajor conclusions can be drawn from  Table 35:-
(a) The average number of oxygen atoms per dislocation p er atom 
plane is about 1.5, showing a slight decrease with increasing oxygen content.
The value is in a very good agreem ent with that originally proposed by C ottrell 
and Bilby^*^ who estim ated that there  was room for two in te rs titia l atoms per 
atom plane, one in the core of the dislocation and one in the dilated field aroung 
the core.
(b) The amount of oxygen which will diffuse to dislocations a fte r 
6% p restra in  and heating to the tem perature of the peak is a function of the oxygen 
content in free  solid solution. The relationship appears to be linear (Fig. 58) 
over the oxygen content ranging from  400 to 1,100 p .p .m . . Extrapolation of the 
curve to zero indicates that in specimens containing less  than about 30 p .p .m l of 
oxygen no diffusion of oxygen to dislocations will take place on heating to the
tem perature of the oxygen peak. S im ilar observations have been made in
i (131) tantalum
It is relevant at this stage to note that the increase in the n itrogen- 
carbon peak afte r p res tra in  and heating to the peak tem perature indicates that the 
amount of carbon and /o r nitrogen in free  solid solution has increased . The 
actual value of the increm ent, using the p resen t experim ental technique, cannot 
be m easured, as by the tim e the tem perature  of the peak is reached some of the 
carbon and /o r nitrogen has already diffused out of free  solution. It seem s 
possible that the increase in the amount of carbon o r nitrogen in free  solution 
a r ise s  from  C ottrell atm ospheres left behind when the dislocations have been to m  
away during the p restrain ing  tre a tm e n ts .
The effects discussed in this section can thus be explained as follows. 
In the annealed m ateria l the dislocations present a re  mainly locked by carbon, or 
carbon and nitrogen a tom s. When the m ateria l is strained the atm ospheres 
locking dislocations a re  left behind in free  solution ultim ately resulting in an 
increase in the nitrogen-carbon peak. On heating oxygen, having the highest 
diffusivity of the th ree  elem ents, will diffuse to the dislocations network forming
176.
atm ospheres. Because of the presence of oxygen atoms at the dislocations, 
the retu rn  of the carbon and/or nitrogen atoms to the dislocations is delayed, until 
the ageing tem perature is high enough for carbon and nitrogen to diffuse easily .
11 .3 .2 . The Effect of Strain Ageing on Internal Friction
Since the oxygen and nitrogen-carbon relaxation peaks occur at 155° 
and 280°C respectively and specimens a re  p restrained  at room tem perature, by 
the tim e the tem peratures of these peaks a re  reached the stra in  ageing process has 
already occurred to a significant extent. The f irs t m easurem ent of the peaks, 
therefore, does not rep resen t the values of the peaks of the niobium in a prestrained  
state but ra th e r  those of an already strain-aged  condition. The value of the 
oxygen peak afte r p restrain ing  is probably of the sam e magnitude as (or slightly 
higher than) that of the annealed m ateria l w hereas that of the nitrogen-carbon peak 
is higher, but at present its  absolute value is im possible to estim ate. Such an 
estim ation should be made possible afte r m ore is known about the individual 
behaviour of nitrogen and carbon during the stra in  ageing of niobium. Nevertheless 
the m easurem ents of the peaks present a qualitative p icture of the variation of the 
th ree  in te rs titia ls  during stra in  ageing (Fig. 60).
The retu rn  of alm ost half of the amount of oxygen in the atm osphere 
into free  oxygen in solution on heating to 180°C may be due to two in terrelated  
fac to rs . F irs tly , the initial oxygen atm osphere below 155°C is in an unstable 
state and attains equilibrium at higher tem peratu res . A second way of expressing 
th is is that oxygen atoms at the dislocations a re  replaced by carbon and /o r nitrogen 
atom s, when these can diffuse to the dislocations at these com paratively low 
tem peratures (Fig. 60), giving a m ore stable atm osphere.
In Table 36 a re  given tim es required  by the in te rstitia l elem ents 
p resen t in niobium to jump from  one in te rs titia l position to another, i .e .  one 
atom ic distance. These tim es w ere calculated using the equation
X 2 = Dt . . . . . . . .  (50)
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where x is  the distance the diffusing atomr. has moved, D the diffusion 
■coefficient and t  tim e in seconds. Since the 180°C heating cycle involved 
heating and cooling a t a ra te  of about l°C  p e r minute, the tim e involved was of 
the o rder of 3,500 seconds.
TABLE 36
Jump tim es of oxygen, carbon and nitrogen atoms 
in niobium
T em perature
0
C
Jump tim e, seconds
Oxygen Carbon Nitrogen
155 2 15,000 60,000
180 0.3 1,800 6 , 0 0 0
280 - 2.5 6 . 0
It is , therefore , probable that carbon could have made two jumps during the 
heating cycle from  155° to 180° and cooling back to 155°C. Any carbon atom s, 
therefore , that w ere one o r two atom ic distances from  dislocation cores could 
have replaced the oxygen atom s at the co res . The actual num bers of atoms 
involved a re  uncertain, but the following estim ation can reasonably be made. 
Assuming that under the standard experim ental conditions of this work a stable
i
C ottrell atm osphere requ ires only one in te rs titia l atom p er dislocation core, on 
heating beyond 155°C these atm ospheres become stable requiring 79 p .p .m . of 
oxygen (equation 49). Since 113 p .p .m . of oxygen have diffused to dislocations,
34 p .p .m . should diffuse back into free  solution. Actually, 50 p .p .m . have 
diffused in which case 16 of the 50 p .p .m . of oxygen have probably been replaced 
by. carbon atom s. An atom fo r atom replacem ent would requ ire  12 p .p .m . of 
carbon to diffuse to dislocations. The 12 p .p .m . rep resen ts  4.3% of the total 
carbon content. Calculations based on the assum ption of random distribution of 
carbon atom s and dislocations in the lattice of niobium show that 7.7% of the carbon
presen t could be expected to-be -one and two atom ic distances away from  
dislocation cores . It would therefore appear that an exchange-of oxygen and 
carbon atom s is  possible even at these com paratively low tem peratures
On re-heating, to tem peratures of up to 350°C the oxygen rem ains 
unaffected whereas'the-nitrogen-carbon' peak decreases (Fig, 60) by an amount 
giving an atm osphere density of about two atom s p er dislocation. After-
re-heating to-higher temperatures, any remaining-oxygen atom s and the carbon and 
' nitrogen atom s probably c luster-o r begin to form  subprecipitate®..
The isotherm al m easurem ents of the oxygen relaxation peak after 
6% p restra in , on the other hand, show that by the tim e the peak tem perature i s ' 
reached a ll the oxygen which will diffuse to  dislocations at that tem perature has 
already done so . The amount, which appears to  be slightly tem perature 
dependent, gives C ottrell atm osphere density of 1.25 atom s p er dislocation at 
141°C and 1,55 at 163°C, Such, an increase in the C ottrell atm osphere density 
is  probably responsible fo r the variation of the degree of s tra in  ageing with 
ageing tem perature  (Fig, 49 p. 141). A fter the fast drop in the amount of oxygen 
in free  solution there  is  no fu rther change until a fte r about 300 minutes at 141°C 
and 50 minutes at 163°C when a re tu rn  of oxygen into free  solution is  observed.
This behaviour of oxygen a t the com paratively low ageing tem peratures 
is  not fully understood because there  seem s to be too little  tim e available fo r carbon 
diffusion at th is tem peratu re . N evertheless, it could probably be explained in 
te rm s of the exchange hypothesis. In Table 37 a com parison is  made between 
the fraction of carbon which would be required  to diffuse to dislocations and the 
fraction of carbon which is  theoretically  available to do so. From  the Table it is 
apparent that it is  possible fo r the oxygen at dislocations to be replaced by carbon 
atom s.
180.
TABLE 37
Comparison between the fraction of carbon required to 
replace oxygen at dislocations and the fraction available 
to do so during stra in  ageing at 155 C
log t
Number
of
carbon
atom
jumps
Amount of 
Oxygen 
returned* 
p .p .m .
Amount of 
carbon re  - 
quired to 
replace the 
oxygen 
p .p .m .
Required
fraction
%
Available
fraction
(calcu­
lated)
2.42 1 6 4.5 2 . 1 3.8
2.73 2 21 15.7 5.6 7.7
2.90 3 41 30.8 1 1 . 0 11.5
*The oxygen values have been corrected  for expected oxygen peak-up at
155 C (Table A .19)
In connection with the oxygen-carbon and /o r nitrogen exchange
hypothesis it might be of in te rest to examine the term inal solid solubilities of the
in te rs titia l elem ents in niobium. Unfortunately the available data a re  seriously
at variance. N evertheless, for the m ateria l used in the p resent work, it can be
estim ated that at 150°C the niobium-oxygen solid solution is unsaturated, while
the niobium -carbon solution is supersaturated  and the niobium -nitrogen ju st about j
saturated . The tendency, therefore, fo r the carbon and /o r nitrogen to diffuse j
to dislocations and replace oxygen atom s appears to be reasonable.
The tendency of carbon and nitrogen to "precipitate" from  free  j
solution is shown by the s tra in  ageing curves at tem peratures of the nitrogen-carbon |
o |relaxation peak. These curves (Fig. 59) show that the ageing process at 2/0 , j
280° and 285°C proceeds in two stages. One showing fa s te r  "precipitation" and j
the other slow er. The fo rm er is attributed to the precipitation of carbon and the
181.
(114)la tte r  to nitrogen; the carbon peak being less  stable than that of nitrogen 
The part of the curve due to carbon becomes gradually sm aller on ageing at 
increasing tem peratures until it is practically  nonexistent on ageing at 298°C.
In this case all the carbon has already "precipitated" during heating to 298°C.
The exchange of in te rs titia l atoms at the dislocations during strain  
ageing, therefore, appears to be between oxygen atom s, which diffuse to 
dislocations f irs t, and mainly carbon atom s. The ro le  of nitrogen cannot be 
clearly  stated at this stage mainly because of its  com paratively sm all amount 
(80 p .p .m .)  while the carbon content is 280 p .p .m . . It is, however, anticipated 
that in a m ateria l containing m ore nitrogen and very  little  or no carbon, the 
exchange would be between oxygen and nitrogen a tom s.
H . 4. CONCLUSION
In view of the resu lts  discussed in this section a m echanism is 
proposed for the stra in  ageing of niobium containing appreciable amounts-of 
in terstitia l oxygen, nitrogen and carbon. Oxygen is the f ir s t  element to diffuse 
to disclocations, and this is made possible because the diffusivity of oxygen in 
niobium is higher than that of both carbon and n itrogen. Given sufficient tim e 
an d /o r sufficiently high tem perature  the oxygen is then replaced by carbon and/or 
nitrogen atoms at the dislocations and re tu rns into free  solution.
12, GENERAL DISCUSSION
12,1, IMPLICATIONS OF YIELD POINT AND STRAIN AGEING
PHENOMENA
A re-m elted com m ercial purity niobium containing 1,140 p. p .m . of
in te rs titia l im purities, as used in the present work, exhibits a yield point
-3phenomenon when tested  at room tem perature and at a s tra in  ra te  of 1 x 10 
p er jsecohd. The Lhders s tra in  is appreciable but, since w ire specimens w ere 
used, the experim ental s tre s s -s tra in  curves did not show any upper yield s tre ss ; 
the specimens tended to deform in the grips and Lliders bands propagated from  
these deformed a reas .
From  the internal friction resu lts  obtained in the p resent work it 
appears that in the annealed state  the dislocations a re  mainly locked by carbon 
an d /o r nitrogen atom s. The experim ental evidence for this conclusion is the 
fact that a fte r straining beyond the Liiders stra in  no increase in the oxygen content 
in free  solution can be observed, whereas there  is a definite increase in the 
carbon and/or nitrogen in free  solution. No differentiation can be made between 
the nitrogen and carbon relaxation peaks, but the ageing curves of Fig. 59, p. 172, 
indicate that it is mainly carbon that causes the increase  of the nitrogen-carbon 
relaxation peak after p restrain ing . This is  consistent with the lim iting solid 
solubilities of these two elem ents, the solubility of carbon in niobium being less 
than that of n itrogen.
These general conclusions and th e ir  ancillary  consequences can now 
be discussed in the context of the attem pts by previous workers to identify the.
(96)elem ents responsible for locking dislocations in niobium. Wilcox and Huggins
considered that hydrogen is responsible fo r the locking of dislocations at a te s t
tem perature  of =50°C. The role of oxygen in the locking of dislocations in
(92, 97, 98,104)niobium has been considered im portant by a num ber of w orkers * ,
but without indicating a specific m echanism . In the p resent work it has been 
shown that the yield s tre s s  of annealed niobium increases with the oxygen content
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(Fig. 40, p. 117), which is in agreem ent with the work of Leadbetter and
(97)Argent . The internal friction resu lts  indicate that oxygen does not form  
atm ospheres o r c lu sters  round dislocations in the annealed m ateria l, so the 
increase in the lower yield s tre ss  with increasing oxygen content is , therefore, 
probably due to solution hardening.
12.2. IMPLICATIONS OF THE ACTIVATION ENERGY OF THE STRAIN
AGEING PROCESS
The experim ental points (Fig. 51) fall on a straight line of an 
A rrhenius plot indicating that the ageing process has a constant activation energy 
over the tem perature range 100°-165°C. The value of the activation energy 
was found to be 25, 800 "t 1,000 cal/m ole which is very  close to the reported 
value of the activation energy fo r the diffusion of oxygen in niobium, the average 
value of which is 26,600 cal/m ole. This is then additional evidence that oxygen 
plays an im portant part in the stra in  ageing p rocess, to be combined with the 
internal friction resu lts  which show unambiguously that oxygen diffuses to the 
dislocations during the early  stages of stra in  ageing.
12.3. THE MECHANISM OF THE STRAIN AGEING PROCESS
1 2 .3 .1 . The Role of Oxygen
The resu lts  of the present work indicate that oxygen plays an 
im portant if not a controlling part in the s tra in  ageing of com m ercial niobium. 
Relevant features a r e : -
(a) The ra te  of stra in  ageing at 120°C is dependent on the 
oxygen content and on extrapolation to zero oxygen content 
the ra te  of s tra in  ageing also falls to zero .
■C
(b) The activation energy of the stra in  ageing process is very 
close to the value of the activation energy for the diffusion 
of oxygen in niobium.
(c) Niobium strain  ages com paratively quickly at low 
tem peratures at which only oxygen can diffuse at a 
reasonable ra te  (see Sections 8 and 9).
(d) There is a decrease in the amount of oxygen in free  
solution afte r prestraining and heating as m easured 
by the internal friction technique.
In te rm s of the C ottrell atm osphere theory of the yield point and 
s tra in  ageing phenomena, stra in  ageing occurs when the dislocations freed during 
prestrain ing  become re-locked. Re-locking takes place when in terstitia l atoms 
m igrate or diffuse to dislocations to form  C ottrell atm ospheres. Since 
com m ercial niobium stra in  ages at a tem perature as low as 75°C, dislocations 
m ust become re-locked by an in te rs titia l element which can diffuse easily  at 
these tem peratu res. From  the examination of the diffusivities of oxygen, 
nitrogen and carbon it is obvious thpt only oxygen could diffuse to dislocations 
at the tem peratures in question*.
The variation of the ra te  of stra in  ageing at 120° C with the oxygen 
content is significant and particu larly  since the curve goes through the origin 
(Fig. 53, p. 154 ). The ageing tem perature and tim e a re  such that neither of 
the other two in te rs titia l elem ents a re  given the chance to make even one jump 
from  the ir in te rs titia l positions in the la ttice . It is therefore reasonable to 
conclude that the stra in  ageing effects observed at 120°C can only be due to the 
re-locking of dislocations by oxygen atom s.
The activation energy of the stra in  ageing process, being of the 
o rder of that of oxygen diffusion in niobium, rep resen ts  additional evidence that 
oxygen plays an im portant part in the s tra in  ageing process of com m ercial 
niobium.
* Hydrogen is not considered because of its  very  low concentration and that at 
room tem perature it probably has a negligible effect on the yield s tre s s .
Finally, the most d irect and convincing experim ental proof of the 
ro le of oxygen in the stra in  ageing process is the reduction in the amount of oxygen 
in free  solution as m easured by the internal friction technique. The oxygen which 
diffuses from free  solution during stra in  ageing is believed to diffuse to  
dislocations „ • The experim ental evidence for th is  conclusion a re  th e  facts that
there  is practically  no change in the oxygen content in free solution on re-cycling 
an annealed specimen to and from  oxygen relaxation peak tem perature, and that 
during la te r  stages of stra in  ageing the oxygen re tu rns to free  solution.
In view of the resu lts  of the p resent work it can. be stated that during
the early  stages of stra in  ageing in niobium dislocations a re  locked by oxygen
atom s. This is  in agreem ent with, and confirmation of, such suggestions already
(92 98 104)made by other w orkers ’ * It should, however, be added that during
la te r  stages, and at higher ageing tem peratures than 200°C, this may not be the
(98) case „
12 .3 .2 . The Role of Nitrogen and Carbon
■Since the ■ diffusivities of nitrogen and carbon a re  less  than that of 
oxygen, these elem ents will be expected to diffuse at the sam e ra te  as oxygen 
only at com paratively higher tem p era tu res , In the absence of oxygen, therefore,
e ither nitrogen o r carbon would be expected to re -lock  dislocations during s tra in  
ageing in the sam e way as oxygen has been shown to do, but at higher tem p era tu res . 
In the presence of oxygen, on the other hand, the re-locking process is m ore 
complicated because oxygen has already diffused to the dislocations before nitrogen 
o r carbon had a chance to do so.
The internal friction resu lts  of the nitrogen-carbon relaxation peak 
show conclusively that the amount of nitrogen and /o r carbon in free  solution 
increases a fte r prestrain ing  and decreases on ageing at o r above the peak 
tem perature . This indicates that nitrogen and /o r carbon atoms which initially 
constituted C ottrell atm ospheres at dislocations in the annealed m ateria l a re  now 
in free  solution. These atoms do not diffuse back to dislocations during heating 
to the peak tem perature, because th e ir  places have already been taken up by
oxygen atoms . On further ageing at the peak tem perature there  is , however, 
the evidence that nitrogen and/or carbon atoms diffuse out of the niobium solid 
solutiono Since oxygen re tu rns from  the dislocations afte r the same treatm ent, 
it is suggested that the nitrogen and /o r carbon atoms diffuse to dislocations, 
replace the oxygen atoms already present and then form  c lusters  o r some form  
of subprecipitate.
(114)In -view of the instability of the carbon relaxation peak and a 
higher diffusivity than that of nitrogen, it is  reasonable to postulate that it is 
mainly carbon that diffuses to the dislocations. The exchange process at the 
dislocations, therefore, is p rim arily  between oxygen and carbon atom s.
12 .3 .3 . The Relationship between Yield Point and Internal Friction Results
Fig. 61 shows the relationship between the degree of s tra in  ageing, 
as obtained by the yield point re tu rn  method and the amount of oxygen which 
diffused to dislocations, as m easured by the internal friction technique. Both 
sets of resu lts  w ere obtained by isotherm al m easurem ents at the tem perature  of 
the oxygen relaxation peak, i .e .  155°C.
The two sets of resu lts  can be divided into th ree  stages, as follows:
Stage 1. Ageing from  0 to 20 m inutes. During this stage 
both the degree of stra in  ageing and the amount of 
oxygen diffusing to dislocations increase .
Stage 2. Ageing from  20 to 110 m inutes. During this stage
the degree of stra in  ageing continues to increase, 
while the amount of oxygen rem ains unaffected.
Stage 3. Ageing from  110 to 1, 000 m inutes. The degree of
» ' stra in  ageing is  now practically  constant but the
amount of oxygen at dislocations d ec re a se s .
During the  initial part of stra in  ageing the  two techniques give good 
correlation , but it is evident that during th is  tim e the amount of oxygen that has 
diffused to the dislocations has reached its  maximum value, while the degree of
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stra in  ageing has only reached 50% of its  maximum value 0 Although oxygen
is responsible fo r stra in  ageing, there  m ust be additional factors at work. This
is borne out by the increasing discrepancy between the degree of stra in  ageing
and the amount of oxygen at dislocations after la te r  stages of stra in  ageing.
oIt has been shown in previous Sections that at 155 C it is practically
im possible for carbon o r nitrogen to diffuse to dislocations during the tim e in
(54)question. According to  H arper the number of in te rs titia l atoms diffusing to
dislocations during stra in  ageing is proportional to the num ber in solution. In
the present case the maximum amount of oxygen diffused to dislocations is about
113 p .p .m . out of a solution containing about seven tim es that amount. Because
of this high concentration dislocations will become saturated  with oxygen and,
by analogy with G uinier“Preston zones, some element of-ordering o r c lustering
of oxygen will contribute to hardening over and above the component d irectly
proportional to the amount of oxygen. This would suggest that with to tal oxygen
contents well below that causing maximum segregation to dislocation s ites , the
amount of oxygen diffusing to dislocations should be d irectly  proportional to the
degree of s tra in  ageing right up to maximum hardening. Such a behaviour has
(131) ■actually been observed in tantalum containing.70 p .p .m . of oxygen
The levelling off of the degree of .strain ageing at its  maximum
(51)
value in Stage 3 is charac te ris tic  of these m ateria ls  , but the decrease in the
amount of oxygen locked at dislocations is  unexpected. This decrease has been
attributed to an exchange of oxygen and carbon atoms at the dislocations (see
Section 11) and if this is tru e  it is noteworthy that the exchange appears to have
no effect on the degree of stra in  ageing. •
In alpha-iron containing either nitrogen o r carbon it has been shown
that the yield point re tu rn  and' internal friction resu lts  give identical information
(51)about the s tra in  ageing process ' . But the stra in  ageing m echanisms of 
commerciaTniobium and mild stee ls  cannot be compared d irectly . The main 
reason is. that in alpha “iron room tem perature  p restrain ing  is ca rried  out just 
below the peak tem peratures of the nitrogen and carbon relaxation peaks, whereas
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in niobium room tem perature prestrain ing  is  ca rried  out about 135°C below 
the oxygen peak. A second reason is the fact that oxygen plays such an 
im portant part in the s tra in  ageing of niobium but is  unimportant in alpha “iron.
12.4.  CONCLUSIONS
The following mechanism is proposed for stra in  ageing in a rc -  
m elted com m ercial purity niobium :-
Prestraining frees dislocations which a re  then locked during ageing 
by oxygen atoms diffusing to them and interacting to form  Cottrell atm ospheres. 
When either the ageing tim e o r ageing tem perature is high enough for carbon o r 
nitrogen to diffuse to the dislocations, these elem ents displace oxygen atoms which 
re tu rn  into free  solution. The exchange by carbon atoms will occur a fter 
sh o rte r tim es and lower tem peratures than that affected by nitrogen atom s.
The stra in  ageing p rocess is therefore controlled by the diffusivity of oxygen 
atom s in the niobium la ttice .
When, on the other hand, s tra in  ageing is ca rried  out at tem peratures 
a t which e ither carbon o r nitrogen can diffuse easily, the stra in  ageing process is 
expected to be controlled by either of the two elem ents. In this case nitrogen 
an d /o r carbon will replace oxygen as soon as it reaches the dislocations.
Although varying amounts of the th ree  kinds of in te rs titia l atoms 
give r is e  to a different reaction sequence, the total degree of stra in  ageing seem s 
to be independent of the nature of the in te rs titia l atom and solely a function of the 
num ber of such atoms involved in dislocation locking.
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13° GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
The resu lts  of the p resent work can be sum m arized in the following
conclusions: -
(a) Niobium of com m ercial purity when tested at room
tem perature exhibits a yield point which, when removed by prestrain ing  beyond
oLiiders stra in , re -appears  afte r ageing at tem peratures g rea te r  than 75 C.
(b) Niobium of com m ercial purity is strongly susceptible to. 
s tra in  age-hardening resulting in an increase in yield s tre ss  and ultim ate tensile  
s tre s s , and a decrease  in total elongation. F or 10 hours ageing tim es, the 
s tra in  age-hardening effects become m easureable at an ageing tem perature  of 
about 75°C and reach a maximum value at about 210°C. The yield s tre s s  of 
fully' s tra in  age-hardened niobium has been found to be 25% g rea te r  than that of 
the annealed m ateria l.
(c) The variation of mechanical p roperties of niobium during 
s tra in  ageing, in m ost cases, resem bles that of mild steel.
(d) The value of the k param eter of the equation
JL y  y  . y<r = cr, + k d 2 was determ ined to be 3 .9 x 10 and 1. 9 x 10 e .g . s .
y 1 y
units for annealed and fully stra in  age-hardened niobium. The param eter 
appears to be dependent upon the in te rs titia l content.
2/3(e) Strain ageing of niobium obeys the t law of C ottrell and 
Bilby up to 60 to 70% completion of the p rocess, which is explainable in te rm s of 
C ottrell atm osphere form ation and segregation of in te rs titia l solute atoms to 
dislocations beyond atm osphere saturation.
(f) The ra te  of s tra in  ageing fo r a given ageing treatm ent varies 
with oxygen concentration and degree of p re s tra in . The effect of p res tra in  on 
s tra in  ageing appears to be m ore im portant in niobium than in alpha-iron.
(g) The activation energy of the s tra in  ageing process was found 
to be 25,800 + 1, 000 cal/m ole, which is  of the o rder of the activation energy of 
oxygen diffusion in niobium (26,600 cal/m ole).
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(h) Oxygen is the in te rs titia l element responsible fo r the stra in  
ageing of niobium over the tem perature range from  100° to 165°C. This
conclusion is based on the following main experim ental observations
■ 1 o The ra te  of s tra in  ageing at 120°C is dependent on the 
oxygen content and on extrapolation to zero oxygen content the 
ra te  of stra in  ageing also falls to zero .
2. The activation energy of the stra in  ageing process is very 
close to the value of the activation energy for the  diffusion of ■ 
oxygen in niobium.
3. Niobium stra in  ages com paratively quickly at low 
tem peratures at which only oxygen can diffuse at a reasonable 
ra te .
4. There is a decrease  in the amount of oxygen in free  
solution afte r prestrain ing  and heating as m easured by the 
in ternal friction technique.
(i) The density of dislocations of 6% p restra ined  niobium as
calculated from  the yield point re tu rn  resu lts  using the equation 
2/3q = (£ L(ADt/kT) appears to vary  with oxygen concentration and was found to
11 2range from  2 .4  to 5. 9 x 10 lines/cm  for the oxygen content ranging from  500 
to 1,000 p .p .m . . Although q of the above equation is the ra tio  of the amount 
of in te rs titia l atom s which diffused to dislocations during stra in  ageing to the 
in itial amount of oxygen in solid solutions, the equation appears to be applicable to 
yield point re tu rn  results,.
(J) The following m echanism is proposed fo r stra in  ageing in 
niobium containing' interstifciaToxygen, nitrogen and carbon: -
In annealed m ateria l the dislocations p resent a re  mainly locked by 
carbon, o r carbon and nitrogen atom s. When the m ateria l is strained, the 
dislocations a re  freed from, th e ir atm ospheres, which a re  left behind in free  
solution. On ageing at com paratively low tem peratures oxygen, having the 
highest diffusicity of the th ree  in te rs titia l elem ents, will diffuse to the dislocations
network forming C ottrell atm ospheres. When either the ageing tim e o r ageing 
tem perature is high enough for carbon o r nitrogen to diffuse to  the dislocations,
these elements displace oxygen atoms which return- into free  solution. The 
exchange by carbon atoms will occur afte r sho rte r tim es and lower tem pera tu res  
than that affected by nitrogen a tom s. But the stra in  ageing process is controlled 
by the diffusivity of oxygen atoms in the niobium lattice . When, on the other 
hand, stra in  ageing is  ca rried  out at tem peratures at which either -carbon or 
nitrogen can diffuse easily, the strain.ageing process is expected to be controlled 
by either of the two elem ents. In th is case carbon or-nitrogen will replace 
oxygen as soon as it reaches dislocations.
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APPENDIX A 
TABLE A. 1
-4Effect of ’’ageing" in a ir  at a p ressu re  of 1 x 10 mm. 
of m ercury  on the oxygen and nitrogen-carbon relaxation 
peaks in annealed niobium
Temp.
°c
Tim e t 
Min. log t
Oxygen Peak Nitrogen-carbon
x 103 x 103 x 103 x 1 0 3
300 - 69.0 0 . 0 15.2
-——------------
0 . 0
0 - 70.5 1.5 14.1 l . 1
15 1.18 71.0 2 . 0 13.5 1.7
30 1.48 71.5 2.5 13.0 2 . 2
60 1.78 71.5 2.5 12.7 2.5 i
225 2.35 72.0 3.0 12.3 2 .9
1,050 3.02 73.0 4 .0 1 2 . 0 3.2 !
5,220 3.72 81.5 12.5 1 1 . 6 3.6
9,300 3.97 91.0 2 2 . 0 11.4 3.8
350 - - 59.0 0 . 0 15~5 0.0
0 , - 65.5 6 .5 1 2 . 8 2.7
15 1.18 67.0 8 . 0 1 2 . 1  . 3 .4
45 1.65 67.0 8 . 0 11.5 1 4 .0
105 2 . 0 2 67.5 8.5 11.3 : 4.2
225 2.35 68.5 9.5 11.3 4.2
1,125 3.05 70.0 1 1 . 0 11.3 4.2
2,355 3.37 72.0 13.0 1 1 . 2 4.3
6,570 3.82 84.0 25.0 11.5 4 .0
10,650 4.03 93.0 34.0 11.5 4 .0
________ :
17,790 4.25 1 0 0 . 0 41.0 1 1 . 6 3 .9
200.
TABLE A .l  (Coritd.)
Temp. Tim e t Oxygen Peak Nitrogen-Carbon Peak
°C ■ Min. log t fx  103 IQ3 <{ xl 03 i - Ll i x  IQ?..
400 - v'r‘ 61.0 0.0 15.6 0.0
0 72.0 If. 0 12.2 3.4
15 1.18 73.5 12.5 11.8 ;  3.8
.45 1.65 74.0 13.0 ,11 .4 4.2
105 2.02 74.5 13.5 11.3 4.3
225 2.35 75.0 14.0 11.2 4.5
1,335 3.12 83.0 22.0 11.4 . 4.2
2,535 3.40 89.0 28.0 11.5 4.1
6,675 3.82 111.0 50.0 11.8 3.8
11,025 4.04 1.15.0 54.0 11.9 3.7
16,845 4.23 137.0 76.0 12.0 3.6
450 -  . 64.0 0.0 15.4 0.0
-  0 - 80.0 16.0 11.7 3.7
15 1.18 82.0 18.0 11.5 3.9
45 1.65
.
83.0 19.0 11.3 4.1
105 2.02 84.0 20.0 11.3 4.1 !i
225 2.35 86.0 22.0 11.4 4 - °  .  j
1,335
.
3.12 102.0 38.0 11.2 4.2 j
2,550 3.41 :; 111.0 47.0 11.3 . 4.1' |
6, 415 3.81
__________ _ j
129.0 65.0
_______
11.2 4.2 
___ J
201. <
TABLE -A. l  (Contd.)
Temp. Time t Oxygen Peak Nitrogen -carbon Peak
Min. log t <(x lo 3 103 / x  103 -A b  x 103
285 -
•'.V
61.6 0.0 14.40 0.00
10 1.00 - -  ■ 13.95 0.45
20 1.30 - - 13.99 0.41
33 1.52 ■ ~ - 13.90 0.50
40 1.60 - - 13.86 0.54
50 1.70 - - 13.65 0.75
60 1.78
.. ,y
- - 13.75 0.65
85 1.93 - - 13.50 0.90
100 2.00 - - 13.40 1.00
115 2.06 - - 13.35 1.05
130 2.11 - - 13.25 1.15
150 2.18 - - 13.20 1.20
170 2.23 * ; - 13.05 1.35
192 2.28 12.90 1.50
220 2.34
♦
- 12.70 1.70
250 2.40 - ; 12.65 1.75
310 2.49 - " 12.57 1.83
370 2.57 - - 12.40 2.00
426 2.63 r - 12.45 1.95
456 2 . 6 6 - - 12.30 2.10
516 2.7,1 - ' - 12.25 2.15
615 2.79 ; - - 12.10 2.30
665 2.82 - " 12.00 2.40
720 2 . 8 6 - - 11.95 2.45
797 2.90 . - >■ - - 11.85 2.55
911 2.96 - - 11.80 2.60
970 2.99 - - 11.75 2.65
1,045 3i 02 > - - 11.75 2.65
1,138 3.06 - - 11.70 2.70
1,233 3.09 - - 11.70 • 2.70
1,314 3.12 63.8 2 . 2 11.65 2.75 ’
TABLE A. 2
V ariation of yield s tre s s  and Liiders stra in  with ‘ 
oxygen content
Oxygen 
p .p .m . 
(calc.)
Yield S tress 
p . s . i .
Liiders Strain
/ ' %■■/'
450 44,400 /2 .0
490 47,000 2.3
560 47,300 2.8
620 49,000 3.1
690 50,000 3.8
760 50,000 4.0
840 52,700 4.7
930 54,500 5.4
960 55,300 5.5
980 55,500 5.5
1,010 56,000 6 .0
.........  : ..................
TABLE A. 3
Rates of oxidation of annealed niobium
Temp.
°C
Temp.. T 
°K 1 /T x lO 3
Tim e t* 
Min. log . t
300. 573 1.745 4, 360 3.64
350 623 1.605 692 2.84
400 673 1*486 182 2.26
450 723 1.383 40 1.60
*Time t is  the tim e required  for the oxygen relaxation peak 
to increase by 3 x 10"3 in te rm s of the logarithm ic 
decrem ent.
TABLE A. 4
Mechanical properties of niobium aged for 10 hours at 
tem peratures up to 800 C after p restra in s  of up to 8%
-1
Temp . 
0
C
P restrain
%
Y.S.
p . s . i .
U .T .S .
p . s . i .
Total
Elongo
%
Yield
Strain
%
A Y .S. 
P.S. A Y.S.
20 6 52,600 58,900 16.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
50 6 52,600 58,900 16.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
110 6 59,100 61,600 14.5 3.2 0.124 6.5
150 6 62,100 62,900 13.5 3.8 0.180 9.5
200 6 63,300 64,700 i5 .o  ; 3.7 0.204 10.7
260 6 62,700 64,700 13.5 3 .9 0.192 10.1
350 2 55,900 62,300 15.9 3.8
4 59,500 64,700 14.5 3.6
6 62,400 64,400 13.0 3.5 0.186 9.8
8 64,500 65,700 12.3 3.7
450 2 55,500 61,900 14.9 . 3.6
4 58,100 63,800 13.7 3.5
6 60,800 64,200 13.5 ! 3.4 0.155 8.2
8 62,700 65,000 13.3 3.5
550 2 54,500 60,800 15.7 3.3
4 57,400 63,100 i 14.8 3.1
6 59,000 63,300 14.5 ; 2 .9 0.121 6 .4
8 59, 900 62,900 13.7 3.0
650 2 54,500 61,000 16.2 2.8
4 56,000 62,400 16.6 2.6
6 56,900 62,200 15.0 2.6 0.082 4.3
8 57,600 62,200 15.0 2.7
800 6 53,800 61,100 16.5 2.1 0.023 1.2
TABLE A. 5
Mechanical properties of niobium aged fo r 100 hours 
at tem peratures up to 650 C afte r p restra in s  of up to
8%
Temp.
°C
P restrain
%
Y.S. 
p . s . i .
U .T.S'. i 
p . s . i .  j
Total
Elong.
%
Yield
Strain.
'-77o
20 6 52,600 . 58,900 ! 16.0 ; 0 .0
350 2 54,400 60,000 ! 15.9 2.5
4 55,600 60,000 ■ 15.6 2 .9
6 57,300 61,100 14.5 3.1
8 58,700 61,100 14.2 3.1
400 2 . 53^500 59,100 15.7 2.7
4 1 55,200 60,000 15.9 2.8
6 56,500 60,400 14.5 2 .9
8 57,600 60,600 15.2 3.0
550 2 53,000 58,800 16.1 2.2
4 54,800 60, 300 15.9 2 .4
6 55,500 60,400 15.7 2.5
8 56,000 60,100 16.5 2.4
600 2 52,400 58,400 16.0 2.2
4 53,300 59,200 16.3 2.3
6 54,500 60,200 16.5 2.3
8
......
54,800 60,100 17.0 2.4
205.
TABLE A 0 6
Ageing 
Time t 
Min.
log t Y . S .
p . s . i .
U . T . S .  j 
p . s . i .
. Total 
Elong. 
%
Y i e l d
S t r a i n
07
/O
0 52,600 58,900 J 16.0 0.0
60 1.778 62,000 i 65,000 j 15.8 3.1
120 2.079 62,500 65,600 ; 15.5 3.2
300 2.477 62,500 j 65,900 | 14.5 3.3
480 2.681 ; 62,500 66,500 j 14.5 3.2
~ Too 2.778 62,100 65,500 13.5 3.4
1,020 3.009 60,700 64,400 . 14.0 3.2
6,000 3.778 57,400 61,300 14.5 2 .9
TABLE A 0 7
V ariation of the yield s tre s s  of strain-aged niobium 
with the degree of p restra in
P restrain
%
P.S.
p . s . i .
Y.S.
p . s . i .
'A  Y .S.'
p . s . i .
2 51,000 55,900 4, 900
4 51,000 59,500 8,500
6 52,600 62,400 9,800
8 54,900 64,500 9,600
15* 58,900 66,400 7,500
* Results fo r 15% p restra in  have been estim ated from  
extrapolations of the Y.S. and U .T .S . curves of 
F ig. 43, p . 128.
207.
TABLE A .8
Strain Ageing at 100°C afte r 6% p restra in
t
Min„
log t
Min.
t 2 /3
Min.
.A Y.S. 
P.S.
A Y.S.
p. s . i .
A Y.S.
A Y.S.
Max.
(DAt)'2/3
kT „ _
-  13 x 10
10 1.00 4.7 0.002 110 0.010 0.09
30 1.48 9.6 0.004 210 0.020 0.20
60 1.78 15.3 0.006 320 0.030 0.31
90 1.95 20.0 0.010 530 0.049 0.41
120 2.08 24.3 0.014 750 0.070 0.50
180 2.25 31.9 0.018 950 0.089 0.66
300 2.48 44.8 0.022 1,160 0.103 0.91
420  : 2.62 56.0 0.029 1,530 0.143 1.15
600 2.78 71.1 0.041 2,160 0.202 1.46
900 2.95 88.6 0.049 2,580 0.241 1.91
1,200 3.08 112.9 0.061 3,200 0.299 2.34
1,800 3.25 148.0 0.080 4,210 0.394 3.04
2,400 3.38 179.3 0.090 4,750 0.440 3.68
3,000 3.48 222.0 0.094 4,950 0.462 4.20
4,500 3.65 275.0 0.098 5,150 0.482 5.68
6,000 3.78 - 0.098 5,150 0.482 -
9,000 3.95 - 0.100 5,260 0.492 -
12,000 4.08 - 0.100 5,260 0.492 _
4  Y-S-Max. 10,700 p . s . i .
208
TABLE A 0 9
Strain Ageing at 120°C after 6% p restra in
t
Min.
log t 
Min.
2/3t
Min.
A y . s .
P.S.
A  Y.S.
p . s . i . ~A Y.S.Max.
(DAt)2/3
kT
* 1 3x 10
5 0.70 2.9 0.004 2.10 ■ 0.020 0.19
10 1.00 4.7 0.008 420 0.039 0.30
20 1.30 7.4 0.012 630 0.059 0.47
30 1.48 9.6 0.016 840 0.078 0.61
45 1.65 12.6 0.025 1,300 0.121 0.80
60 1.78 15.3 0.029 1,530 0.143 0.97
90 1.95 20.0 0.033 1,740 0.163 1.27
120 2.08 24.3 0.045 2,370 0.221 .1.94
180 2.25 31.9 0.050 2,630 0.246 2.0.2
210 2.32 35.3 0.062 3,260 0.305 2.25
270 2.43 41.8 0.073 3,840 0.358 2.65
330 2.52 47.7 0.084 4,530 0.423 3.04
405 2.61 54.7 0.096 5,050 0.471 3.45
500 2.70 62.9 0.104 5,480 0.512 4.00
600 2.78 71.1 0.112 5, 900 0.551 4.52
900 2.95 88.6 0.128 6,740 0.630 | 5.92
1,200 3.08 112.9 0.141 7,430
i
0.695 !
j
-
1,800 3.25 148.0 0.147 7,750 0.725 -
2,400 3.38 179.3 0.149 7,900 0.738 -
3,000 3.48 222.0
_____ J .
0.151 7, 950 0.742 -
A Y-S'M a.. = 10,700 p . s . i .
209. ;
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TABLE A. 10
Strain Ageing at 135°C afte r 6% p restra in
t
Min.
log t 
Min.
'2 /3t
Min.
A  Y.S. 
P.S.
Y.S.
p . s . i .
A  Y.S.
A  Y.S,
Max.
(DAt)2/3 
kT _ _ 
x  iO13
5 0.70 2 .9 0.014 750 0.070 0.35
10 1.0 4.7 0.024 1,260 O j—i
 
00 0.56
20 1.30 7.4 0.032 1.680 0.157 0.88
30 1.48 9.6 0.043 2,260 : 0.202 1.15
40 1.60 11.7 0.051 2,680 ■ 0.251 1.40
60 00oH 15.3 0.069 3,630 0.339 1.84
80 ; 1.90 18.5 0.084 4,420 0.413 2.22
100 2.00 21.5 . 0.096 5,050 0.472 2.58
120 2.08 24.3 0.104 5,480 0.510 2.92
140 2.15 27.0 0.116 6,100 0.570 3.10
180 2.25 37.0 0.130 6,850 0.640 3.84
300 2.48 00 0.151 7, 950 0.744 5.45
405 2.61 54.7 0.157 8,260 0.773 -
600 2.78 71.1 0.161 8,460 0.791 -
900 2.95 88.6 0.165 8,700 0.813
1,200 3.08 112.9 0.165 8,700 0.813 -
A Y-S-Max„ = 10,700 p . s . i .
210.
TABLE A. 11
Strain Ageing at 155°C after 6% p restra in
t
Min.
log t 
Min.
t 2/3
Min.
A  Y.S.
4  Y.S.
Max.
&  Y.S. 
p . s . i .
/LY .S.
P.S.
(DAt)2/3
^  13 x 10
5 0.70 2.9 0.172 1,840 0.035 1.05
10 1.00 4.6 0.245 2,630 0.050 1.68
15 1.18 6.1 0.359 3,840 0.073 2.21
20 1.30 7.3 0.462 4, 950 0.094 2.66
30 1.48 9.6 0.551 5,900 0.112 3.50
45 1.65 12.6 0.663 7,100 0.135 4.59
60 1.78 15.3 0.725 7,750 0.147 5.56
: 90 1.95 20.0 0.744 7,950 0.151 -
; 120 2.08 24.3 0.772 8,260 0.157 -
180 2.25 31.9 0.813 8,700 0.165 -
300 2.48 44.8 0.841 9,000 0.171 -
450 2.65 58.4 0.841 9,000 0.171 -
| 600 2.78 71.1 0.824 8,800 0.167 -
900 2.95 88.6 0.856 9,150 0.174 -
4  Y .S ., _ =' 10,700 p . s . i .Max. ^
TABLE A. 12
Strain Ageing at 162°C after 6% p restra in
j t 
' Min.
log t 
Min.
t2 /3
Min.
A y . s .
P.S.
A  Y.S. 
p . s . i .
A Y.S.
A y ° s .
Max.
(DAt)2/3
kT 13 x 10
5 0.70 2 .9 0.047 2,480 0.213 1.45
10 1.00 4.6 0.075 3,950 0.368 2.30
15 1.18 6.1 0.098 5,150 0.481 3.00
: 20 1.30 7.3 0.112 5,900 0.551 3.64
30 1.48 9.6 0.135 7,100 0.663 4.77
45 1.65 12.6 0.155 8,150 0.761 -
60 1.78 15.3 0.165 8,700 0.813 -
90 1.95 20.0 0.174 9,150 0.855 -
120 2.08 24.3 0.180 9,490 0.896 -
150 2.18 28.2 0.176 9,260 0.866 -
180 2.25 31.9 0.174 9,150 0.855 -
240 2.38 38.6 0.176 9,260 0.866 -
300 2.48 44.8 0.174 9,150 0.855 -
450 2.65 58.4 0.174 9,150 0.855 -
600 2.78 71.1 0.176 9,260 0.866 -
900 2.95 88.6 0.174 9,150 0.855 -
A  Y . S . . .  = 10,700 p . s . i .Max.
TABLE A. 13
Effect of oxygen on the ra te  of stra in  ageing of niobium 
aged for 5 hours at 120 C afte r 6% p restra in
Oxygen 
Content 
p .p .m .
A Y.S. 
P.S.
A Y.S. 
p . s . i .
A Y.S.
A y . s .
Max.
Dislocation 
Density 
Lines /  cm
490 0.052 2,600 0.243 2.45
560 0.050 2,400 0.224 2.26
620 0.067 3,000 0.280 2.82
690 0.077 3,900 0.314 3.17
760 0.086 4,500 0.420 4.23
; 840 0.089 4, 900 0.458 4.61
930 0.103 5,700 0.532 5.36
960 0.102 5,700 0.532 5.36
980 0.106 6,100 0.570 5.75
1,010 0.110 6,300 0.588 5.92
^  Y-S ,»„ = 10,700 p . s . i .Max
TABLE A. 14
Strain ageing at 141° and 155°C afte r 6% p restra in ;
the oxygen relaxation peak
Aged at 141°C Aged at 155°C
Time t 
Min. log t
Log. Dec. 
x 103
Time t 
Min. log t
Log. Dec. 
x 103
Annealed 62.0 Annealed 64.0
12 1.08 53.5 19 1.28 54.4
14 1.15 54.0 21 1.32 55.2
20 1.30 53.5 23 1.36 55.1
24 1.38 53.8 28 1.45 54.8
30 1.48 ; 54.1 33 1.52 55.2
40 1.60 54.2 38 1.58 54.9
51 1.71 i 54.4 43 S 1.631 55.2
61 1.78 ) 54.0 48
!
1.68 55.6
72  ; 1.86 j 53.8 53 1.72 54.9 1
87 1.94 i 54.0 58 : i.7 6 54.5
102 i 2.01 ! 53.6 63 1 1.80 55.1
117 2.07 j 53.4 74 1.87 54.7
130 I 2.11 | 53.2 89 1.95 55.0
150 1 2.18 j 54.0 109 2.04 54.9
174 ! 2.24 1 54.5 125 2.10 55.2
192 : 2.28 54.0 140 2.15 54.8
224 2.35 53.6 160 2.20 56.0
252 2.40 53.8 180 2.25 55.6
312 2.49 54.0 201 2.30 55.6
214.
TABLE A .14 (Contd.)
Aged at 141°C Aged at 155°C
Time t 
Min. log t
Log. Dec. 
x 103
Time t 
Min. log t
Log. Dec. 
x 103
318 2.50 54.5 231 2.36 56.0
378 2.58 54.1 291 2.46 57.6
409 2.61 54.5 325 2.51 57.4
439 2.64 54.5 391 2.59 57.2
489 j 2.69 54.0 443 2.65 57.8
600 j 2.78 54.2 493 2.69 58.6
730 } 2.86 54.6 533 2.73 58.6
870 j 2.94 54.6 563 2.75 59.3
980 |
.!
2.99 55.0 663 2.82 59.3
215.
TABLE A. 15
Strain ageing at 158° and 163°C after 6% p restra in ;
the oxygen relaxation peak
Time t 
Min. log t
Log. Dec. 
x 103
Tim e t 
Minu log t
Log. Dec. 
x 103
Annealed 64.5 Annealed 65.0
21.0 1.32 54.2 25 1.20 55.0
23.5 1.37 55.0
25.5 1.41 55.2 26 1.41 54.8
27.5 1.44 54.5 30 1.48 55.0
29.5 1.47 55.5 36 1.56 54.9
31.0 1.50 54.8 46 1.66 55.1
33.0 1.52 55.0 56 1.75 54.8
43.5 1.64 54.5 66 1.82 55.7
49.5 1.69 : 55.2 I 78 1.89 56.0
57.5 1.76 55.0 ; 91 1.96 56.8
66.5 1.82 j 55.0 106 2.02 57.0
80.5 1.90 54.4 121 2.08 57.0
117.5 2.07 55.5 136 2.13 57.5
148.0 2.17 56.5 158 2.20 58.0
189.0 2.28 56.6 176 2.24 57.5
214.0 2.33 57.5 196 2.29 59.0
244.0 2.39 57.0 226 2.35 59.0
292.0 2.46 58.0 256 2.41 60.0
392.0 2.59 59.0 317 2.50 60.5
444.0 2.65 59.2 377 2.58 61.4
494.0 2.69 60.0 442 2.64 62.6
534.0 2.73 60.0 456 2.66 62.0
664.0 2.82 61.0
216. |
TABLE A. 16
Oxygen dependence of the amount of oxygen which 
diffuses to dislocations on heating to 155 C 
(the oxygen relaxation peak tem perature) 
after 6% p restra in
Oxygen 
Content 
p .p .m .
Amount of oxygen which 
diffuses to dislocations 
p .p .m .
425 63
485 75
575 81
780 113
800 114
835 119
980 150
1,100 150
217;
TABLE A. 17
Strain ageing at 270° and 280°C after 6% p restra in ;
the nitrogen-carbon relaxation peak
Aged at 270°C Aged at 280°C
Time t  
Min. log t
Log. Dec. 
x 103
Time t 
Min. log t
Log. Dec. 
x 10d
0 17.7 0 16.0
5 0.70 17.1 5 0.70 15.3
11 1.04 16.7 11 1.04 14.9
20 1.30 15.9 16 1.20 14.5
30 1.48 15.4 21 1.32 14.3
40 1.60 15.1 31 1.49 14.0
50 1.70 14.6 35 1.55 13.7
60 1.78 14.1 42 1.62 13.9
76 1.88 14.2 52 1.72 13.7
91 1.96 14,0 63 1.80 13.9
106 2.02 : 13.6 76 1.88 13.8
121 2.08 j 14.1 85 1.93 13.6
141 2.15 13.9 90 1.95 13.7
161 2.21 14.1 100 2.00 13.8
182 2.26 14.0 115 2.06 13.7
212 2.33 | 13.9 132 2.12 13.7
242 2.38 13.8 165 2.22 13.5
302 2.48 14.0 190 2.28 13.4
362 2.56 13.8 224 2.35 : 13.2
413 2.62 13.7 257 2.41 13.3
480 2.68 13.5 282 2.45 13.0
560 2.75 13.4 339 2.53 13.0
1,500 3.18 13.0 417 2.62 12.7
436 2.64 13.3
479 2.68 12.5
TABLE A. 18
Strain ageing at 285° and 298°C after 6% p restra in ;
the nitrogen-carbon relaxation peak
Aged at 285°C Aged at 298°C
Time t 
Min. log t
Log. Dec. 
x lO 3
Time t 
Min. log t
Log. Dec. 
x 103
0 - 15.6 0 _ 13.8
3 0.49 15.2 5 0.70 13.5
6 0.78 , 14.3 13 1.11 13.1
9 0.95 14.0 23 1.36 12.7
12 1.10 : 13.7 30 1.48 12.7
16 1.20 j 13.9 40 1.60 12.2
21 1.32 I 13.7 50 1.70 12.0
26 1.41 i 13.2 60 1.78 12.3
31 1.49 j 13.3 75 1.87 12.2
41 1.61 ! 13.6 90 1.95 12.1
51 1.71 j 13.4 105 2.02 11.5
63 1.80 13.5 122 2.09 11.8
72 1.86 j 13.4 142 2.15 11.8
83 1.92 | 13.4 161 2.21 11.5
106 2.02 1 a 3 .1 182 2.26 11.8
123 2.09 j 13.1 214 2.33 11.6
150 2.18 12.8 244 ’ 2.39.. ; 11.8
180. 2.25 12.7 275 2.44 ; 11.5
225 2.34 12.4 336 j 2.53 ! 11.4
252 2.40 12.5 398 ; 2.60 1 11.4
278 2.45 12.7
355 2.55 12.3 1
443 2.65 12.1
678 2.84 12.2 i
—------,------ -—i , .. . , i
TABLE A. 19
Estim ated oxygen peak-up at 155°C in a ir  at a 
p ressu re  of 1 x 10“^ mm. of m ercury
Time t 
Min.
log t 
Min.
Oxygen Peak -up
/  x 103 p .p .m .
20 1.30 0.5 6
318 2.50 1.0 12
700 2.85 1.5 18
1,150 3.06 2.0 25
2,310 3.36 3.0 38
3,550 3.55 4 .0 50
5,000 3.70 5.0 62
6,760 3.83 6 .0 75
8,710 3.94 7 .0 87
m ,
APPENDIX B
CALCULATION OF THE DENSITY OF 
COTTRELL ATMOSPHERES
Derivation of a form ula to calculate the denisty of C ottrell 
atm ospheres from  the amount of in te rs titia l atoms diffused to dislocations 
during stra in  ageing.
Let c = the amount of in te rs titia l im purity diffused to dislocations 
(wt. p. p .m .) ;
L = the dislocation density (lines per sq. cm .);
M = atomic weight of solvent;
m = atomic weight of in te rs titia l solute;
N = Avogadro's number;
a = lattice param eter of solvent.
Now, the num ber of solvent atoms per sq. cm . p er . ■
atom ic plane = 1/a
and the weight of one solvent atom = M/N gm
therefore, the weight of atoms of one sq. cm . atom 2
plane of solvent = M /a N
6Since, per 10 gm of solvent c gm of solute diffused to dislocations, therefore
2 -6 2 p er M /a N gm of solvent the weight of solute diffused is cM x 10 /a  N gm
Hence, the weight of solute at dislocations p er sq. cm . 6 2
atom plane of solvent = cM x 10 /a  N gm
Now, the weight of one solute atom = m /N  gm
therefore, the number of solute atoms at dislocations ^ 2
p er sq. cm . per atom plane = cM x 10 /a  m
The density of C ottrell atm ospheres, Z, is  therefore
Z = cM x 10. V ^ m L  solute atoms per dislocation
line p er atom plane,
